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I Abstract 

This research sets out to evaluate the applicability of several aspects of the Internet to self help 

activity, with special reference to Self Help Nottingham (a local umbrella organisation for self 

help groups whose national profile for self help research and promotion provides an additional 

focus.) 

This evaluation centres on three key levels: the use of online self help and support groups; the 

development of an electronic "clearinghouse" model to disseminate information, promote self 

help approaches to health and social care professionals, and serve as a resource for groups; and 

the use of the Internet to gather information on self help issues, conduct research and evaluate 

. examples of current best practice. 

Key characteristics of self help activity are delineated, and the wider context of IT 

implementation in the voluntary sector used to illustrate the strategic information needs of 

small-scale, non-commercial organisations. 

A portfolio of methodological approaches include an Internet-based literature review, a case 

study of an issue-specific online support/discussion list (using a form of content analysis) and a 

series of evaluative case studies of North American and UK self help and voluntary sector 

WWW sites. The advantages and disadvantages of online group dynamics are examined, and 

comparisons drawn between UK and US interpretations. 

The WWW case studies, together with the local and national contexts within which Self Help 

Nottingham operates, provide the background for the development oh working WWW 

resource site, incorporating locally-derived information and evaluated Internet resources. The 

site design process is described, and content and quality issues are examined. Guidelines for the 

evaluation of Internet material are set out, and recommendations made for the ongoing 

development of the site. 

The WWW clearinghouse model offers the potential to develop Internet-based services to self 

help groups and professionals, adapted to fit the UK consumer healthcare context, at the same 

time addressing issues of policy formation and research at a national level. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

I Chapter 1: Introduction 

Help from without is often enfeebling in its effects, but help from within invariably invigorates 

Samuel Smiles 

1.1. Self help and the Internet: Convergence or Contradiction? 

Self help is a phenomenon whose precise shape is as difficult to discern as the Internet is to 

map with any degree of scientific confidence. Both are characterised by their fluctuating, often 

fragile and idiosyncratic qualities. Both can be seen as social movements sharing a common 

thread, that of connection. Both have claims made about their social value, their potential 

impact on the political and social fabric being the subject, to varying degrees, of an enthusiastic 

championing that often verges on the fanatical. In many ways, both refute concrete definition 

and all-embracing attempts at objective study or meta-analysis, shifting in shape and emphasis: 

at the very moment one senses clarity is within reach, the image blurs. Both self help and the 

Internet are self-perpetuating communities, the personal interwoven with the public, the whole 

greater than the sum of its parts. 

Self help connects individuals in supportive networks centred on shared experiences. Self help 

is a particular form of support, located at one end of the health or social care continuum, 

grassroots in emphasis and non-authoritarian in tone. Self help is what its members 

believe it to be, refusing to fit into watertight definitions of how it should operate, its 

informality conferring benefits not found in traditional professional approaches. Self

determination is central to the self help coping process. 

These themes strongly reflect those aspects of the Internet that are social and personal: 

connectivity, the development of networks of individuals and groups, the sharing of 

information, issues of openness and accessibility. No claim is too extravagant for those who 

proclaim its potential for enriching our lives and our work, its scope for the building of 

communities and empowering their members. 

Could these two movements converge in some purposeful way, bringing benefits beyond the 

traditional face-to-face self help encounter and encouraging its promotion on the wider stage of 

health and social policy? Does the medium fit the message, or is something lost in the electronic 

1 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

process? If self help is to become a cornerstone of the 21st century welfare state, an 

understanding of developments within the wider '1nfonnation society" is crucial. 

1.2. Aims and Objectives 

This research project represents a commitment by Self Help Nottingham, an umbrella 

organisation for local self help groups, to begin to explore these themes and set an agenda for 

their wider infonnation strategy. Their initial brief in March, later shaped by technical 

practicalities, initial fIndings and the limited timeframe, nevertheless outlines the area to be 

covered: 

• working with the team to develop strategies for Internet use both internally and to extend online 

services and access to local self help groups: to be examined within a context of "good practice" 

• searching the Internet to identify sites of relevance to self help groups and ... development agencies 

• research into how the Internet is used by individuals and groups as a source for therapy and 

personal support (through e-mail and Usenet discussion lists) 

• evaluating self help information and support on the WWW, particularly in the UK, and through 

comparison with activities in the US and Canada . 

It became apparent that anyone of these broad aims would provide sufficient possibilities for 

research at this level: electronic discussion lists exist for practically every condition covered in 

the Self Help Nottingham directory oflocal groups. "Access to groups" issues would similarly 

occupy a sizeable research project on community infonnation. 

This project attempts to address all four aspects and to provide an evaluative overview of 

current developments, prevailing trends and dominant attitudes, utilising a portfoliO of research 

methodologies to explore and analyse the different levels and concepts in operation. 

An overall aim can be stated: 

to evaluate the use [both actual and potential] of the Internet by self help groups and their support 

agencies 

In framing more specific research questions, a tripartite structure became apparent: 

2 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

• the use of the Internet by groups or individuals, concentrating on the online or electronic support 

group phenomenon. 

• the use of the Internet by self help support agencies to promote self help support and development 

at local, national and international level, through the development of a WWW Resource Site and 

allied services. [focused on dissemination and the foundation of networks] 

• the use of the Internet by self help support agencies to obtain information on current developments 

in the field and to develop a portfolio of research resources to enhance the agency's information 

function [focused on the internal strategic use of Internet sources] 

Because Self Help Nottingham were unable to access the Internet until late in the research 

timeframe, the involvement oflocal groups in any research was necessarily precluded. The 

WWW Resource Site developed significantly as the project progressed, focusing on both 

internal organisational information strategy and the "external" communication potential of the 

WWW (notwithstanding the fact that this represents the researcher's first encounter with 

HTML). This WWW focus in itself represents a necessary simplification of the term "Internet" 

throughout the project, since it omits USENET, ftp, telnet and other aspects. The Web's 

graphical user interface enables its applications to be more easily grasped for those with little 

or no experience of the Internet, and so proved a more tangible and realistic focus for the 

strategic aims of the project. 

The question of online support groups was addressed by an analytical literature review, a wide

ranging evaluative survey of Internet materials, and the adoption of a modified content 

analYSis/mOnitoring case study of a specific support group over a period of months (as a 

subscriber to the list and thtough access to archived postings.) 

Within this overarching framework, more specific aims can be set out: 

• to describe key characteristics of self help activity as a precondition of evaluating the ways in 

which the Internet can support it (as a medium both for the exchange of experiential 

knowledge/emotional support by individnals, and for its promotion by support agencies) 

• to describe the UK consumer health/social care context as a means of identifying those agencies 

and professionals allied to self help who can then be targeted as information providers, facilitators 

3 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

and resources through Internet strategies (e.g links to and from sites, dissemination and exchange 

of information, forums for policy discussion) 

• to analyse self help support in the UK, the need for national developments, the concept of a UK 

"centre of excellence" and issues of promotion and partnership 

• to describe the Self Help Nottingham organisation, in particular those roles and functions that 

could potentially be furthered by Internet strategies, and to outline the practicalities of involving 

support staff and self help groups in Internet use 

• to evaluate the concept of an electronic self help clearinglwuse, charting the development of US 

activity through a comparative analysis of UK and North American WWW sites, elucidating the 

key principles and contrasting US models with the practicalities of UK self help support 

• examine issues of Internet marketing and promotion 

• to develop a working model of a self help WWW site that demonstrates in practice the issues 

evaluated above [organisation of resources, evaluation of good/bad practice, "critical thinking" 

about Internet information etc.] 

• to examine the use of e-mail discussion groups by self helpers; to delineate prevailing trends on 

the psychology of virtual communities as they relate to self help; to critically examine the literature 

published in this field; to examine ethical issues in research methodology; and to conduct a small

scale content analysis of a single online support group 

• to describe and evaluate those Internet research tools most applicable to self help support agencies 

within the process of site design and to examine issues of quality 

• to outline the wider theoretical context of the implementation of IT in the voluntary sector, and to 

outline resourcing implications for Self Help Nottingham 

• to provide guidelines on assessing the quality of Internet sources 

• to make recommendations for the future development of the WWW site and integration with IT 

strategy 

4 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.3. Approach 

It is of fundamental importance to note that Self Help Nottingham's commitment to developing 

an Internet strategy was manifest by their intention to acquire the necessary hardware before 

the project was initiated. However, the concrete timing of this acquisition fell originally outside 

the timeframe for the project, so limiting the initial framing of any participative research or 

evaluation. 

When Internet access did arrive ahead of schedule, it was decided to develop a working model 

of a World Wide Web resource to give focus to many of the issues surrounding the introduction 

of the Internet to the work of the team. The focus of the research project of necessity shifted 

towards the role the Internet could play in the support of self help activity and development, 

since it offered the opportunity to articulate, through a working site model, the team's intention 

to develop a national profile for self help and serve as a "centre of excellence" and resource for· 

self help research. 

The style and strategy of the research design mnst be appropriate to the scale, culture and 

philosophy of the central case study. It was important that the group should not feel a solution 

or set of recommendations were being imposed from an outside, academic perspective without 

reference to their mode of operation and the limitations of their resources. 

A case study provides richness and depth of qualitative findings, but presents difficulties in 

drawing generalisations from the particular!. Self help research in general is still building a set 

of methodological tools that are sensitive to the fragile self-determination of groups. 

Researchers have indicated the need for small-scale evaluative research alongside self help 

groups: this study reflects this through active consultancy and partuership with the umbrella 

organisation to advance their agenda and Clarify their long-term goals. Local support is 

enabling rather than prescriptive, carried out with a strong protective ethos and a respect for 

the independence of groups: so should work with the support agency themselves. 

1.4. Methodologies 

One approach is to view the use of the Internet as an attempt to further the knowledge of the 

organisation, to enhance its understanding or advance an agenda (however that is to be 

defined.) "Knowledge is a dynamic, self-modifying state. Knowledge changes in the course of 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

acquiring information," leading to a "cyclical refinement of information needs." Dialogue, 

interactivity and ongoing assessment are therefore important features of information exchange2• 

The organisation can be seen as an information user, and the Internet as both a system and a 

source. The channel itself has a value. The specific information needs of self help groups are 

difficult to discern, arising as they do in response to specific personal issues. But I have 

attempted to equip the organisation with structured, evaluative research tools which can be 

deployed across a range of subject-specific tasks, in addition to general tools which support 

their less tangible aims and ruission. 

IlnfOl1l'lEiiOn User 

information Need Need I Sel.isfacticn 

l 
jhfonnallOn-Seeklnm 

Informetlon Use I Beha .... lour Informl!ltioo Exchange 

1 1/ 
I DemanCls on IllDemandS on Othe~sl 

Informl!ll:lon Systems information Sources 

X other People 

-1 Success I I F ..... I 
Inforrnalion Transfer 

Figure 1.1 Wilson's Model of InfonnoJion Seeking Behaviour 

"All methods of research are ultimately substitutes for the fundamental method of 

observation3
." There are no pre-defined research solutions for such a complex and subjective 

series of processes4
• The Objectivist paradigm is 

ill-suited for providing a more authentic picture of...perceptions of...information 

environments and more integrated accounts oLinformation-seeking activity'. 

In practice this is a non-linear operation and more creative, qualitative techniques are required 

to map the overlapping information management, commuuication and behavioural spheres. 

This is interaction within a social environment, not a simple user-system relation, and has 

emotional, intuitive, serendipitous and organic elements. What does this information mean to 

its users? Analysis of Internet sources alone is insnfficient: an awareness of the role they ruight 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

perform, and the tasks that prompt information need, is viW6. 1l1is is part of a wider life cycle 

of information, covering objective-setting, source identification, acquistion or creation of 

information, its communication, use and retention7
• 

As a result, a "grounded theory" approach is adopted, centred on Self Help Nottingham as a 

participant in the research process. Informal semi -structured interviews were held at regular 

intervals to assess the team's needs, its knowledge base, orgauisational structure and function, 

and more general aims and ambitions. 

In a practical sense, the WWW site design process involved regular meetings in Nottingham 

and e-mail dialogue, and included a two-hour presentation and discussion of the issues 

underpiuning the project to all SHN core staff, outliuing initial fmdlngs from the literaiure 

review and early Internet survey, giving background on the Internet, defiuing terms, and 

inviting ongoing input into the project. In practice, through limited time and resources, this has 

been channelled through the Information Officer. 1l1is follows a model of 

researchlreview=>develop working model=>testing/feedback=>re-assess and re-model 

which extends not only to the overall project partnership, but Internet searching too. As content 

for the site filtered through, the model was reworked; as evaluation of sites increased an 

awareness of "best practice", features were incorporated into the working model, the two 

processes taking place in parallel as updates were sent to SHN and case studies reported. 

Timing, perception of the project aims,learning curves and motivation all influence the patterns 

of interaction. 

In addition to the outline above and the related chapter on IT implementation in the voluntary 

sector (Chapter 7), the portfoliO of methodologies used for this project also includes elements 

of content analysis and constant comparative analysis (in the support group case study), which 

will be dealt with in Chapter 4. 

1 Grunow, Dieter. Why we need data: observations on evaluation research in health-related selfbelp. 

In: Humble, Stepben. & Judith Unel~ eds. Self-help in health and social welfare: England and West 

Gennany.1989,p.86. 

2 Badenocb, D. et ai. The value of information. In: M. Feeney & M. Grieves, eds. The value and 

impact o/in/onnation. 1994, p. 14. 
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3 Wllson, T.D. Object or participant: the information user in information research. Swedish Library 

Research. 1990,3,5-16. 

4 Barry, C.A. Critical issues in evaluating the impact of IT on information activity in academic 

research: developing a qualitative research solution. Library and Infonnation Science Research. 1995, 

17,130. 

5 EllIs, D. Modelling the information-seeking patterns of academic researchers: a grounded theory 

approach. Library Quanerly. 1993,63(4),469. 

6 Leckle, GJ. et al. Modelling the information seeking of professionals: a general model derived 

from research on engineers, health care professionals, and lawyers. Library Quanerly, 1996,66(2), 

161-93. 

7 Wlggens, Bob. What do we really mean by information management? Infonnation Management and 

Technology, 1994,27(4), 162-8. 
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Chapter 2: Defming Self Help Activity 

I Chapter 2: Defining Self-Help Activity 

2.1. Introduction 

The terminology surrounding self help requires a considerable amount of detailed examination 

if a common understanding is to be reached concerning its activities and protagonists, so that 

informed, effective, targeted decisions can be made in support of its groups and their individual 

members. The term "Self Help" has been used in a range of contexts, many of which bear little 

or no relation to what is understood by self help in the United Kingdom; as an umbrella term it 

also fails to include many of the synonymous activities denoted by variant terms in the 

consumer health information field, both in the UK and US: "support groups", "mutual aid 

groups" and "mutual aid/self help-groups." 

As a concept, self help almost refutes definition. Many social scientists, on both sides of the 

Atlantic, have endeavoured to define it, to construct elegant typologies and set out its 

characteristics and distinctive functions. 

What is attempted here is not a typology of typologies, nor an aggregation of those definitions 

set forward over several decades of social, anthropological, psychological and medical research 

into what mayor may not be classed as a self help "movement". To try to distil the varied 

outpourings of these disciplinary approaches into a single working definition is folly: self help 

is a phenomenon that, by its very nature, sits awkwardly with that which seeks to be 

systematic, rigid, watertight and rational, since these properties relate too closely to those 

institutions and prevailing ideologies that self help defines itself against. The proliferation and 

diversity of self help groups is proof of their growing importance, but self help is a transient, 

fragile, fluctuating phenomenon with its own "internal momentum'" whose incidence is difficult 

to predict with any accuracy. 

With the element of self-determination so critical to the distinctive function of self help 

activity, watertight definitions are apt to sink under the weight of imposed inclusivity. 

Typologies are useful to highlight variation, but miss the point that self help groups perform 

many functions at once2
• As Self Help Nottingham's founder Judy Wilson has stated, 

"imposing definitions may cloud rather than clarify the concepe." 
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Chapter 2: Defming Self Help Activity 

2.2. An explanatory framework 

Definitions are not designed ... to constrain or straight jacket self help activities. Rather, 

they provide policy makers and funders with a shared baseline from which the effectiveness 

of self-help can be evaluated and resource decisions can be more efficiently targeted. 

This requires a recognition of the common elements and range of self help activities.' 

The following is not an account of self help as historical documentary tracing the theories of 

Samuel Smiles and Peter Kropotkin or older philosophical antecedents. Rather, this sifting and 

filtering of the main corpus of work on self help activity will try to elucidate the key features of 

this complex matrix of organisation, function, communication and purpose, since it is vital to 

establish who is to benefit from those aspects of the Internet being studied here, and in what 

ways those benefits are to be derived. Integral to the question "what are the potential benefits?" 

are those surrounding the suitability and level of services and information, the practical 

framework by which they are to be delivered, and sensitivity to the specific context of service 

delivery. 

2.3. What Self Help is not. •• 

It is perhaps useful initially to pursue a negative line, excluding those subjects that use the term 

self help but do not fall within the scope of this study. Hence the array of "self-help manuals" 

in the field of computer software and other technological developments must be weeded from 

the results of any literature search across social science, medical and scientific databases. So 

too is it important to distinguish between references to "self-help programs" in the medical and 

psychological fields which refer to computer (software) programs to facilitate or assist in 

compliance with professionally initiated treatment regimes (computer-assisted group problem

solving, Computer Assisted Instruction, medical education software etc.) 

2.4. Literature review 

Self help (or, interchangeably, "self-help": many US researchers use the hyphenated term) 

became the subject of serious qualitative and quantitative social research in the United States in 

the early 1970s, reaching something of a watershed with the oft-quoted definition by Katz & 

Benderin 1976: 
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Chapter 2: Defming Self Help Activity 

[Self-help groups are] voluntary small group structures for mutual aid in the accomplishment 

of a specific purpose. Usually formed by peers who have come together for mutual assistance 

in satisfying a common need, overcoming a common handicap or life-disrupting problem, 

and bringing about desired social and/or personal change ... the initiators and members of such 

groups perceive their needs cannot be met by or through existing social institutions. Self-help 

groups emphasize face-to-face social interactions and the assumption of personal 

responsibility by memberss. 

I shall return to this definition shortly, tying together many of its key features and assumptions 

with the work of later researchers. 

An American influence has continued to pervade the self help research landscape through 

studies that have moved beyond a strictly social science viewpoint to include clinical outcomes 

research and psychologica1/behavioural aspects e.g. recovery from addictions. The US 

healthcare system [or lack of it] has undoubtedly shaped the American way of self help: US

UK comparisons reveal a similarity in the structure of definitions, but only after sifting through 

the plethora of "self-growth" pseudo-science material and filtering for an american emphasis on 

formalised, twelve-step recovery programmes such as Alcoholics or Narcotics Anoymous. 

These cultural difference will be more fully explored in the Internet chapters, where such 

variation is thrown into sharp relief. 

The UK interest in modem manifestations of self help arose later than its US counterpart. but 

by the mid-1980s the term had gain recognition through writers such as Wilson6 
7', Vincent 910 

and Richardson" 1213. European comparisons began to be drawn 14. Jurgen Matzat's definition 

is worth quoting as an example of this European perspective: 

Self-help groups are voluntary, mostly loose associations of people whose activities are 

directed towards a common coping with illnesses, psychological or social problems, by 

which they - either themselves personally or as relatives - are affected. Their goal is a 

change in their personal life situation and often greater influence on their social and 

political environment. In regular groupwork they stress authenticity, equality, a common 

language, and mutual aid. IS 

This definition will be unpacked in greater detail below, but it is important to note the tri

partite division into "physical illnesses, psychological and social problems" (one could further 

subdivide illness into physical illness and disability. and add addictions as a cross-cutting 
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category). Those affected can similarly be extended to include "carers" in addition to sufferers 

and relatives. 

Richardson's 1984 definition is simpler, but benefits from a straightforward use of language 

and a flexibility in keeping with Self Help's ability or right to define itself: 

Self-help groups are fonned by people who feel they have a common personal problem, 

typically concerned with medical, social or behavioural conditions, and have joined 

together in order to do something about it.'· 

This last point is perhaps deliberately vague, Richardson extending the role of self help groups 

to include the exertion of pressure through lobbying in a wider, public context. As we shall see 

in Chapter 5, Richardson locates self help within the battlefield of consumer rights, defined, to 

an extent, by their relationship to public agencies and professionals. Self help is thus "a 

valuable addition" to professional services, supplementary and cumulative in nature17
• 

Such research in underlined by an understanding that self help, as a social phenomenon tracked 

and delineated by social scientists, registers its impact differently on those whose lives are 

enriched by their involvement in it. Gay quotes Ji1\ Vincent: 

there is little sign the members are aware of or adopt a consciously worked out self-help 

philosophy or ideology. They are of course aware of the practical benefits of membership, 

but few take their understanding further than this." 

Most pertinent to the UK research was the national restructuring of health and social services 

by successive Conservative regimes, with its associated flowering of institutional, ideological 

and political debate. Those features relating to statutory care provision that are relevant to the 

present-day position of self-help activity and its support (the consumer health context) wi1\ be 

covered in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
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2.5. Key principles 

2.5.1. Mutuality 

The term Self Help contains something of an internal contradiction from the outset in its 

apparent emphasis on the individual self when a key defining feature is that of mutuality, of 

shared group support. While individualism is an integral part of why members approach self 

help groups (to effect some change in their personal life situation, to alleviate or solve a 

problem, to discuss or obtain information) and indeed the benefits derived are in many respects 

individual, the prevailing emphasis is on the collective nature of self help activity, the 

interdependence of individuals in groups and the strengths of common purpose. Integral to this 

group formation is an assumption of equality'". 

2.5.2. Shared Experience 

This commonality or "shared reality:w., is grounded in the understanding that the type of 

support offered by self help groups is based on lived experience, of having "been there", of 

identifying with others and thereby obtaining a fuller insight into the totality of issues 

surrounding a particular life situation and its effects on one's peers; in sharp contrast is the 

detachment of the clinical-professional experience and its resultant inbalances in power, 

knowledge and control. Authenticity and a sense of equality result from what Gaioni terms 

"this unique perspective2l
". 

Exploring this idea further, it is possible to define this commonality as a product of 

discrimination or "negative status22
", of needs not being adequately met or even recognised. 

Here the arguments become more political in tone, with Self Help as a response to "isolation, 

depersonalisation and breakdown of human values in industrial societies in general, and in 

technological medicine in particul~." Activity is frequently "motivated to counteract the 

effects of marginalisation, stigmatisation, isolation and lack of recognition,24" in short: 

disempowerment. Within this functionalist framework of understanding, self help arises to meet 

unmetlunrecognised needs, or serves as an alternative route to existing services which are 

meeting needs inadequately. 
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2.5.3. Self·determination & Group ownership 

Common attributes promote common interests. Self help groups are voluntary affiliations run 

by and for their members, where decision-making power and choice lies with those who share 

the experience/situation, a democratic principle which does not preclude professional 

involvement but which ensures that any such involvement is sanctioned by group members 

[ramifications of this will be explored in the discussion on open/closed electronic support 

groups] Such indepedence also means self help groups are non-profit, although those that are 

local branches or chapters of a larger national organisation will have variant reporting and 

support structures. 

2.5.4. Active Participation & Serial Reciprocity 

Self-help meetings (whether face-to-face or electronic) are based on the exchange of 

experiential knowledge. The helper-helped role is usually shared, with roles often informal and 

interchangeable2S although some individuals may "become expert";" as a result of their 

particular experience or access to information, with consequences for group equality and 

empowerment. The participatory nature of group involvement combats isolation, viewing 

individuals as consumers of health or social care and not merely passive recipients. It is this 

"serial reciprocity", the ability both to give and to receive over a period of time, that 

Richardson highlighted27 as giving self-help its basis at the level of personal involvement and 

experience (distinct from the one-way patient-professional or recipient-volunteer models of 

service delivery.) The people who share the experience or situation are the direct or indirect 

beneficiaries of self help activity. 

In modern parlance, self help group members are both consumers and service providers/policy 

makers within a framework they define and control, shaped by their experiences and emerging 

needs. Borman28 rather convolutedly terms this a "proactive adaptive capacity", based on 

experiential learning within a networked "knowledge base", viewing the self-help group as an 

altruistic "quasi-extended family" that maintains its own value system and a "fixed community 

of beliefs" [c.f. narrative theory, Chapter 4], its grassroots leadership "articulating" group 

needs to professionals. 
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2.6. Types of self help activity 

Within the diversity and fluctuating dynamism of self-help activity, however problematic the 

task of defining it, certain types or categories of self-help group can be discerned. These 

categories are far from watertight, with many groups overlapping. 

2.6.1. Issue specific groups 

Groups organised around a particular social or health-related issue are characterised by those 

aspects of commonality and shared experience detailed above. They provide emotional support 

and practical coping skills, exchange or provide information, campaign on behalf of members 

or a wider community, provide services or involve professionals in a facilitating or advisory 

role. 

Such groups may be initiated by individuals (self-help as spontaneous convergence) or by 

health and social service professionals who observe an unmet need for support (self help as 

alternative service delivery). Groups may reach a plateau, based on factors as diverse as 

geographical area or rareness/specificity of condition, or continue to grow into more formally 

organised agencies or registered charities with regional or national structures29
• Membership is 

more often than not fluid. 

2.6.2. Community Development 

It is possible to view self help as a subset of wider community development, or a specific form 

of community development which contains many of its aims. Based around specific issues or 

target groups, such as ethnic minority voluntary action or rural action30
, these groups work 

more closely with community development workers in an attempt to gain more influence within 

local power structures and impact on the community environment. 

2.6.3. Psychotherapeutic Self Help 

Many of the terms discussed above (isolation, stigmatisation, emotional support) have a strong 

psychotherapeutic slant, as the later analysis of electronic compared to face-to-face self-help 

interactions will show. Many issue specific groups contain elements of psychotherapeutic 

groupwork: eating disorders, abuse, drug dependency, etc. As subsequent chapters will show, 
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this type of self help activity is strongly represented in the US conception of self help. Both 

traditions have to combat to some extent the petjorative stereotypes of tea and sympathy or the 

poor man's psychotherapy. 
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I Chapter 3: Self Help Groups and Electronic Communication 

3.1. Introduction 

Reviewing a subject so characterised by its novelty, the diversity of its activity, and the cultural 

influences of its medium, presents difficulties in attempting to convey an accurate picture of the 

electronic self help phenomenon as it exists at any given time. Much of the current evidence 

relating to the benefits of electronic self help is predominantly anecdotally-derived, since much 

of the research connected with it has yet to reach beyond the small-scale, speculative or 

unsystematic. 

3.2. Methodology 

As indicated earlier, a fluid, self-reflective, often non-linear approach was dictated by the 

equally fluid terminiology. As a variant term was uncovered, search strategies were revised. As 

prominent author/researcher names arose new leads were pursued. Above all, the Internet's 

underlying structure encourages the following of hypertext !inks from site to site, document to 

document; encountering revision, addition or unexplained deletion was a regular occurence. 

3.3. Sources 

The multldisciplinary nature of Self Help presupposes a multidisciplinary approach to 

information sources, ensuring that clinical/medical, psychological, social science, information 

and computer science, and journalistic perspectives and research are thoroughly covered by a 

range of subject databases of traditional academic peer-reviewed literature. CD-ROMs 

included ASSIA PIusl , British Humanities Index2
, USA3

, British Newspaper Index', Psycu'f, 

and INSPEC6• Online ISI databases accessed through BIDS included the Social Science 

Citation Index', Science Citation Indexi
, IBSS~ and EmbaselO

• Internet search engines, resource 

guides, subject-specific gateways and databases included the US National Library of 

Medicine's PubMedll version of MedIine (to facilitate use of MESH headings), AIta Vista's 

advanced search model2 (with Boolean operators) and Metacrawler13
, BUBLI4, OMNI1l

, 

NISSI6, SOSIG17
, and the Argus Clearinghouse1i

• 

Search terms differed according to the indexing structures of the various databases consulted, 

but covered variatio~s on a theme of electronidonlinelcomputer-mediated and self. 
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help/suppon groups etc., with truncation and Boolean refinement where pennitted. More 

general approaches were required for some smaller resource guides, requiring an inevitably 

cumbersome fIltering of inappropriate "self help guides" and elaborate accounts of psycho

spiritual self growth and "personal wellness" (the US bias of the Internet becoming swiftly 

apparent.) 

3.4. Internet Problematics 

However, such an approach is not in itself sufficient to chart the overriding majority of 

electronic activity, discussion and debate that has yet to fIlter down to the traditional academic 

research level. As both a source of information and a community of users, the Internet is a 

curiously self-documenting medimn. As an information resource ''reflecting the spectrmn of 

modem culture, society and hmnan endeavour, the Internet is unparalled19
", but such reflection 

is prone to distortion and refraction. Lack of standardisation or consistency in its organisation 

make information retrieval a haphazard business: it is virtually "impossible for a single 

(meta)directory to cover its field comprehensively", nor is it "clear how comprehensive or 

anthoritative a direciory is, what it aims to include or how often it is updated20
." Such 

difficulties affeci both macro- and micrO-interpretations of what the Internet has to offer an 

organisation, since uncertainties arise at both the level of individual docmnents or sites and at 

the level of overarching search engines, gateways, catalogues and direciories (the very means of 

accessing those information resources). 

Well rehearsed argmnents over the difficulties of utilising the Internet centre on the fact that it 

is an inherently problematic and transient medimn, an ethnograhic community (of sorts) whose 

members leave traces of their explorations and wisdom in an unsystematic fashion. An extreme 

view of this freeform aggregation of resources might by termed "the cataloguer's nightmare", 

expressed in the opinion that the Internet is a "disorganised mess" with fragments "added daily 

by the myriad cranks, sages and persons with time on their hands who launch their unfiltered 

messages into cyberspace21
." 

As Pierson states in his assessment of the potential of the Internet for social workers, 

No claim is too extravagant for those who either promote its possibilities or 

condemn its lawlessness ... it promises much, delivers modestly, but rewards the patient 

user occasionally", 
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such patience being tested by the demands placed on the user to filter and re-evaluate with 

alanning frequency, in addition to those problematics of peak usage times23, accuracy and 

validity of content, impermanence of hypertext links, and richness of access provided by the 

individual computer andIor its network (heavily dependent on technical aspects such as browser 

capability, connection speed, etc.) 

Where the Internet is concerned, one chooses one's metaphor for its chaotic organisation from 

the storehouse ofliterary-cnltural and artistic archetypes: mazes24, winding paths, chInese 

puzzles, Pandora's Boxes25 and ransacked libraries. Such problematics of Internet use lie, at 

first sight, in its navigational uncertainties and the often idiosyncratic responses of its search 

tools. As will be explored later, such eccentriCities are compounded by deeper issues of quality 

and authority, but at this stage it is sufficient to accept that the cnIture of Internet research 

requires a portfolio of research techniques that take that cnIture into account, and that a 

criticaliy-informed approach utilising a range of search methods can nevertheless uncover 

valuable information sources. 

In any case, such disorganisation or dysfunction is itself an appropriate phenomenon for study: 

the very problematic nature oflocating Internet information feeds dialectically into an analysis 

of the value of the Internet as an information source, such problematics fuelling discussion on 

issues of quality, authority, utility, functionality and appropriateness to an organisation seeking 

to build an Internet strategy into its information and related services. Such issues will be 

explored in the evaluation of specific sites and the design of the web resource. 

3.5. Accounts of Electronic Self Help Activity 

3.5.1. Issues of Evolution and Equivalence 

The clearinghouse model outlined in Chapter 8 is underpinned by a belief that electronic 

linkages are inherently beneficial, in that they represent a natural extension of face-to-face self

help interaction carried on by other means: telephone, correspondence, or teleconferencing26 
27. 

Such alternative networks are seen as natural antecedents to Intemetworking, the latter 

fulfilling the promise of earlier, more rudimentary initiatives28
• Madara has served as the 

leading exponent of this evolutionary approach that champions electronic communication as a 

vehIcle of "high tech" f'high touch" community developmenf'. The terminology used has 

undergone only slight alteration since the mid-1980s, in line with the realisation of many of the 
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futuristic predictions about "electronic linkages", their social benefits and access for mass 

populations. To an extent, among certain sections of the US population at least, it might now 

be possible to argue that the networked home has indeed arrived, with all its potential for 

combating isolation, providing information and extending support. Problems with extending 

this model, however tentative it may be, beyond this US context will be developed later. 

Whether electronic self help is equivalent to face-to-face self-help, in what ways it differs, and 

its applicability to the UK self help context, are questions central to this thesis. At present, little 

or no evaluative research has been carried out into the extent and effectiveness of electrOnic 

self help, much of the published material being characterised by a pOsitive,laudatory approach 

that equates the potential for networking with its actual effects. It is rather like developing a 

logical argument along the lines of: self help is a process of bringing people together; electronic 

communication is also a process that brings people together; ergo, electronic communication 

must support self help. It is perhaps symptomatic of a "first wave" account of a social 

phenomenon that its sheer novelty or newsworthiness encourages an unquestioning engagement, 

particularly since self help in its "traditional" face-to-face form is only just beginning to 

register an impact on the clinical medical and psychological research scale in any systematic 

and evaluative way. What is reqnired is a "second wave" evaluative approach to electrOnic self 

help, an approach that is critical, that opens up questions and recognises limitations rather than 

simply adding to the recent flurry of anecdotal journalistic accounts of Intemet-as-social

benefactor. 

3.5.2. Internet accounts 

Ferguson's Guided Tour of Self-Help Cyberspace30 represents a "first wave" approach within 

the framework of consumer health infonnatics and participatory medicine, reflecting his 

promotion of online health information in his printed work31
• He too posits an evolutionary 

theory of traditional in-person self help functions (altruism, activism etc.) reconfiguring 

themselves online as fomm hosts,list moderators, coordinators and webmasters. Interestingly, 

he stresses the need to move away from a conceptual model of the Internet as a universal 

medical encyclopedia, preferring instead to seek an ongoing conversation or involvement within 

an online community, a consumer interface with healthcare systems. Such resources can be 

distingnished as community-based or Clinically-based, depending on the lay or professional 

status of the source. Ferguson may seem futuristic in his views on patient-clinician direct e

mail consultation and other Information Age Health Care advances, but fee-based online 
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psychiatric consultations, through organisations such as Shrink Link and Cybershrlnks, are 

already with US'2"'4 and are likely to keep pace with Internet growth as a whole. Ferguson's 

hierarchy 

• individual self-care 

• friends and family 

• self-help/community networks 

• health professionals as facilitators and 

coaches 

• health professionals as partners 

• health professionals as anthorities 

usefully demonstrates the conviction that the lay-professional continuum is being reshaped by 

online developments. The fact that clinical research is, potentially, available through Interne! 

sources accessed in the home or public library, offers a radically redrawn map of patient 

awareness and involvement. Ferguson reveals the extent to which this view has been developed 

in American (while at the same time highlighting, by its very language, the cultural and 

organisational differences between US and UK conceptions of health care delivery) when he 

writes: 

We will have arrived at true Infomtation Age Health Care when we all take it for granted 

that the primary practitioner in our health care system is the infomted, empowered online 

layperson, and that the main role for health professionals will be as coaches, teachers, 

supporters, and cheerleaders for system wide, computer-supported high-quality, low-cost 

self-managed care's. 

A primary care-led NHS, with an enhanced role for General Practitioners as commissioners of 

healthcare (in one guise or another), is unlikely to meet such descriptions of healthcare 

"coaches" and "cheerleaders" with anything other than a furrowing of brows and shaking of 

heads. 

Smyth's account of the Cleveland Free-Net's Alzheimer's Disease Support Centre'6 describes a 

range of information and support services available through bulletin boards, moderated e-mail 

question-and-answer sessions and open electronic forums. Such activity represents the type of 

consumer-professional partnership that many commentaJors put forward as a solution to rising 

health and welfare costs. Similarly, Kang's experience with disability-related self help bulletin 

boards in Hong Kong'7 '8 describes grassroots activity, such as teleworking or remote tuJoring 

projects, which have gone on to attract major corporate sponsorship, an example of 
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co1!aboration extending access to a community for whom the benefits of electronic "mobility" 

and an equalisation of status could not be more pointed. 

The series of conferences Partnerships for Networked Consumer Health Information 39 40 

sponsored by the National Health Infonnation Center, the Office of Disease Prevention and 

Health Promotion, and the Department of Health and Human Services, give an indication of the 

breadth of consumer health infonnatics in the US. Those discussions most closely related to 

self help issues are inevitably shaped by the prevailing US concern with technology as agent of 

social change and the empowerment of the patient. A complex matrlx is mapped out, involving 

consumers, professionals, systems developers, Internet service providers, and government 

funders. The slippage in terminology between self care and self help is never more apparent 

than during these discussions on active participation. It appears they amount to one and the 

same thing. Leading self help Internet figures Madara41
, Ferguson42 and Grohol are to the fore, 

chairing workshops whose transcripts go some way to proving the maxim that Britain and the 

US are two nations separated by a common language. Issues of accuracy of information are 

often swept aside or treated in a dangerously vague fashion ("it is relatively accurate and okay 

to point patients to it", "medical facts are not actually factual", "acquisition of information 

relieves suspense from not knowing" etc. 43) and issues of access given scant coverage. 

Ferguson's hierarchy is impliCit in many of the contrlbutions which relegate health 

professionals to an ad hoc brokerage role as supporters and facilitators of healthcare, their 

status as experts stripped by a laity suddenly empowered through technology. AIan Douma 

comments 

There is a plethora of opportunities for accessing help, and it is the duty of the 

healthcare professional to understand how this help is obtained and to be able to 

point to a resource.44 

Is this clinical care as practiced by clinicians, or Internet information specialists? Does access 

to Medline bring the ability to self-diagnose? In promoting the improvements in access to 

information there is the risk tha! the professional/clinical baby is thrown out with the 

bathwaler. 

King's co1!ection of resources relating to ouline support groups intersects with the wider study 

of the psychology ofvirtnal communities, self help groups offering themselves (willingly or 

unwillingly) as rich case studies in computer-mediated interaction. King has covered general 
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aspects of cyberspace psychology4s 46 and specific issue groups: gender identity disorder47, 

addiction48 and suicide49. He notes the therapeutic benefits many of these groups appear to give 

their members (58% of whom contact each other by traditional meanss,), viewing them as a 

valuable additional tool in a range of support group settings. Of similar standing is Phillips' 

informal study of the Adult Children of Alcoholics group, comparing its formats: Internet 

Relay Chat, e-mail discussion list and in-person groupSSl. Aspects of both King and Phillips' 

work will form part of the discussion of advantages and disadvantages below. 

3.5.3. Journalistic accounts 

The social welfare aspects of Internet use have not gone unnoticed by the UK broadsheets, 

many of which publish specifiC IT supplements. Specific conditions, such as Chrohn's diseases2 

and Down's syndromeS3 are treated anecdotally, as is a voice-activated system run by a 

paralysed Salvation Army office~4. General aspects of the ouline support phenemenon are also 

treated ss, along with virtual psychiatrys6. This latter discipline is the most common focus for 

generalist accounts, since it encapsulates those implicitly psychological aspects of human

computer interaction: witness the visual portrayal of the computer-as-psychiatrist in Spinney's 

review7
• She details the use of e-mail by the Samaritans as an extension of their telephone 

services, making the salient point that the demographic profile of one of the population groups 

most vulnerable to depression is men aged 18-24, making them a target group for electronic 

counselling services due to their high computer useS8. Spinney's account is balanced by 

comments from those psychotherapists who feel e-mail cannot provide the extra verbal and 

non-verbal information (tone of voice, body language) required to support a relationship based 

on "subtleties of human judgement S9" Issues of protection and licensing are also raised, 

underlining the sensitivity and vulnerability of those who might benefit most from online 

therapy. Without registration or regulation, how can users be certain of the credentials of those 

providing counselling? This reflects the wider concern with the authenticity of health 

information on the Internet discussed in Chapter 12. 

''The chief medium through which group therapy is being conducted on the Internet is that of 

newsgroups60", in particular those with the alt.support. prefix. Zgodzinski outlines the 

contributions of those counsellors, advice columnists and therapists who are using the Internet 

as an extension of their existing service patterns, and restates the argument that online support 

equates with its face-to-face form, "the honesty of the postings and sincerity of the replies 
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[making] it evident that the newsgroups are serving an important function in the lives of the 

sufferers who gather there." 

Other American journalistic accounts offer similar anecdotal overviews61 62: Lempert focuses 

on Scolamiero's support group on brain tumours63; others cover parenting64
, patient-crnrlcian 

relationships65, menopause66
, the elderly67 and self-managed care68. 

3.5.4. Academic-related accounts 

Finn has conducted research into specific on-line groups in the areas of sexual abuse69 and 

addiction recovery 70, work which may at some later date be perceived as seminal, not least for 

his glaring ethical error in leaving the name of the newsgroup, dates and times of messages etc. 

unaltered in his published results. ('The social sensitivity of such research will be fully 

developed in Chapter 4.) Finn indicates rapid growth in what he rather convolutedly terms 

Computer-based Self-HelplMutual Aid (CSHMA) groups, viewing them as part of a wider set 

of "special interest groups" on commercial hosts (such as Compuserv, Genie, Prodigy and 

America Online) and privately-owned BB Ss (Bnlletin Board Systems) such as FidoNet and its 

associated "echo conferences,,71. Taking the Recovery BBS as an example, Finn downloads 

statistics on number of callers, their demographic profiles (age/sex), frequency of calls, drop 

out rates etcn. 

A frnstrating aspect of this research is that it is content simply to restate its unsystematicand 

generalised review in each article Finn published from 1994-1996, higbiighting the lack of 

research, encouraging more systematic attempts but not actually performing any himself. 

Overviews and introductions need swiftly to catch up with developments on the ground. 

Weinberg et al. have conducted a small-scale research project into the therapeutic effects of a 

computer-mediated support group for 6 breast cancerpatients73 7475. Their work centres on the 

potential benefits of such support in overcoming logistic and stylistic barriers which would 

otherwise prevent attendance. After an initial period of IT familiarisation, partiCipants used 

menu-driven software on loaned home computers linked to a bulletin board to discuss the 

impact of their medical condition on their lives at the personal, social, familial and vocational 

level. After three months a survey was conducted to investigate the presence of Yalom' s 10 

factors of group therapy76. 
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• imitative behaviour 

• universality 

• interpersonalleaming 

• corrective recapitulation of primary family 

group 

All ten were considered present by partiCipants. with group cohesion (the forming of emotional 

bonds characterised by openness and acceptance). universality (to combat isolation) and the 

instillation of hope most prevalent There was a moderate (but statistically non-significant) 

correlation between these therapeutic factors and the overall perception of the group's 

usefulness71
• However. it is important to note the very small sample size and the specific 

condition of the participants. factors that severely limit the ability to generalise. Such research 

inevitably runs into the methodological difficulties associated with self-help groups [c.f. 

Chapter 4) 

Alemi et al. conducted research into the benefits of a voice bulletin board for 53 pregnant 

women with drug addictions. comparing the impact of such a bulletin board with a control 

group of face-to-face support on such measurable outcomes as group solidarity. expression of 

emotional support. health status and uptake of medical services 78 79. As such. the model is less 

relevant to informal self-help groups. since professional medical involvement was pronounced. 

discussions were formally initiated by a counsellor etc .• and of reduced relevance to an analysis 

of electronic self-help since the primary mode of exchange was not textual but verbal. Given 

that the Internet is only begiuning to develop verbal and visual aspects of communication at its 

leading edge. such findings as Alemi et al. make remain beyond the scope of current and near 

future technology for the overwhelming majority of potential partiCipants. As such, the 

research represents a curious one-step-forwards. two-steps-back approach. discussing the 

potential developments of electronic support while implementing what amounts to a 

sophisticated. asynchronous telephone conferencing system. 

Winzelberg's analysis of electronic support groups for individuals with eating disorders8o is 

based on a discourse analysis of the messages sent by group members in an attempt to uncover 

aspects of group function and efficacy. The three most prevalent message categories or types 

were found to be "self-disclosure" (31 %). requests for information (23%). and the "direct 

provision of emotional support" (16%) Of particular. note is the finding relating to the time 
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group members participated: the peak usage was in the evening and late night, times when 

traditional sources of support and infonnation are oflimited aVaIlability (if at all.) Winzelberg 

concurs with Finn and others in the belief that ''members of the electronic support group used 

the same assistance strategies as do face-to-face support group members81
", emphasing their 

potential as innovative and low-co$t self-help services for future healthcare proviSiOn. Mayer's 

quality of life research focuses on breast cancer discussion groups, concluding that "the 

Internet has arrived as a force in our lives82
", a medium to be exploited in partnership by 

professionals and patients. 

Traditional clinical medical and nursing research have also noted the development of online 

patient meetings 83 84 8S 86 81, framing them within the context of consumer health information 

and reinforcing the view of them as a low-cost alternative social support mechanism. The range 

of conditions covered by Medline-sourced research include amyotrophic lateral sclerosis88
, 

cancer89
, disability90, genetic disorders91 and body-image92

• The value of Internet access to 

Medline to enable self-help support agencies and individual groups to access clinical literature 

on specific conditions or to gather resources on self-help's effectiveness will be discussed in 

Chapter 11. 

Lamberg's account of a support group for sufferers of the rare skin cancer cutaneous T-cel/ 

lymphoma (CTCL)93 represents a growing trend of reporting, albeit it anecdotally, the benefits 

of online patient support networks within peer-reviewed clinical research publications. 

Addressing the professional medical audience combines praise for the groups' work, 

highlighting its distinct personal contribution and rapid growth, 

The frequent exchanges commonly foster intimacy and trust, creating a supportive virtual 

extended frunily .. .ln March 1996, its first month, 6 people signed on. One year later, 

the group bad 135 members in 15 countries ... 

while also recognising that professionals are often under attack from participants. Such 

advocacy encompasses a consumer health partuership approach, stressing the need for positive, 

non-threatening involvement by healthcare professionals. The Internet has simply made the 

process of lay referral more visible to those whose expert role is founded on exclusivity of 

access to forms of knowledg~. 

The ease of swapping information on daily management of an illness is another benefit of 
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participation. [However] dubious assertions seldom go unchallenged. List owner Jones 

says she tries to let everyone speak out and to correct statements she knows to be wrong. 

She tells group members, "The best thing to do is to find a doctor who is currently treating 

CTCL-MF patients, usually at a large teaching hospital, and ask questions. ,,91 

3.6. Discussion and Analysis 

In addition to recognising the actual and potental growth of electronic self-help groups and the 

mechanisms by which they can be developed, this research can usefully be distilled into a 

number of headings which serve to group together a range of advantages and disadvantages 

touched upon in other accounts. Underlining Finn's analysis is the assumption that, 

theoretically at least, the benefits and interactions provided by this computer-based version of 

self-help are the same as those derived from traditional face-to-face groups: 

Members can share personal experiences, ask for and provide information and advice, 

show support and validation, take on the role of helper, and provide social interaction, 

despite the lack of in-person contact between members". 

Such advantages are therefore seen as being in addition to those provided by the traditional 

self-help model. As later discussion will show, this equivalence of electronic and face-to-face 

self-help interactions is far from certain 

3_7. Advantages 

3.7.1. Wider access to meetings 

Access to self-help within the confines of the physical world is often a matter of geographical 

location, time and mobility. The virtual, electronic meeting-place ("cyberspace'') does away 

with these logistical barriers, offering access to geographically dispersed populations (rural 

conununities are often cited as beneficiaries in anecdotal accounts) and those who would not 

normally attend meetings due to lack of transportation, physical mObility97 or full-time caring 

commitments. The "24-hour access" argument is also put forward, such networks offering 

catharsis (if not actual support) at inconvenient times. 
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It should be stressed tllat this advantage of convenience or flexibility of participation is 

dependent on access to tlle electronic self-help group through a computer located in tlle home. 

What is striking is tlle lack of attention given to questions of access in tlle US literature. such 

silence underlining tlle assumption of access to tlle required technology and skills. Herein lies a 

marked cultural distinction between US accounts of electronic self-help and tlle potential for 

extending tlle model to the UK context: in the US. home access is far higher. whereas tlle UK 

model may eventually be based on more public access points (public libaries., self-help support 

and otller voluntary agencies etc.) One might also note the premium placed on convenience in 

American culture in general. and question whetller convenience itself has become the goal. 

rather tllan being simply one aspect of achieving a more profound change in tlle way 

individuals can support each otller. 

3.7.2. Diffusing Dependency 

These aspects of convenience. ease of scheduling and flexibility can potentially reduce the risk 

of over-dependence on individual group members. a process of sharing the burden among a 

wider group of participants. This flexibility does not preclude tlle need for intense support at 

key stages (e.g recovery from addiction) when electronic communication will not suffice. 

suggesting that such a form of self-help may have a place as a supplement to traditional 

delivery systems rather 1han a freestanding replacement. 

3.7.3. Reducing the Isolation of Rarity 

The international nature of cyberspace combats tlle problems oftllose who suffer from a rare 

or esoteric disorder or condition, such rarity causing isolation in a more restricted geographical 

self-help constituency. An infinitely wider community base brings a deptllof perspective and 

sources of expertise unavailable locally. Self Help Nottingham's rare syndrome groups are 

concrete examples of how such fragile memberships could be extended. 

3.7.4. Reducing barriers based on social status cues 

A1tllough held to be a defining aspect of self-help. as outlined in Chapter 2. in practice tlle 

equality between self-help group members may not represent equa11ty of access or membership 

in a wider social perspective. Specific kinds of self-help groups may be dominated by 

particular social characteristics. such exclusion operating along class. gender or ethnic lines. 
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Addiction-related groups such as Narcotics or Alcoholics Anonymous have been depicted as 

white, middle-class forurns98
• As the NCVO Self Help Centre reported, "self-help activities can 

be exclusive and discriminatory ... (tllere may be] difficulties in introducing equal opportunities 

practices into local groupS99." 

The relative anonymity of electronic versions of self-help can potentially overcome such social 

status barriers or cues, since judgement is made on content alone. According to this argument, 

removal oftlle psychological hindrances of social class, age, gender, race, physical appearance 

etc. results in increased access and greater openness. In the virtual society, tllen, all messages 

have an equal chance of being read!heard, or at least tlle risk of tllem being dismissed on tlle 

grounds of appearance is reduced (since all electronic messages physically look tlle same as 

bodies of text, tllere are no cues as to tlle antllor's status). Wellman counters this view, 

believing tlle Internet is not a separate reality: "people bring to tlleir on-line interactions such 

baggage as tlleir gender, stage in tlle life-cycle, cultural milieu, socioeconomic status, and off

line counections witll otllers. lOO
" 

3.7.5. The Realities of Access 

Again, such arguments of enhanced access are based on tlle assumption tllat underrepresented 

or excluded groups have access to tlle technology that allows such "equality" to flourish, if 

indeed it does. Such a reduction of social status barriers will remain merely hypotlletical as 

long as tllose groups remain on tlle wrong side of tlle technological divide in terms of 

"information rich" and "information poor". 

These issues of resourcing and demographic profiles are voiced by Littlefield, quoting tlle 

American IT educationalist Carvin: 

The Internet parent culture is strong, but it is limited, and it will remain limited 

until Internet access expands into the homes of rural, poor and inner-city parentslOl
• 

Bound up witll this fundamental point about equality of access is tllat of tlle profile of self

helpers compared to the profile of Internet users. If self-help is a predominantly female activity, 

how does this sit witll the profile ofInternet use dominated by financially stable, urban, degree

educated white males? 
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3.7.6. Internet demographics 

Estimates of the size and character of the Internet show pronounced variation and should be 

viewed with a healthy degree of cynicism. Many of these snrveys are based on a sample size of 

1000, and give scant attention to social background. The income categories are so broad as to 

be unenlightening at the lower end of the social scale (besides, these are voluntary responses 

and income may be overestimated.) 

Nevertheless, certain trends have begun to emerge: of the estimated 9.5 million American users, 

7 million have access from the homelO2
• Between 60-65% are menlO3 

104, arqund 80% are 

whitelOS
, with an estimated average income across all users of $63,000. Only 10% are from 

rural communitieslO6.The dominant age range on the Internet is 18 to 35 years 0Id!07. In the UK, 

Roughly 35% ofInternet users earn over £25,000 per yearos. In terms of services used, 

men are much more likely than women to use the WWW and such specialized applications as 

FfP and the U senet However, women are slightly more likely than men to use Internet 

email and to participate in Internet mail lists, underscoring a strong predisposition among 

women toward Internet communications features. lo, 

What emerges is a distorted picture, but one which highlights the overriding issues of access 

and representation. Those most likely to benefit from self help are precisely those least likely to 

gain access to Internet resources, from the home or at work. 1bis strengthens significantly the 

argument for counterbalancing measures: access initiatives through public libraries, schools 

and community development organisations. It is not within the scope of this dissertation to 

explore this field of "online communities" but the Web Resource designed for Self Help 

Nottingham provides links to UK community information sites and materials. 

If new information technologies "distribute and disperse information capabilities" and 

"decentralise control of information and its concomitant power,no .. then these wider issues of 

disenfranchisement become crucial. Technical advance is never without its social 

consequences. Rheingold, a pioneer of early virtual communities, wrote 

We need to look closely at new technologies and ask how they can help build stronger, 

more humane communities - and ask how they might be obstacles to that goal. The late 

1990s may eventually be seen in retrospect as a narrow window of historical opportunity ... 
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to regain control over communications technologies. Anned with knowledge, guided by a 

clear, human-centred vision, governed by a commitment to civil discourse ... 111 

and so asserts the need to place people at the centre of technological developments. What is 

occuring here is nothing short of the "informatisation of human life112
." The benefits of such 

hwnan-centred progtess are distinctly personal and social in character: 

The technology that makes virtual communities possible has the potential to bring enormous 

leverage to ordinary citizens at relatively little cost - intellectual leverage, social leverage, 

commercial leverage, and most importantly, politicilJ.leverage ... but the technology will not 

in itself fulfil that potential: [it requires] an informed population1l3. 

How is that infonning process to take effect? What mediating structures are required to extend 

access to disenfranchised groups? What counterbalances need to be in place to ensure those 

most likely to benefit from self help are better represented among those utilising an increasingly 

important self help mediwn? If access is not equal, do partnerships with professionals who do 

have access become more vital? ThIs is an extension of the argwnent that professional 

involvement, far from distorting or co-opting, provides a route into self-help activity114 115 in 

order to counteract inequalities of access. Here is a mediwn (the Iuternet) being heralded by 

many as a natural extension of the village hall or church meeting room, yet so few accounts 

tackle the practical issues of access to the very means of participation or are content gloss over 

it with futuristic glimpses of what technology might be in the home in the next century. This 

fourth wave of Internet growth is commercial in emphasis, dependent on telecommunications 

networks and service providers. Framed as yet another form of social exclusion, Charlesworth 

and Cullen emphasise a facilitating strategy based on the European Union's notion of 

"accompaniment116" (access to information and support of more knowledgeable or experienced 

agencies) to counteract the view that 

while this large scale transfer to digital technologies has the potential to increase massively 

access to information and services which were previously too expensive to distribute widely 

or too geographically remote, there remains the pressing concern that this "information 

revolution" may ... bypass some sectors of society.''' 

Technological developments do not equate with widespread social benefits, both being shaped 

by wider social forces. liS 
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3.7.7. Encouraging Participation and Promoting Communication 

Related to anonymity and social status invisibility is the ability of reluctant members to test the 

waters of self-help without the same type of fears that might be present in a physical setting. (in 

fact, the six subject ofWeinberg et al's case study were selected on the basis that they were 

unwilling to use face-to-face self-help groupSI19.) Such "lurking" is a process by which 

potential members can assess the norms, ideology and cultural signposts of group membership 

in advance of fuller involvement or commitment120
• 

Anecdotal evidence higlights a therapeutic benefit of electronic communication in comparison 

to face-to-face communication, namely an ability to reflect and to rationalise experiences 

through writing them down121
• The asynchronous process of message delivery and response 

forces individuals to focus on their problem and increases openness (again related to 

anonymity) without the risk of this directuess being distorted or diluted by other factors present 

in face-to-face groups. Finn argues that those with "interpersonal difficulties" in particular 

will benefit from such a physically distanced approach, with its ability to revise messages 

before sending them and the absence of nonverbal cues122
• 

It is also reported that online participation may evolve into face-to-face participation, with the 

electronic self-help group serving as a bridging mechanisml23
• Such electronic support may 

prove supplementary and concurrent, an important adjunct to face-to-face self-help groups. 

3.7.8. Training for Professionals and Group Leaders 

Exposure to a wider constituency of group members, with an increased range of experiences 

and situations, can assist professionals as facilitators working with electronic and face-to-face 

groups as well as group leaders thernselvesl24
• TIlis is related to the process of "becoming 

expert" and the serial reciprocity inherent in the self-help dynamics of exchanging experiential 

information: contact with a wider range of experience feeds back into the group's life cycle, 

building a knowledge base that is richer than that which might be experienced only through 

physical meetings. Meetings can be logged and reviewed and advice on counselling techniques 

shared among group members collectively or individually between group leaders. 

In cyberspace, restrictions on group size need not exist. Benefits of this form of communication 

derive from a critical mass of other users. TIIis in itself presents questions concerning the 
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optimal size of groups and the risks of infonnation overload when the floodgates are opened. In 

an article on a parenting newsgroup, Littlefield writes: 

Not all the results of growth are positive. "There are way too many posts to keep track 

of now, which forces groups to split into less useful groups ... Many people can't get the 

subgroups, or don't have time to read them all, and the sense of community is 

diminished. 125" 

This may be a particular feature ofunmo<lerated USENET newsgroups, since moderated 

groups and listservS/discussion lists can more effectively monitored or channelled by the list 

owner. List membership need not be automatic, so a ceiling on group numbers could potentially 

be imposed. To what extent this represents an undue degree of control depends on how a group 

conceives of or defines itself. A balance must clearly be struck between openness and 

universality, and a realistic appreciation of the personal dynamics of self-help. At what point 

can a sense of community be said to exist, and at what point does it begin to fragment? Is this 

something that can be given a numerical value at all? 

3.8. Disadvantages 

In addition to those counter-arguments arising from the discussion above, other areas of 

concern include: 

3.8.1. Destructive interactions 

The very anonymity, and its resultant openness, which is put forward as a key benefit of 

electronic self-help may reduce social control to the extent that hostility or abuse occurs. There 

is little evidence cited that such occurences (referred to in Internet terminology, or netlquette, as 

"flaming" but potentially more damaging than mere rebuttal) are anything other than rare, and 

therefore capable of corrective action by the group or list moderator. List "spamming" by 

advertisers (whereby mailboxes are deluged by irrelevant material) or other disruptions are a 

feature of many groups' online existence, something to be worked round. However, the 

sensitivity of such groups should preclude any complacency, as the case study clearly 

demonstrates. 
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3.8.2. Leadership issues 

A lack of clear and accountable leadership may result if group membership becomes so 

extensive, and moderators or bulletin board operators are unregulated. However, this is not a 

disadvantage peculiar to online self-help, but rather is characteristic of self-help's participative 

democracy: leadership roles may be as fluid as the overall group membership, a combination of 

factors (time, commitment, expertise, strength of connection with the shared situation etc.) 

resulting in the relative informality and lack of hierarchy that gives self-help its distinct 

approach. 

3.8.3. Promoting social isolation 

Overdependence on computer-mediated communication reduces the bridging or supplementary 

role that online interaction can play and instead makes it a substitute for other forms of human 

contact. Indeed. the first cases of Internet addiction are reaching the clinicalliteraturel26
• Such 

concerns form the faultlines of the virtuaVactual communication debate. Can online versions of 

human interaction be held to be in some way equivalent to actual encounters? On one side of 

the divide it is believed that 

Technology can indeed act as a prosthetic extension of human powers and communities. 

But virtual technologies are pernicious when their sirnulacra of relationships are deployed 

society-wide as substitutes for face-to-face interactions which are inherently richer than 

mediated interactions 127. 

3.8.4. Identity and Communication 

Are such pseudo-communities constituted not by the sum of their individual parts, but 

composed of an aggregation of personae, of the virtual version of themselves that individuals 

choose to present? When community membership is as simple as subscribing to a discussion 

group, is the nature of the interaction different because one may disengage with little or no 

conseqence? 

It may be bewildering for us to create and learn the norms of online worlds, for to learn them 

is a complex process. It may bring people together, insofar as such learning is often 

collaborative, but it is equally as often frustrating and offputting.128 
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Citing Reid's analysis of Internet Relay Chat, MacKinnon emphasises the textul basis of online 

interactions: 

Words, as we use them in speech, fail to express what they really mean once they are 

deprived of the subtleties of speech and the nonverbal cues we assume will accompany it129. 

This returns us to the questions of access, since literacy is now central to membersbip of 

electronic self-help groups in a way it is not in face-to-face encounters. Are the symbols used to 

convey emotions substantial enough? Questions remain over the limited nature of online 

relationsbips. 

What of recognition in the new, much-heralded communities carved out of cyberspace, 

where e-mail's rationalization of communication is already supplanting face-to-face 

interaction and the normative features that arise therefrom? ... what if what gets recognised 

by the other is my constructed reality, which lacks the vulnerability of my primary identity, 

then what is thereby recognised by the other [is merely] my ideal construction of myself .... 

Such representations would be met by attitudes ranging from a suspension of belief to 

outright cynicism. Social interaction in such a space might well lose its validating 

dimension.130 

Can community be created from anonymity? When Pbillips bighlights the throw-away nature of 

personae ("If one says the wrong tbing and [is] rejected from the group [one] can create another 

identity and try againl3l
,,) is tbis sometbing to be striven towards? It smacks of an abrogation 

of personal responsibility, echoing Slouka's belief that such virtual communities are founded 

on escapism. m How far removed is tbis from Umberto Eco's notion of the ''real fake", where 

the copy becomes the focus (in tbis case a "community'') and the original disintegrates? 

, And yet, such virtual communities are growing apace. lllusory in their lack of physical 

presence, their effects would nevertheless appear to be very real to their partiCipants. The case 

study that follows offers an insight into the type of interactions in an issue-specific group. 

I ASSIA Plus [CD-ROM] (1987-1997) (Version 4.0) Bowker-Saur, 1997. 

, British Humanities Index [CD-ROM] (1985-1997) (Version 3.0,) Bowker-Saur, 1997 

3 Library & Information Science Abstracts [CD-ROM] (1967-1997) (Version 4.0) Bowker-Saur, 1997. 

4 British Newspaper Index [CD-ROM] (1990-1997) (Version 3.0) Research Publications, 1997. 

5 PsychLit [CD-ROM] (1974-1997) (Version 3.30) American Psychological AssociatioD, 1997. 
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• INSPEC [CD-ROM] (1989-1997) (Version 4.40) Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1997. 
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I Chapter 4: Online Self Help Group Case Study 

4.1. Methodology: Narrative Theory as Conceptual Framework 

Narrative theory provides a conceptual framework for understanding the nature and function of 

a community, based on a reality (or "community narrative") constructed from the personal 

stories of its members. Schools, families, corporations and religious orders are founded on 

collective narratives. Stories order our experience, giving coherence and meaning to events and 

providing a sense of history and possible futures!. Such frameworks are pertinent to the study 

of self help groups for a number of reasons. As we have seen, a key characteristic of self help 

is the sharing of experiential knowledge among peers, a process of serial reciprocity, of giving 

to the group and receiving support or information in return. TIlls can be seen as a cognitive 

process, intimately bound up with the development of identity and the transformation of a given 

situation. Individuals incorporate into their own life stories aspects of the community narrative 

("community joining acts2
,,), a normative process by which the external and internal world feed 

into each other, so that dealing with a situation (diScrimination, specific medical condition, 

negative status etc.) becomes a vehicle for self-transformation. Without the group as 

participatory audience, such a process could not occur: "stories told ouly to oneself do not 

benefit from the modification and coherence required for a listene~" TIlls supports the claims 

that electronic self help produces similar benefits of ordering one's narrative by setting down 

experiences on the screen. 

Self help groups contain a duality of idiosyncratic, specifiC, personal accounts and shared, 

common experiences. Sharing is an interpersonal discourse that effects a fusion of the two, 

enabling members to clarify their personal problems while at the same time adding to the 

template or model of the group's own guidelines for dealing with similar situations. It is 

because experiential knowledge is the product of the group that it has value, validity and 

authority for group members', and is not imposed from outside. 

4.2. Content Analysis 

Although predominantly employed in the analysis of journalistic media and advertisingS, 

content analysis is becoming recognised as a useful tool in information and library research6
• 

Its premise is that content is influential, containing values and motives which it seeks to unearth 

by describing the attributes of messages, without reference to the intentions of the sender (the 
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encoding process) nor the effect of the message on those it is sent to'. It endeavours to be 

objective, explicitly formulating rules and procedures for categories of meaning and coding; 

systematic, consistently excluding or including material; and capable of generalisation, by 

linking the process to another factor. 

Coding seeks to describe frequency (recurring patterns in content), the amount of a particular 

quality, the presence or absence of a quality, the origin or source and degree of intenSity. The 

process of interpretation is a dialectical one, categories being reshaped as new content areas 

rise to the surface and significance reevaluated. As such, content analysis utilises a 

methodology similar to the constant comparative method of user studies, comparing "incidents" 

applicable to each category, developing core catgories, then integrating categories and their 

properties so that the interpretation is shaped by the data. Exemp/a are used to serve as the 

concrete embodiment of categories and their properties!. 

4.3. Limitations 

To what extent can a content analysis of electronic self help groups be conducted with validity, 

given that, for this research project at least, the study is non-participatory and so cannot be 

validated by members of the group itseIf11t is vital to recognise the limitations of what can 

realistically be attempted here, given the timeframe for research (extensive content analysis of 

groups would form a research project of its own), and the sensitivity of those studied. 

Traditionally, self-help groups have posed methodological difficulties to researchers. External 

validity is impaired since random assignation and direct observation are difficult and ethically 

suspect. Groups are naturally occuring and their "intrinsic processes are automatically altered 

if interventions are implemented, since their members are both the tools for and the object of 

chang~ ," the target and the agent. Manipulating these processes changes just those functions 

one wishes to examine. 

As a social scientist, these groups present a self-documenting community, archiving their 

interactions over several months or years. Having subscribed to a list, one sifts through their 

collective correspondence without having to introduce oneself or gain their respect or trust. In 

the case of USENET groups, one utilises DejaNewslO and wades through the arChives. This 

opportunity to examine at close quarters electronic activity should be treated with respectll • 

King has highlighted these ethical aspects, citing the lack of informed consent, the potential for 

psychological harm. It is vital to ensure there are no permanent records that would allow 
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identification of individuals, to use non-reactive research methods, to maintain confidentiality 

and to protect the perception of privacy for the group as a whole12
• 1hls is contentious ground: 

is the Internet a public domain or private forum? Might USENET groups be accorded a 

different degree of privacy, by virtue of there "open access" status, than subscription-only or 

closed discussion lists? The present confusion should lead researchers to err on the side of 

caution where self help groups are concerned, removing any author identity references, time of 

posting infonnation etc, and minimising the sort of word-for-word quotation that might identify 

the poster. 

1hls case study is necessarily limited, but has been undertaken to provide an insight into the 

types of interaction and the natore of information exhange between members in an attempt to 

see whether the traditional model of face-to-face self help is transferred to the electronic 

medium intact. In the final analysis, if members feel the group is meeting their needs, whether it 

fits a model or not, then criticism is academic. But even a limited analysis of a single group's 

postings over a four month period serves as a microcosm for an assessment of those wider 

issues outlined in the previous chapter. 

4.4. Case Study - List Demographlcs 

The list has existed for three years, but has changed hosts during that time. 

Total number of users subscribed to the list: 259 

Total number of users in United States: 199 

Total number of users in United Kingdom: 8 

Total number of countries represented: 15 

[Note that these figures are approximate due to the fact that Internet Service Providers available internationally 

(such as AOL) are counted as "United States", even though the user may be resident in another country. 

Nevertheless, a strong US bias exists.] 

It is difficult to assess how a list size of 259 compares with other condition-specific lists on the 

same server. A cystic fibrosis list has over five hundred, but anxiety disorders only 91 (by way 

of comparison, Bonsal owners have close to 400, and devotees of museums over 1,500.) 

Postings are archived in monthly logs, which are available en bloc bye-mail or can be searched 

through a Web interface by list members (access by password). An array of sort and browse 

functions (by author, date, topic) allows a particular thread to be followed, although this is 

dependent on the subject line remaining unaltered (only those messages sent "Re: .. are included 

as direct threads. Any change of subject line will start a new thread, if not strictly a new topic) 
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4.5. Frequency of Postings 

Total postlngs per month 

Im5e1ieB11 

Feb Apr Jun AIoGragelMon1h 

Figure 4.1. Total postings to group per month 

It is possible to view frequency of postings and their origins as the electronic equivalent of 

measuring attendance at in-person meetings or the number of submissions within a meeting. 

In July, taking into account multiple addresses, over 100 members sent messages (39% of total 

subscribers), with 11 individuals sending over 10 posts, accounting for 2(J7 messages alone 

(48.5% oftotal messages). In June, 6 individuals sent over 10 messages (33.3% of total 

messages), compared to 15 individuals in both May (55% oftotal posts) and April (62.4% of 

total posts.) Comparison across the four months reveals that a core grouping of 12 members 

were represented in the > 1 0 Posts/Month subset in at least three of the four months. 

Users >10 Posts Posts by >10 Group Total Posts 0/0 of Total Posts 

Apr 15 317 508 62.4 

May 15 240 436 55 

Jun 6 76 258 29.4 

Jul 11 207 427 48.5 

Table 4.1. Frequent Posters to Group 
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Frequent posters to group 

Jun Jul 

III Users>' 0 Pos ts 
11% of Total Posts 

Although the list contains sporadic contributions from a large majority of its members 

(indicative of high participation in terms of messages sent), a significant percentage of posts 

are sent by core group members. The list has a designated listowner and an assistant, both of 

whom take responsibility for matters of list administration and so post frequently and in depth. 

As the months pass it is possible to recognise a characteristic pattern emerging: there are two 

or three members who form an ad hoc unofficial ''welcoming party", taking pains to greet each 

new member as he/she introduces him/herself. There is a clinician-sufferer who is often called 

upOn for an "expert" opinion [issues of authority of information sources are treated below.] 

Varions other roles include that of "gatekeeper" to a specialist source or database, or the 

provider of news on a specific alternative treatment. 

In terms of response percentages, in July 197 separate threads included 88 with at least one 

direct reply (44.7%), with 55 out of 183 threads in June (30%), and 87 from 189 threads in 

May (46%). This is a very loose guide to the chances of obtaining a response, since amended 

subject lines affect the archiving function (these figures represent direct "Re:" subject lines 

only) and there is likely to be significant overlap between monthly archives, with threads 

spilling over into the next month. Further study is required to accurately assess how many 

messages are not followed up, and how significant such omissions are, since requests for 

specifiC information may reasonably be considered more vital than replies to greetings, internal 

administration or off-topic issues. 
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4.6. List Disclaimers Concerning Information Content 

Below is an amalgam of several disclaimers from the list host and the list owner. 

No effort has been made to edit for accuracy of infonnation. These posts should be regarded 

as conversations with friends. not as authoritative information. Please consult with your physician 

before making any changes to your treatment ... the information has not been screened, reviewed or 

edited in any way ... please remember that the people you meet here are speaking from their own 

experiences and they are not in any position to diagnose or treat your condition. Do not alter your 

treatment based on advice from anyone on this list, including health professionals. without checking 

with your physician first. 

Although the guidance on information content is clearly articulated here, it is difficult to assess 

to what extent the practice of sharing information follows the disclaimer. 

4.7. Categories of Content Analysis 

4.7.1. Broad Categories 

Content category Number of posts 

Narrative account of condition's impact 206 

Requests for information 64 

Responses to Requests 175 

Expression of welcome/friendship 67 

List Administration issues 47 

Off-topic discussion 67 

Total number of posts for month 427: a single post may contain several categories 

Table 4.2. Broad Content Categories 

Categories overlap to a great extent, and messages can contain several categories at the same 

time. The open nature of the discussions, their highly personal basis, the conversational tone 

their are written in, all contribute to a complex whole. 
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Broad Content Categories 

Off-topic 
discussion 

List Administration 11% 
8% 

Expression of 
welcome/friendship 

11% 

Responses to 
Requests 

28% 

Figure 4.3. Broad content categories 

4.7.2. Narrative accounts 

Personal Narnative 
of Condition's 

iTl>act 
32% 

Requests for 
hforrnation 

10% 

As group members themselves assert, the list's primary value lies in its members' personal 

experiences: 

We support each other as well as we can, and sometimes it's by just being friends, and 

sometimes we actually have infOIDlation to share. I have learned a great deal from this list, 

way more than from any of the books and magazines I have read. 

The distinction between lay and professional perspectives is to the fore: 

I knew when I joined that the infoIDlation would not be from medical professionals, but I 

have plenty of those kind of folks already. They don't give me the information I need, though, 

about how to deal with having [ 1 and what it means in my life. 

ThIs is underlined by the way new members are welcomed to the list and encouraged to ask 

questions, the overall sense being that of an extended family. The types of 

narrative/experiential accounts can be further subdivided: 
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Type of narrative/experiential content Number of posts 

General impact on life 27 

Impact on family members 36 

Medication/side effects 57 

Nutr~ion & Diet 18 

Statement of how the list helps 8 

Table 4.3. Types of narrative content 

Accounts often form part of an introduction by new members, many of whom have been 

''lurking'' without posting for several weeks. Parents of children experiencing the condition 

often use the list as a support and information resource in order better to understand their 

child's condition: 

Do any of you experience anything like this? I want very much to understand what she is 

going through [ ] but cannot, as yet, ask her to explain it to me. 

4.7.3. Information Requests 

Information requests mirror the types of narrative content, covering general clinical issues, 

specifics of medication etc. Often questions are too wide-ranging to receive any Significant 

level of response: 

I am looking for any information regarding surgery of the [ ]especially anyone with first hand 

experience with the surgery. I would also appreciate if anyone could point me in the 

direction of the better hospitals, doctors or techniques. 

or form part of a follow-up to a visit to a medical practitioner: 

He assured me that because the condition would have been caused by a drug it would not be 

pennanent and my body would start to recover once I was off the drug. However, a medical 

book 1 was reading said that no matter how it started the condition was ireversible. Which is 

correct? 

Requests for information are scattered among personal accounts and histories. Many do not meet with 

direct responses, and there should be some concern that these are not "followed up" by the list There 
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may be a risk that requests are falling througb the cracks, or are lost among more vibrant or 

controversial threads. 

4.7.4. Information Responses 

Types of Information Reponse 

3%2% 4% 

20% 

8% 5% 

Figure 4.4. Types of Information Response 
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IIIRefar to Clinici .... 

The variety of responses to requests for information highlights the differing experiences of the 

participants. 

Responses to Information Requests Number of Posts 

Narrative Responses and opinion 60 

Information Based on Summary of Clinical Source/Opinion 24 

Challenges/Correction to Posted Information 8 

News on New Treatments/Devices 14 

Links to Topic·Related Internet Resource 35 

Link to Chat Room 6 

Book Recommendations 11 

Practical Advice on Equipment 6 

Refer to Another Organisation 4 

Refer to Clinician 7 

Table 4.4. Types of response 

Narrative responses overlap with those accounts given as introduction or welcoming new 

members. Information based on summaries of clinical opinion highlights those issues around 

the quality and reliability of information, notwithstanding the list's disclaimer (see above), 
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particularly since the largest category of infonnation response is difficult to verify. Examples 

of this sort of response include: 

I cannot confirm this, but [class of drugs] do stuff to your awareness in general, 

and [named drug] can affect moods. 

But I would recommend [named drug] to anyone whose doctor suggests it. I noticed a world 

of changes in my moods. If you are concerned with taking [named drug] with your other 

meds, how about just increasing the vitamin b family .. .1 think they are supposed to help ... 

Most, if not all, antidepressants REDUCE [condition effects]. They tend make the condition 

worse rather than better. 

Information, opinion and narrative begin to elide. Sources are not quoted [but then, how often 

do we quote our sources in regular, free-flowing conversation?] ThIs is characteristic of self 

help support activity. Personal experience is just that: it is an accumulation of information and 

practical advice from a range of sources which coalesce over time to form an individual's 

narrative of their condition and its impact on their life. If it were otherwise, it would not be self 

help. Members do pass on information from their practitioners, distilled and fIltered by their 

personal context. Links to printed or WWW resources often form part of a referral response, 

but referral to a practitioner is infrequent. At times, particularly with something as specific as 

combinations of medications, dosages etc., the overall impression is of a stream of personal 

accounts and recommendations which, were they to be followed without clinical consultation, 

might prove inappropriate to an individual case. Dubious infonnation is sometimes qualified by 

the list's medical professional or an academic, but the risk remains that the disclaimer is 

overlooked simply because the emotional and personal support is so positive. ThIs is 

conjecture, of course, since it is impossible to tell how individual members respond to the 

information they receive. 

Other information-related activities performed by the group include the building of condition

specific information resources (a drug database) and the provision of news on current research 

or new devices. 
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4.7.5. List Management Issues 

The group has experienced a number of controversial threads recently, and it is not intended 

here to further compound tbese difficulties. The list is undergoing a process of "moderation", 

whereby new subscribers are put on "review" and their posts vetted or filtered by a moderator 

before posting to the list "Older" subscribers are not subject to this review at present, but a 

series of events in recent months have made a move to a fully moderated list more likely. 1his 

provoked some concern and led to a period of reflection on the list's purposes, by restating its 

inclusivity and equality but addressing the practicalities of disruptive postings (spamming) and 

other unwanted interventions. Several weeks later, a thread began which touched on the 

condition in some respects, but which some list members thought should be a side issue. 

Instead, it dominated postings for days, provoked emotional responses that resulted in some 

members unsubscribing from the list, with the list moderator threatening to close the list down 

for a "cooling-off' period. 

1his episode higblights important issues when considering Self Help Nottingham's potential 

role in facilitating ouIine support groups. These can be fragile communities, and given the time

delay of postings (compared with the immediacy of typing a response) a "separation effect" 

was experienced. It is unlikely such a spiralling would occur in a face-to-face group, with its 

ability to respond to emotional exchanges as they occur, and a group experiencing such 

difficulties could seek a support agencies help in resolving matters. No such recourse exists in 

the electrOnic group, with increasing pressure placed on the moderator when sides are taken. 

4.7.6. Off-Topic Discussions 

The nature of the extended family predisposes it to exchanges that go beyond discussion of the 

specifiC condition. Members offer encouragement over employment, welfare, educational and 

insurance issues. The way the condition is understood by society or depicted by the media is 

another aspect (with a strong US bias, since much of the discussion centres on US legal issues 

or specific broadcasts) An ongoing campaign against a large corporation has been the source 

for much of the list's attention (and support for the individual concerned), with the matter 

covered by national and state news channels. 

Less focused topiCS (from forwarded lists of jokes to a disturbing, and unauthenticated, account 

of child abuse) are more prevalent than many list members have indicated they would like. The 
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option to set topics is an additional burden on the list moderator, and requires individual 

posters to specifiy the topiC in their messages "subject"line. 

4.8. Conclusion 

Without more detailed long-term study it is impossible to reach any conclusions about the 

nature or effectiveness of online support groups. 

It is not possible to say conclusively that online support groups are beneficial, that they should 

conform to a particular model, that their exchanges should be subject to this or that 

intervention. Value is a context-dependent social construct, attributed by an individual 

person!3. It is fundamentally difficult to assess the value of these electronic exchanges, since 

their impacts are felt by individuals in lives only hinted at through their messages. 

! Rappaport, Jullan. Narrative studies, personal stories and identity transformation in the mutual

help context. In: PoweJl, Thomas J., ed. Understanding the self-help organization: frameworks and 

findings. London: SAGE, 1994, pp. 115·116. 

2 Rappaport, Jullan. Ref. I, p. 124. 

3 Rappaport, Jullan. Ref. I, p. 129. 

4 Schubert, Marsha A. & Thomaslna Borkman. Identifying the experiential knowledge developed 

within a self·help group. In: PoweJl, Thomas J., ed. Understanding the self-help organization: 

frameworks andfindings. London: SAGE, 1994, pp. 228-230. 

5 Soloman, M. Content analysis: a potent tool in the searcher's arsenal. Database, 1993, 16(2), 62-8. 

6 Alien, Bryce & Davld Reser. Content analysis in library and information science research. 

Library and Information Science Research, 1990, 12(3), 251·262. 

7 Baker, ThereseL. Doing social research. 2nded.New York: McGraw-HilI, 1994,267·273. 

8 Ellis, D. Modelling the information-seeking patterns of academic researchers: a grounded theory 

approach. Library Quanerly, 1993,63 (4),477-479. 

9 Kramer, K.D. & K.B. Nash. Self help group models: an ecological conceptualization.In: Katz, 

A.H et al., eds. Self-help: concepts and applications. Philadelphia: Charles Press, 1992, pp. 144·148. 

10 Deja News - The Sonrce for Internet Discussion Groups. (URL: ht1p:/Iwww.dejanews.coml) 

11 Langford, D. Ethics and the Internet: appropriate behavior in electronic communication. Ethics & 

Behavior, 1996,6 (2), 91-106. 

12 King, Storm A. Researching Interoet communities: proposed ethical guidelines for the reporting 

of results. [unpublished.] 

13 Badenoch, D. et al. The value of information. In: M. Feeney & M. Grieves, eds. The value and 

impact of information , 1994, p. 16. 
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I Chapter 5: Self Help and the UK Consumer Health Context 

5.1. Introduction 

Self-help activity has developed in response, if not in outright opposition to, traditional models 

of health and welfare provision, countering the prevailing professional-centrism which views 

patients/clients as reCipients of care rather than active participants in their own recovery. 

Indeed, the term "consumer" has gained increased currency in the post-1980s managerial

commercial climate of National Health Service and statutory social service policy, with self

help groups adopting the term as part of their role in "advocating for both better professional 

services and greater indepence and control over services!." 

Self-help is thus located along a continuum of hea1thcare provision ranging from statutory 

professional services through self-care and self-treatment progranunes (under professional 

supervision) to non-statutory provision by voluntary agencies, alternative therapists and family 

carers. An exploration of this wider context is important, since it will help to delineate those 

agencies and sectors that might form a "defmed audience" for self-help support and promotion 

activity, thus focusing and informing any Internet strategy that seeks to involve professionals 

and other groups in self-help development 

5.2. The role of Professionals: collaboration, cooperation or co-option? 

If it is the case that there is a ''natural antithesis between the philosophies or self-help and 

professional health care2
," or that 

the main impetus [to Self-help development] has been the perceived failure of profesSional 

caregivers to meet the needs of particular groups ofpatients .. .It is largely [their] freedom 

from professional domination that has given most groups their spontaneity, vitality, 

innovativeness and flexibility'. 

then one might question the involvement of professionals at all, since such a presence may be 

seen as a threat, undermining autonomy and self-determination and "eroding the self-help 

group's unique contribution4
." A more realistic approach is to recognise the possibility of 

professional involvement within redrawn boundaries, utilising professionals as an information 

resource. As Posner points out, "the Self-help modality expresses and offers the promise of a 
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quite contrary style of lruman relations, and challenges and considerably modifies the 

traditional professional [service delivery 1 roleS,,; such a modification (not outright substitution) 

takes place on the group's own terms without compromising their relative informality and the 

intrinsic values and structure outlined above. 

According to Powell, researchers mnst develop "valid information about self-help programs 

that will enable professionals to become better informed about the structural characteristics, 

change processes and probable outcomes for users6
,', a view which centres on the role of 

professionals as referrers to self-help activity or facilitators of it Participation In self-help 

groups can help stimulate appropriate service demand, through increased awareness of services 

and raised levels of confidence and assertiveness1
• Partuershlp with professionals may also 

promote equality of access along social class, ethnic or geographical lines. Inefficiences, 

overlap and duplication of resources can be minimised. Integration with statutory services, 

where sanctioned, can more readily take place. "Ouly when there is genuine collaboration 

among professionals and self-help groups, viewed as resources rather than clients, can 

empowerment be achieved8
." However, the fear of being co-opted by other agencies and 

hierarchies looms large, given the cynical possibility that self-help is developed merely as a 

cheap alternative to existing statutory services rather than building a complementary role. 

5.3. National policy: vacuum or opportunity? 

Those national support structures that were pump-primed in the mid- and late-l 980s, namely 

the Self Help National Network, the Department of Health-funded Self-Help Alliance (1985-

1989)910 and the recently defunct Self Help Centre of the National Council for Voluntary 

Organisations (1986-1995)11, represent a series of short- and medium-term initiatives aimed at 

tackling long-term goals. Of the seventy-eight support agencies listed by the Self Help 

Alliance's 1989 directory, only nine were still rmming by 199512, mostly provided by local 

Councils for Voluntary Service (CVS). Self Help Nottingham itself operated under the 

Nottingham CVS banner until April 1997 . 

Such ventures are more often than not hampered by the sort of uncertain funding programmes 

that fuel cynicism over central government's commitment to self-help development (small 

funding levels at the periphery, it was hoped, would produce larger returns to offset rising 

social security budgetsI3
.) Self-help emerged from the Thatcher years with its ''fringe activity" 
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status intact, a marginalisation compounded by the lack of consistent reponse and self-help 

activity's own transience, fragility and multiplicity of aims. 

Like the individuals of whom they are composed, groups have differing strengths, 

limitations and Iifespans. An appreciation of these differences and constraints ... can 

lead to more realistic policies with respect to this component of the voluntary sector". 

Both the NCVO Self Help Support Centre and researcher Mai Warm have examined more 

strategic aspects of self-help support, the latter arguing for a reorganisation of the welfare state 

with self-help given due prominence: 

A remodelled welfare system for the 21st century should recognise self-help as a 

core activity - that implies understanding its strengths and limitations, organising 

support systems around it, and changing the ethos of statutory services". 

Such an approach is hardly inconsistent with the long-term objectives of the NHS, according to 

the former Conservative government's final White Paper A Service with Ambitions'6 which 

upholds the importance of patient independence, the provision of "information necessary to 

understand and take part in decisions about health" and a focus on access according to 

individual patient needs rather than institutional practice. Two earlier related White Papers, 

The Health o/the Nation17 and Working/or Patients18
, enshrine similar consumerist visions of 

active involvement in health promotion and social care policies, as do wider Patient's 

Charte,J9 initiatives. Applying such thinking to the sphere of self-help leads to the argument 

that informed self-helpers are better placed to participate effectively in their own care, 

encouraged to make more effective use of health and social services. Such a view is consistent 

with an understanding that "self-help is abont personal responsibility and interdependence. Its 

ethos is one of enabling people rather than being protective, philanthropic or prescriptive20
." 

Such questions of empowerment, of knowledge as a source of power adopted by the "informed 

consumer" of services, of increased competence and responsibility for decisions made about 

their own care, encapsulate the inevitable political dimension of health and social policy. Issues 

surrounding the quality of such information, and whether the Internet in its many guises is a 

valid source for the type and quality of information beneficial to self-help activity, will be 

covered in the case studies and guidelines chapters. Such issues will always be problematic, 

given the creative, challenging, innovative but also complex and paradoxical nature of self 

help. What is aimed at is not a definitive listing of the information needs of self help groups and 
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their support agencies, but to establish guidelines for the identification and evaluation of 

beneficial resources and access strategies. 

5.4. A national voice for self help? 

The NCVO Self Help Centre has reported concern over the conspicuous absence of a coherent 

national strategy for self-help support. Lack of coordination has far-reaching consequences for 

the targeting of direct and indirect resourcing, infonnation dissemination and the adoption of 

good practice, and the duplication of support activities. "Coordination of local and national 

support and development systems" and the "creation of nationallialson and promotion 

systems" are specified as functions requiring investment, in order to "market self-help activities 

and their impact rigorously to ensure that they take an appropriate place on the agendas of 

national policy makers and funders21
." 

Aside from complex issues of voluntary sector funding which cannot be tackled here, it is 

important to higb1ight the opportunity that now presents itself for an organisation to step into 

the breach and tackle two of the central issues raised by the NCVO Self Help Centre's 

assessment: 

• to develop a national profile for self help (integration with the work of policy makers) 

• to coordinate and disseminate example of good practice 

Central to the argument of this thesis is a recognition that aspects of Self Help Nottingham's 

intention to develop as a national centre of excellence may be furthered by the development of 

an Internet strategy which addresses the challenges of national self help support and 

development. There is a strong functional correspondence between national aims (prOfile and 

awareness-raising) and the development of an Internet-based infonnation strategy which is 

constructed around SHN's organisational aims, as will be explored through the Clearinghouse 

model, WWW site case studies and the practical aspects of site design and content. 

1 Rappaport, Julian. Narrative studies, personal stories and identity transfonnation in the mutual

help context. In: Powell, Thomas J., ed. Understanding the self-help organization: frameworks and 

findings, 1994, p. 133. 

2 Emerlck, R. The politics of psychiatric self-help: political factions, interactions, support and group 

longevity in a social movement Social Science and Medicine, 1991, 32, 1126. 
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25. 

14 Richardson, Ann. English self-help: varied patterns and practices. In: Pancoast, DL. et al., eds. 

Rediscovering self-help: its role in social care., p. 220. 

IS Wann, Mal. Building social capital: self-help in a 21st century welfare state. London: Institute for 
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I Chapter 6: Self Help Nottingham - The Project Partners 

6.1. Background 

The early development of the Nottingham-based Self Help Team (recently renamed Self Help 

Nottingham) has been explored by the team's founder Judy Wilson in an earlier participant 

action research project!, a work which built on her extensive practical experience in supporting 

and promoting self-help activity. Wilson's publications on self-help development and the 

involvement ofprofessionals2 
3 have served both to underline Self Help Nottingham's national 

profile and to prepare the ground for subsequent development now that, following her 

departure, the orgauisation has entered a new phase as a registered charity and a company 

limited by guarantee. Funding is still predominantly Health AuthOrity-derived [75% in 

1995/96"l. but the organisation is committed to developing and implementing "an effective 

strategy for fundraising and attracting resources ... in order to build a stable financial baseS." If 

the NHS is a service with ambitions, then so too is Self Help Nottingham, eager to develop as a 

UK centre of excellence for self help development under the banner active allilUlces - working 

with others to achieve common goali. Over 200 groups are covered in the local directory 

published by the team7
, and research has recently resulted in a national directory (Connect Self 

Help Up;S) to underline SHN's national profile. 

This dissertation project itself fonns part of a wider organisational assessment of infonnation 

needs, resources and services, coordinated by the Infonnation Officer. There is an expressed 

interest in "being at the forefront of new and accessible communication methods9
." 

6.2. Infonnatlon audit 

The 1997/98 Workplan divides the organisation into five sections, 

• Information • Director 
• Training & Development • Trustees 
• Administration & Finance 

The project focuses on those information roles and communication functions that are 

appropriate to potential Internet initiatives. Overall, the SHN team performs a facilitatory and 

intennediary role between groups and health and social care professionals, the media and other 

agenCies, offering a range of training, promotional and advisory services to new and eXisting 

groups. This is covered in greater detail in the WWW site itself [see Appendix]. 
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TIle Infonnation section perfonns several tasks with potential scope for Internet developments: 

• maintaining a central "resource area" of self-help information, for local groups and as a national 

repository of published and grey literature on self help issues and research. 

• promotion and publicity for the "relaunched" Self Help Nottingham 

• networking with other researchers and information officers 

• maintaining links with national organisations to obtain relevant information and literature 

• marketing and distribution of the local and national directories 

• identifying national self help-related events 

• coordinating the team's e-mail and internet access 

• strategy for group access 

Two functions of other sections are also considered: the support and development of new and 

established groups, and fundraising issues. 

Staffmg levels correspond to the findings discussed in Chapter 7, with the emphasis on core 

staff (hours vary) in each section, supported by over a dozen volunteers. 11lis structure will 

have a serious impact on the team's ability to implement and maintain an effective Internet 

strategy. It is likely that support will be required from a number of other projects related to 

online community infrastructure within Nottinghamshire, involving Internet Service Providers 

and other commercial and voluntary agencies. 

1 Wilson, Judith M. Supponing self help groups: an action research study based on the work of the 

Nottingham Self Help Groups Project between 1982 and 1983. MPhil dissertation, Department of 

Social Sciences, Loughborough University of Technology, 1987. 

2 Wilson, Judy. Good links: guidelines on how self help groups can work with professionals. 

Nottingham: Self HelpTeam, 1994. 

3 Wilson, Judy. 1Wo worlds: self help groups and professionals .. , 1994. 

4 Self Help Nottingham. Annual report 1995-96, p. 2. 

S Self Help Nottingham. Annual work plan 1997-98, p. 23. 

, Self Help Nottingham. Ref. 4, p. 3. 

7 Self Help Nottingham. A directory of self help and carers' groups in Nottingham and district 

1996/97. 16th ed. Nottingham: Self Help Nottingham, 1996. 

8 Self Help Nottingham. Connect Self Help UK. Nottingham: Self Help Nottingham, 1997. 

9 Self Help Nottingham. Ref. 4, p. 3. 
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I Chapter 7: Implementation onT in the Voluntary Sector 

7.1. The Voluntary Sector Context 

An Internet strategy represents a narrower, if more idiosyncratic manifestation of a wider 

movement of Information Technology (IT) in the workplace, and an analysis of the Internet's 

potential uses benefits from this broader perspective of IT implementation in small-scale, non

commercial settings. 

As work in the related field of marketing for non-profit organisations indicates! 2, the voluntary 

sector presents difficulties when measuring the impact on activies which do not overtly aim at 

economic or competitive advantage (attempts to reduce costs, increase market share etc.) and 

are experiential in nature. However, voluntary sector organisations are concerned with meeting 

a social need (to bring benefits to client groups, to change society or public perceptious etc.) 

and so adopt IT strategies, however loosely organised, in order to secure advantage in terms of 

improving their ability to meet that social need through enhanced services. The paradigm of 

competitve advantage needs re-focusing: competition does exist, in terms of limited funding and 

overlap of function with other agencies (local, regional, national and, in Internet terms, 

international) and in the wider context of the "information society" inertia itself is a form of 

competition. 
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Figure 7.1. Boyle el ai's redejinirion of Porrer's 5 forces modelfor Ihe social projil seclor 

This research is representative of Self Help Nottingham's interest in IT to research and target a 

particular service (the Web Resource and its content) and to monitor a more general trend (the 

Internet) both for its own IT strategy and on behalf of its diverse client groups. Role 
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redefinition is important at this stage as the team adapts to its independent charitable and 

company status, and althoughjimding is predominantly from a previously secured source 

(Health AuthOrity) the pressure to secure funding for specific projects or to expand human 

resources is increasingly import. Substitutes and potential entrants to this specialised sector 

are difficult to discern at present, but may emerge in future in the shape of national initiatives 

centred around bodies such as the NCVO, Help for Health Trust or regional health information 

networks. 

To be left behind at a crucial stage in the "information society's" growth may prove costly for 

those organisations that attempt to remain outside its influence, whereas participation may 

enable the voluntary sector actively to shape the development of services and so better reflect 

their non-commercial ethos. The voluntary sector is not uniform. with larger professional 

organisations better placed to plan effectively and access information resources or political 

influence3
, so cooperation through information network iniatives4 

5 6 represents an opportunity 

to overcome such inequalities. But even within organisations information use varies widely 

between managerial and direct service levels, making internal strategies to "cascade" skills 

throughout the organisation vital if over-concentration of IT skills in one function or individual 

is to be prevented'. 

7.2. Generalised stage hypothesis 

Phase I • Automation of routine work for efficiency 

Phase 2 • Expertise and expectations rise. Management of infonnation resources (rather than 

technology alone) for decision-making and analysis. Increased effectiveness 

Phase 3 • Radical restructuring or change of goals facilitated by IT'. 

In the case of Self Help Nottingham, the organisation is moving beyond Boyle et al's Phase I 

(the stage at which they found to be the "main focus of operation in the voluntary sector'''), 

having automated key functions such as Administration and Financial Planning, the 

maintenance of the aunual group contacts directory, HelpBox and other Information functions; 

their progress through Phase 2 is more equivocal. 

Phase 2 IT implementation moves beyond automation and links IT to organisational objectives, 

an ongoing interaction between the organisation and the supporting technology which provides 

information for decision-making purposes. Viewed as information resource management, it 
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involves an integrated organisational strategy for managing both the information itself and the 

enabling resources: physical tools and materials, financial investment and people. That Phase 2 

is difficult for voluntary organisations to fully achieve at present is the result of constraining 

factors: limited time and resources, and lack of expertise and training, often compounded by 

poor initial selection of IT equipment. The voluntary sector contains few technocrats. 

7.3. Self Help Nottingham IT Inventory 

An inventory of Self Help Nottingham's core IT eqnipment gives an indicatation their 

commitment to extending IT beyond the internal operation level to the strategic. 

Internet Workstation 

Gateway 200 Inte1166:Mhz Pentium PC 

Windows 95 operating system 

Microsoft Office 97 Small Business Edition 

us Robotics Sportster 33.6bps external modem 

Global [intemet service provider} annual subscription 

Dedicated BTphoneline 

HP DesIget 69OC+ printer 

Tota100.rt -£2000.00 

Infonnatlon Team Workstatlons (two) 

De11486 Pc. [8mb RAM] 

Windows 3.1 operating system 

Helpbox 

QuattroPro 

Cardbox [maintains directory ofloca1 groups] 

FlnanceJDesktop PnbHshlng WorkslaUon 

Pentium 7SMhzPC [12MbRAM] 

Windows 9S operating system 

Aldus Pagemaker 6.0 

Quicken accounts software 

This research attempts to deepen the organisation's understanding, to provide guIdelines and to 

highlight issues that address those manageria1ltechnical functions so vital to the successful 

implementation of an Internet strategy. In so doing, the personal knowledge base within the 

organisation can be enhanced, and the benefits be felt more widely across the staffing structure. 

Such planned development is to be ''phased in" as time and resources allow: any investment in 

IT, in terms of financial and staffresources, has to be justified by the benefits it confers on the 

organisation in terms of meeting its goals. 

Voluntary organisations utilise IT in several strategiC areas: campaigning, fundraising, 

dissemination, financial planning. The concept of the value chain - the stream of interdependent 

activities counected by linkages - is a useful one, highlighting trade-offs in efficiency terms 

across different functions: at Self Help Nottingham, making full-text resources available 

electronically could reduce publication costs and free up time and resources for promotional 

activity, training or research. 
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7.4. Potential for Cooperation 

With resources scarce, it is vital to reduce duplication of effort, but Boyle's survey indicated 

that, although "cooperation is valued highly, in IT tenns there is little happening at presentlO." 

Voluntary organisations are perhaps by their non-commercial nature quick to seize on the 

collaborative potential of IT without addressing the concrete ways in which this is to be 

achieved. Besides, a human network must first be in place before an electronic network can be 

grafted on to it (and as Chapter 11 indicates, a WWWpresence, however content-laden and 

interactive in design, cannot mask a lack of real human resources on the ground.) 

The caring/social ethos can translate into increased decentralisation and a general openness of 

structures, but it must be remembered that the users themselves will be the implementers of the 

new system. 1his study mirrored several features of Morgan's TIEM methodologyl1, focusing 

as it does on interviews to bring attitudinal factors to the surface, utilising the Infonnation 

Officer as a key infonnant and likely "change facilitator", encouraging self-suffiency, and 

asking the team to assess from their own perspective what they felt had been achieved. 

1 Kotler, P. & A. Andreason. Strategic marketing for nonprojit organizations. 4th ed. Englewood 

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1991. 

2 Dlbb, S. & L. Simkin. The marketing casebook: cases and concepts. London: Routiedge, 1994. 

, Hablb, J. Information provision: more of the carrot cake, less of the carrot Assignation, 1994, 

12(4), 19-21. 

4 Jones, N. Charities and the need for information. Assignation, 1994,12(4),22-23 

5 Harrls, K. Information in the conununity and voluntary sector. Information Technology and Public 

Policy, 1992, 11(1),49. 

'McGrath, Brld. The information workers' network: an Irish experiment in voluntary/statutory 

partuership. ASSignation, 1991,8(4),42-44. 

7 Schervlsh, P.H. Information use by levels in human service organisations. Computers in Human 

Services, 1993,9(3/4),397-408. 

8 Boyle, A. et aI. The use of IT in the voluntary sector. International Journal of Information 

Management, 1993, 13(2), 95. 

9 Boyle, A. et aI. Ref. 8, 98. 

10 Boyle, A. et aI. Ref. 8, 108. 

11 Morgan, Gareth G. ITEM: a strategic approach to information systems in voluntary organisations. 

Journal of Strategic Information Systems, 1995,4(3),225-237. 
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I Chapter 8: The Self Help Clearinghouse Model 

8.1. Context 

The tenn "self-help clearinghouse" gained recognition in the early 1980s largely through the 

work of American agencies and is linked to the notion of "I & R" or "Infonnation & Referral" 

services. One of the field's leading commentators, Edward Madara, has subsequently extended 

the model, in a number of practical fonns, from the early computerised database of the New 

Jersey Self-Help Clearinghouse (serving a state population of7,500,0001) to a fully-fledged 

Internet-based American Self-Help Clearinghouse website and the associated Self-Help 

Sourcebook Online2 (see later evaluation of this site) Notwithstanding these two decades of 

technological advance, the principles underlying US c1earinghouse activity have remained 

coustant, and comparison with Self Help Nottingham's organisational structure and range of 

services will illustrate that, tenninology aside, there is a great deal of common ground and 

scope for comparative analysis. 

Clearlnghouses serve self-help groups through coordinated activity to 

• increase "awareness, use and development of [groups] in their communities3
" 

• serve as an interface between self-help groups and other organisations, populations, professionals 
and the public' 

• liaise with human service professionals to develop referral linkages and educate professionals to 
appreciate the benefits and sensitive nature of self-help activity 

• promote access to self-help by identifying and referring enquirers to groups as part of an 
"information and referral" serviceS 

• compile, update and distribute directories or listings of self-help groups within a defined 
geographical area 

• provide guidelines, development strategies and advice on starting a group or extending existing 
group activity 

• facilitate networking between groups' 

• promote, pnblicise and raise awareness of self-help activity 

• carry out or sponsor research into Self Help (e.g the structure and characteristics of groups: 
longevity, membership profile, leadership, activities etc. ) 

• develop current awareness services to further self-help research 
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1hls combination of infonnation dissemination, education, advocacy and professional bridge

building is underlined by the concept of a "demonstrational effect 7" a process which encourages 

initial "help-seekers" to become ''resource developers", establishing their own groups when 

needs are not being met by existing provision. 

Lay persons were much more likely to start a new self-help group ... if they could 

be encouraged with evidence that others had started a similar group elsewhere'. 

It is this "community resource-building capability" that clearinghouses attempt to tap into, 

serving as a focus for local activity and national policies aimed at extending self-help. As 

Meissen indicates, such support itself requires further research: 

professionals would view the activities of the clearinghouse, and self-help groups 

in general, in a more positive light if information could be provided that documents 

the impact of clearinghouse activities and the usefulness of self-help groups·. 

Clearinghouses as organisations are ideally placed to carry out such "action research", based 

on their access to groups, the mutually beneficial nature of such feedback and assessment, and 

their sensitivity to groups' needs with respect to autonomy and self-determination. Such 

research must take into account a social exchange relatiouship in order to minimise the 

perceived cost of participation and to maximise the perceived benefits, a process that is likely 

to run more smoothly given the trust between support agency and groups and their supportive, 

non-confrontational approach. 

8.2 The Electronic Clearinghouse: early approaches 

Madara's coordination of early computerised systems in New Jersey developed in step with his 

growing national profile through involvement in the early bulletin board services (BBSs) and 

community networks such as Fidonet, and Compuserve forums (located on commercial onIine 

hosts.) Before the Internet gathered momentum, characterised by the exponential growth of its 

World Wide Web component, tenns such as "teleconferencing via computer" or "alternative 

community networkslo
" were deployed to express the hope that self-help support and referral 

activity could be conveyed by electronic means. 
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As early as 1985 Madara wrote ''the networking capabilility of a self-help clearinghouse offers 

a unique opportunity to use IT to ... create support services where none currently exisez," often 

as a result oflow prevalence (e.g. a rare syndrome or disorder) or geographical isolation (e.g 

rural communities.) Such a vision is founded on the belief that "electronic communication will 

increase the linkage of people, ideas, concerns, while providing many innovative ways for 

people ro find and develop the mutual aid and support they need"" and is grounded in a 

"natural cycle of change: network - organise - educate - advocate.'4" 

The practicalities of this model of the personal networked computer as empowering tool will be 

analysed later, but it is vital to note here the direct evolution of self-help clearinghouse activity 

through early networks to the present World Wide Web manifestation and related services. 

Support activity seems to be particularly fertile ground for IT development, with the Internet 

representing part of this wider process of the introduction of IT in the human/social services. 

As the following chapter will demonstrate, Self Help Nottingham can be compared within the 

frame of reference developed by various phases of US self-help clearinghouse transformation, 

underlining the importance of an analysis of more recent Internet initiatives across the Atlantic 

within a context of "best practice", selecting those aspects that are likely to prove more 

beneficial to UK self-help development. Sensitivity to the local context is as vital to work with 

individual groups and communities as it is to more strategic work with self-help support 

agencies. 

, Madara, Edward J. The self-help clearinghouse: tapping the resource potential of I & R services. 

Information and Refe"al, 1985,7 (1), 48. 

2 American Self-Help Clearlnghause. Self-help source book online. (URi..: 

http://www.cmhc.com/selfhelp/). 16 July 1997. 

'Madara, Edward J. Supporting self-help: a clearinghouse perspective. Social Policy, 1987, Fall, 

28. 

4Meissen, Gregory J. & Mary L. Warren. The Self-help clearinghouse: a new development in 

action research for community psychology. In: Powell, Thomas J., ed. Understanding the self-help 

organization: frameworks andfindings, 1994, p. 191. 

5 Wallert, RIchard. An information and referral model for improving community utilization of self

help groups. Information and Refe"al, 1985,7 (2),1-16. 
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I Chapter 9: Evaluative Case Studies of WWW Sites· UK 

9.1. Northern Advisory Group on Disability) 

The Northern Advisory Group on Disability (NAGD) is an umbrella organisation charged 

with promoting the more efficient working of more than 500 disability-related voluntary 

groups in Tyneside. Communication and networking at the regional level was proving 

problematic as a result of geographic dispersal. The telematic pilot scheme launched in 1996 

and implemented by Tagish Ltd2
., concentrates on the brokerage function of groups by 

providing a mechanism for information exchange. Eight groups were provided with modems 

and Internet dial-up accounts (£2,000 per group set-up costs), and Lotus Notes databases 

have been devised for the groups to input information on publications, contact points and 

forthcoming events which is then published on the central web site. Local databases are 

replicated from a central server so that each local group can access the total content of the 

pooled databases from its own server. The relatively low cost (£20,000 through RADAR 

funding) is shared by all groups. User interfaces are simple and robust, and the pilot is set to 

be extended to another 50 groups by the end of 1997. 

Group on .. D 
Northem Advisory ~ 

DIsability , 

Directory of Self Help 
and Support Groups 

1997 

Wd~ome to the Tynesidc Dirc~tory ofSelf.Hc1p and Support Groups compaed and published by Health 
Action in eonjtmclion with Gllteshead COUlldl on DlsllbUlty, North 'I)neslde Voluntary 
OrcUlhadons Dem.opmmt Acme,. and South Tpled.de ConuntUlltJ Health COtmeD.. 

The Directory is organised into three main areas; A Full A - Z UstInI ot the &1'O..,s; LisdnC b,. MaID. 
Subject Areas and by lteclonallJstln&. Also provided arc some information about the SdtHeIp 
GroUP. UdnJ: this dlredo.,., Admowledltmmts aJld Addltlonal Informadon. 

">A GuIde to Using the Dlftctory 

")A -Z Listing otCroups 
">Groups Listed by Loeadon 
">Groups by Main SubJect Area 

">Wonnatlon About Self' Help 
">Addftional Wormatlon lilt. Admowled,ements 

">Retum to the Northem Advtso Gro on Dbab Websfte 

Figure 9.1. NAGD: Home Page 

This framework has extablished an electronic presence for voluntary groups in the North East 

alongside that of local authorities and healthcare providers, and is represents preparation for 

the oft-vaunted Information Society access points in public libraries and council offices. 
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Coordination at the regional level combats the risk of duplication of effort and resources, and 

its exponents believe it to be "a scaieable, transplantable solution for the voluntary sector3". 

The NAGD site "hosts" the Tyneside Directory of Self Help and Support Groups 1997 

database. The Tyneside directory corresponds with Self Help Nottingham's own aim to 

"bridge the gap between the groups which have been set up to provide help and advice and 

the people who may need that support4." Published by Health Action in conjunction with 

Gateshead Council on Disability, North Tyneside Voluntary Organisations Development 

Agency and South Tyneside Community Health Council, the Directory is organised into three 

main areas: 

• a full A-Z listing of the groups 

• a listing by main subject areas (including Addiction, Cancer, Bereavement, Disability, 

HIV/AIDS, Palliative Care, Sexuality) 

• a regional listing by location. 

location:1 hItp:lldomino.tag,co.uk/VOl.ntf/aJl?OpenView8.Cooot-3000 

Northem Advisory ~' 
Group OD ,.' 
DlaabWty 

Directory of Self Help 
and Support Groups 

1997 

Select the category you arc interested in from the list below.You then have the option to view news as 
defined there. Please note that this page is ·conapscd· when first opened. You can expand individual 
categories by elicking on the eategory you are interested in; any reeords win appear tmdcmeath and to the 
right If you wish elick on the "Expand· option to expand the page and use thc "Next" find "Previous· 
optioru on the T oolbar to navigatc through the page •. 

Organisation 
Abi!ity 2000 

Abu.e. Counselling and Training Centrc 
AceeS! for the Disabled 
ACET (AIDS Care. Educ.tion and Training) 

Figure 9.2. NAGD Alphabetical Group Usting 

The coverage extends weII beyond the emphasis on disability one might imply from the 

NAGD banner and includes voluntary organisations covering health and social welfare in its 
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widest sense. Criteria for inclusion include access by the local public (with or without 

professional referral), provision of information, advice and/or support, non-profit status and 

independence from local council or health authorities. Groups confirmed the accuracy of the 

content during NovemberlDecember 1996. In addition to the directory, characteristics of Self 

Help are briefly described. 

The individual group records are given in a standard format 

• Contact name 

• Address 

• Local telephone (Voice, Minicom, An"phone, 

Fax) 

• National telephone 

• Three-line description of group 

focus/purpose/aims 

..... u ................ ~ .............. .... 

1997 

Fibromyalgia Support Group (NE) 
Contact Ms Scott MacLean 

Local Tc:lephone: !l36 9132 (voice &. fax). 

Addrest: 

National Telephone: 

1 Lyndon Close,East Boldon,S 
Tyncside.NE360NT 

We arc 8 support group for people with Fibromyalgia,. 8 chronic eondition ofwidc.sprcad pain and profound 
fatigue. offers a tc:lcphone advice ScMce and monthly support meetings for people with Fibromyalgia and 
their families. Can provide information OD the condition. The Honorary President of the Society is Dr C D 
Ho"",' >.rn, FRCP (EO). FRCP (LOND~ 

Return to Dlndory Homftt8l!e 

Figure 9.3. NAGD Single Record Display 

Overall navigability of the directory is poor. It is not immediately apparent what the benefits 

of the expand/collapse view are, the instructions are not particularly clear. On occasion there 

seemed only a cumbersome single A-Z listing that takes some time to re-load each time, since 

there is no other way to return to the. initial list of groups. On other occasions the list was 

divided into an alphabetical section of thirty groups to a page. It would be better to subdivide 

into a menultoolbar-selectable sections (A-E, F-L etc.) or better still to utilise a local front

end search facility (cf. the lllinois Coalition, American Self-Help Clearinghouse, and Health 

Education Board for Scotland sites) 

The directory should also allow browsing within record display mode. At present, only one 

full group record is shown at a time, and the previous list must be returned to in full each 
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time, a lengthy process. Browsing is all the more vital given the breadth of the subject 

divisions ("Health" and "Health Project" are not subdivided further, but contain an 

alphabetical list of all condition-related groups.) For example, groups listed only by acronym 

(CHIN-UP, BLISS etc) do not reveal their subject focus, so a simple listing under "Health" is 

of no assistance. More specificity in indexing is required, given the detail and ease of 

reference one would expect from a printed directory of this sort. A search engine would 

overcome some of these problems, providing the display mode allowed browsing forward and 

backward within a group of results, the overall result being greater accuracy of recall. 

A further unforeseen but telling eccentricity is shown by those groups whose local contact 

number is given as the national 0800 665544 Health Information Service number, which 

would be routed to the NorthEast centre for those using the service within its boundaries. 

However, the NAGD Directory is now available (inter)nationally through the Internet, raising 

the possibility that users outside the NorthEast will attempt to contact the group, be routed to 

their own 0800 service who will in alllikelihood be unaware of the group's existence. Such 

intricacies underline those questions of audience definition in the new medium. 

Such drawbacks, however integral to the site's long-term success, should not detract from the 

pioneering work and strength of vision the directory of represents. Constructive criticism 

would be easily avoided by inactivity, so it is only fair that the NAGD's efforts be recognised 

for their innovative qualities and commitment. Above all, it should be noted that no other 

organisation in the UK has attempted to build a web-interfaced Self Help directory, 

Tyneside's example hopefully offering encouragement to other organisations that seek to do 

so. 

The Tyneside Directory offers a tangible model around which Self Help Nottingham's own 

online directory can be planned. The parallels are self-evident: target audience (individuals, 

their relatives, friends, carers and professional staff), organisational funtion, an existing 

printed directory, and the development of a wider Internet strategy. Taking account of the 

drawbacks listed above, and those design and structure processes that would alleviate them, 

the NAGD example should be pursued further. 
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9.2. HEBSWEB5 

The Health Education Board for Scotland Website (HEBSWEB) appears to have been 

designed by a sci-fi collective. It is hard to equate the spinning logos and purple chrome 

menu bars with the slightly more serious topic of health promotion. The overall effect is that 

of being at the controls of a space ship. If the Hollywood-inspired title page offered a "no 

frames" option it was lost in the outer reaches. One wonders if the questions "Who is our 

target audience?" and "What type of computer are they likely to have access to?" ever arose 

when the site was planned. 

However, if the address is obtained as a link through OMNI, one might chance upon the low 

graphics/no frames version. However, this site does not offer the search facility of the "full" 

version, based on the misconception that ''no frames" precludes the use of search engines. 

Whether or not a browser supports frames should not determine the quality of access to 

facilities offered nor its overall structure.Nor does the "low graphics" version divide the site 

into Public and Professional sections, yet HEBSWEB states "[on the] professional site .. you 

can also access information not available on the public site and search all HEBS databases." 

On what grounds is the site split? The argument appears to be ease of use - the public being 

less experienced - and familiarity. it is not clear how the public are supposed to be accessing 

the site, nor why more graphics make the site easier for them to navigate. This is hardly 

consistent with the probability that public libraries will be the focus for public access: will 

they have the quickest machines and the most up-to-date browsers? 

The Public section is subdivided into health promotion topic areas centred around campaigns 

(smoking, stroke, cancer, diet etc.) which then link to HEBS guides, factsheets, journal 

articles, posters, statistics and support groups. The InMagic DBfText Webpublisher database 

of support groups automatically runs a search and displays results. At first glance these are, 

logically, Scottish in emphasis, but a large number of national organisations and associations 

are also included. I could find no criteria for inclusion in the database, a worrying lack of 

clarity. The retrieval software was fast and the display mode clearly presented with results 

appearing in blocks of 10. 

The Professional section allows searching across the Support Groups, Journal articles, Health 

information leaflets, Scotland's health statistics and Scottish HIV & AIDS Initiatives Register 

(SHAIR) databases. Support groups can be searched by name, location, keyword or across all 

fields, but the engine does not allow Boolean or truncation. Groups with e-mail addresses can 
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be "mailed to" direct from the site. The frames version (the only version with an engine) is 

particularly unforgiving when trying to correct mistakes using the "back" browser arrow: 

relaunching a search is cumbersome. 

CONTACT GROUP 
Mary Loudea Cbairpen:onI CODtact 
3D Primrose Crescent 
Woodbum 
DALKEI1H 

"""""" 001 1IR 
Td: Ot31 6634633 
Hours: 7pm.9.3Opm Tburs 
Selt·he~ group forwomcn suffering from anzicty and phobias. Meetings 
ere hellS aI. the Orchard Cemre, 14 Lothian S1teel, Bonnyrigg. Coven the 
Midlolhianarea. Transport can beprovided 

t.(ENT AL HEALTH! ANXIETY! PHOBIAS! WOMEN! 

Last updated: tDfD3I9? 

CONTACT POlNTWOMm ONLY DROp-m sntV1CE 
Bemie or Jackie CODIacl Point OrIJlDisI!l'S 
67a York Place 
EDINBURGH 
ElIIlID 
TeI: 0131 5n m9! 556 9960 Fax: 01315560893 
Hours: 10.30am4.30pmFri 
Staffed by paid wOfker and vo1untem. SclfadV'ocacy self·help focus. 
Provides: advice, support, infarmation, andifappropriale support groups 
woullS be let up 

WOMEN! SELF HfLP GROUPI 

Last. updated: 14103197 

.... "'" ""..". DBIT,," ""M'''''''. """'" by 11 N'1AG I C 1 

Figure 9.4. HEBS Support Group Database Display 

For all its faults, the site potentially offers a strong regional basis for the dissemination of 

information about groups. That so many issues of access and clarity have not been addressed 

means this potential remains unfulfilled at present. 

9.3. National Institute for Social Work6 

Although not involved directly in the promotion of self help, the NISW neverthless offers 

illuminating parallels in the way it has harnessed the Internet to further its national ambitions, 

to disseminate high-content materials to voluntary sector and health/social care professionals 

and to act as a focus for wider developments in Internet strategies for voluntary 

organisations. Mark Watson, the site's primary contact, has also published in the information 

sciences professionalliterature7
, which serves to underline the relevance, validity and 

authority of his organisation's campaigning efforts. 

Clear and easy to navigate, well indexed, regnlarly updated, low-graphic and high-content in 

emphasis, the site is an excellent example of a voluntary organisation that has developed a 
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well-defined Internet strategy before launch. The incorporation of a mission statement 

beneath the opening logo clarifies the organisation's aims, and all contact details and are 

clearly presented. But it is in the degree of content that the site impresses. This includes free 

access to: 

• A database of current research in the UK personal social services, in collaboration with the Social 

Services Research Group: the site has a detailed online entry form for submitting project details. 

The fIrst entries are already available on the site, arranged by topic with full contact details, scope of 

research and methodology. 

• The Caredata CD-ROM: full-text samples are available, including abstracts on elder abuse, a full 

text J oseph Rowntree Finding, a search on child protection, and a full text Departtnent of Health 

Circular. 

• A sample of the monthly Caredata Abstracts current awareness service (more recent months are 

available in the Members' Section) 

• Contents pages for International comparative social work research 

• 23 full-text NISW Briefings (of particular relevance is The Voluntary Sector and the Internef) 

• Full-text publications (e.g Options for Long Term Care9
, a 1996 report in conjunction with the 

Numeld Institute) and newsletters 

NtSW BrlsIh1c No. 23 

The Voltmtary Sector and the Internet 

July 19V1 

'GdtingVolunlary Organisations On·Line' is a project IIlndcd by the Bridge House Estates Trus~Fund, under which theNalionallnstitute for Social Work has been workinll 
with the FamilyWc!farc Associalion and a range of smal1 volul:dafy orpnisations In London to address the dif'ftcullies ~h organisations faceln bllllelitinll ft'om the potmtial 
the Internet bu to ofTlr. 

KEY POINTS: 

• Technical problems can JIlD. provide major obstacles to organisations with IitUe Informalion Technology czpcrtise. 
• ItI ~ to hardware. and 'he' offen: to '5 up websiLeJ, there is a need for ongoing training and support tar beyond wbalis eurreUly awilable. 
• NiItionaI. rqional and ,«total agmcies bave a key role to play iD 4evdoping the use of !he In1emet by the voluntary rector, 
• The oppottunilies tba1 netWOtkini by e.mai! otrm the volun1ary sector are ofteo forl01Uin • it ilthe knowledge of the rtaff and !he vo1unteen IhaI is one of the 

rtrengths of the volunlaly lector. and e-mail. can help individuall and orga:nisaIions eqdDit their lmowIedlle and team ft'om others. 
• Even thole orpaliom who have been connected to the In1emct for lome Ume are struggling to make .CtI8e ofwbat ils and how to lUeR- they see the amount of 

time needed to get to grip. with the Internet as being a major difficulty. 
• The In1emct needs to be approached withiD • framework of infommlion manag!Dlelll at. ~ 1cvd. and informalion skiDs alan indMduallcv'li 

There bu beat increasing media covr.rage ofthc lntemet in recent years, and an awarenes. of the poteruial the Inlcmd. offerl for networking and .haring and accessing 
inrormation and knowledge. Howeva', many voNnlary orgaaisaIionI, particularly smaIItr locally baled ones, lack the apcrlise to property asSCJS how thU: potmlial can be 
translated into ptaeliC81 tJencfi1s to their orpi$llliOn. 

There is oltcn a knowledge gap withln vOIunlary organisalionl. There ilia desire to benefU ti"om new technologiCl but unalching warinClI of incun'ing corti withtlut direct 
bcneftU. WhilsI. then: are an increasing number of seminars and publications offl!ring advice, many cover the mechanic, ot getting onto the Internet, rather than the ~ 

"'''''-
The NaIionaI Insti1ulc ftlt Social Work and theFarni1y Welfare Auocialion have received I\Jnding from the BridgcHousc EJtatea Trust Fund for a project entitled 'Getting 
Voluntary Organisation. On·line'. 

There arc thRe c:\emcnts to Ihe project 

Figure 9.5. National Institute of Social Work: Full Text Resources 

That the NISW is committed to furthering the use of the Internet in the voluntary sector is 

manifest in its London-based training and seminar programme Getting voluntary 

organisations on-lin/o in association with the Family Welfare Association. This attempt to 
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bridge a sizeable "knowledge gap" mirrors the scope of this dissertation project, with a 

similar strategic emphasis. Its position paper is eagerly awaited, as is the longer-tenn British 

Library Research and Innovation Centre-funded project Digital Libraries, Special Libraries 

and Practitioners. 

A list of links to UK-targeted Internet resources for the volutary sector is also included, 

covering voluntary organisations, academic research centres, local & central government, and 

health and social care electronic journals. A telling statistic is the limited links to US sites: 

they number only four. 

As further developed in the Site Design chapter, the NISW site raises key issues about the 

free vailabiIity of previously charged-for materials, and the designation of a password

protected "members section" which may involve subscription or be open to existing Institute 

members. Both these areas touch directly on the Self Help Nottingham site and the groups 

wishes to develop a "friends of SHN" scheme or subscription-based equivalent. 

9.4. UK Primary Care" 

Targeted at primary care practitioners, the site is notable for its off-putting opening 

"reception" section and the Iow-quality graphics. It is cited here because it represents the sort 

of site that could be targeted by Self Help Nottingham to raise awareness of their site among 

GPs and nursing staff, along with the maiIbase list gp_ue2
, and sites such as the National 

Association of Commissioning GPSl3 and the Nursing and Healthcare Resources on the Net14 

collection. 

UK Primary Care contains a list of addresses of "Self help and advice agencies", which is 

curiously available only through the password-protected "registered members" section 

(despite the clear indication on the home page of a "public access" area). It is a curious 

amalgam of trusts, societies and infonnation centres (compiled by a single GP) and no 

criteria for exclusion or inclusion are given. Relevance, currency and validity are 

immediately called into question. This is just the sort of source that the Internet needs less of: 

without clearly stated scope and purpose, it is the equivalent of vanity publishing, however 

good its author's intentions. 
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1 useful addresses 
I· ~ ...... ,,,," ,',.. ,~ ,... ,""",,"'" • ",. ....... ~ '" .. '-' ~_ .. ~ 

Addresses ot Self Help and Advice Agencies 

This list compiled byDr. /vJAmrl MimDagb. &: rqlfoduced W'i!hbis permission 

.AberdeeD Drva; IIIfbrmatJDn Centn 
Aberdeen Royallnfumary, FoteSttI HiD. Site, Aber&m, AB9 2ZB 
Td: (11224 84(1571 
Notes: Drus Infonnation. 

-..._lJK 
724 FuIbam Road, London. SWti SS[ 
Td: (I17l 37l 74n 
Nates: Alcohol Abstinence based COUllJcIing 

Actept: EthnII: Akohol ComI:seIlDf: 
Holdswort House, Staines Road. Middlesex, TW] lHU 
Td: Dial 5n 60S9 

AmII StJpport Group 
Hammersmith Hospital, ISO Du Cane Road, East Actor., London, W12 OHS 
TI!i: (lISt 743 20]0 

Actlon '" ME 
P.O. Box 130~, Wells, Somerset, BAS 2WE 
TeI: 01749 670402 
Notes: Hclpline 

Action on Pre Ei:lampsla(APEC) 
]1·]3 CoUegc Road,lian'ow, Middlesex, HAI IEJ 

Figure 9.6. UK Primary Care: Address List of Self Help and Advice Agencies 

9.5. National Council for Voluntary Organisations" 

The NCVO is of particular relevance to self help policy, since its now defunct Self Help 

.' Support Centre was an important national-level policy body. There is a degree of 

market/competitor intelligence to be obtained by monitoring its movements. Its site, however, 

pales in comparison with the N1SW site. 

Brief press releases are the only full-text sources, and beyond details of publications and 

services there is little else of substance. The site is inconsistent in design: the Services 

section suddenly jumps to frames and javascript, whereas the earlier sections are very basic 

text. For a national organisation, the site fails to adequately reflect the NCVO's status as an 

umbrella organisation for the voluntary sector. The host site, the VOIS l6 (Voluntary 

Organisations Internet Server), is similarly confusing in its layout. 
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r'NCVO 
voice of the voluntary sector 

National Council for Voluntmy Organisations 

NCVO champions the cause of the voluntary sector. 

We are a membership orpllllatioD wltb over 840 volurrtar,. orCuWatloJUI as members. 

At NCVO we belle"Ve that the voluntary .edor emlches .0ddJ and needJ to be promoted and supported. 

We work with our member orpnb:adODJ to mcreale the elJ'ec:tlvenen of the lector, Jdendf)' munet needs and encoUl'ale 
lnItIativH to meet them. 

We also provide a rance of .enfces to our manben, IIDd campalp olllsrues afl'ectfnc vobmtary orcanlsatlons. 

Our mapzlne, NCVO News, provides up to elate 1nI'0nnatlon about developmftltlm the charity world and also a ranee of 
feature. about the kq IlIuet and ptl'lonaHtier. 

We welcome new mtmben, who are tlI&1ble for discounts OD our .ervlces IIDd are able to partldpate m dlscusdOIlJ 011 poDdes 
afJ'edIq the future of charities. 

Thls site was last updated. OD AU£Ult 28th at 10S7hn 

Figure 9.7. NCVO: Home Page 

9.6. Help For Health Trust17 

Help for Health Trust are already indirectly involved in Self Help Nottingham's IT 

implementation, since it provides the Helpbox software that drives the database to which the 

team contribute regional group details via Trent Healthline. 

Figure 9.B. Help for Health Trust 
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The site is little more than a limited promotional vehicle with some basic health-related links, 

but may prove useful for obtaining information on updates to software, for communicating 

with HFHT direct, and more strategically in market intelligence terms. The market for a 

national self help centre of excellence may be relatively open at present, but HFHT is one 

organisation that already has a basis from which to fill the policy vacuum. 

9.7. Cambridgeshire County Council: Community Information Databasel8 

As an example of the type of local authority-resourced community networking project that 

promises to extend Internet-based services to the general public through libraries, schools and 

information points etc., Cambridge Online City's database is simple to search but lacks 

detail. For example, the record for a local branch of the British Epilepsy Association gives a 

local name and telephone number and only partial contact details for the national body. 

+l!!>!!!o ",Back to ~brid~ 0nIine !;;itt ~~= 
"'Back 10 UyiruI and Workingil'l Cambridgeshire 

Community Infonnation Database 

SUbject; I !ldf help I 
I Start seareh I~ 
Welcome to IM COIllIlIriy infomlatiOll Database !'om Cambri~ County 
CeUDCil. ThIs conlains dlltailJ of over 5000 local community. volunlary and Ielf·help 
srouP'. club. and societies. and otberlocal raourcesand lIlcililies. To.earch!be 
cl;dabue limply type iD. .ialp1e kq words describing 1be rubjec1. you are iDItn:rkd in. Of" 
!he lint few ~ oflhe subject name !hill press rdu!n, Of click: 011. "Start ,earch'. 

Fore:mqlle:~ .. n:.u.w. ~ IWbphH, Plullllb 

~es to !be database? More advance:! qugies 

AdnDtted QuerIes. You caD. also Iiok tbrougb to. more .ophiJticated venioII 01 \he 
same databtle. wbichallowl 'I~ia mote '; __ not ~bY~-~ but 

Figure 9.9. Cambridgeshire County Council: Community Information Database. 

There are no scope or purpose notes (c.f. the NAGD database above), and the "venue" 

section often only reads "meetings in members' homes". As such, the web database serves as 

a telephone directory. There is a telnet version with advanced features (limit search to broad 

group category or location.) 

I Northern Advisory Group on Disability. Directory of self help and support groups 1997. (URL: 

http://www.nagd.org.uk), 2 September 1997. 
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2 Tagish Ltd. Home page. (URL: http://www.tagish.co.ukitagish/), 10 September 1997. 

3 Smith, Simon. Telematic solutions for voluntary groups. ETHOS newsletter, 1997,5,20-21. (URL: 

http://www.tagish.co.ukietboslnewslettlissue5/), 2 September 1997. 

4 Northern Advisory Group on Disability. Directory of self help and support groups 1997. (URL: 

http://www.nagd.org.uk), 2 September 1997. 

S Health Education Board for Scotland. HEBSWEB. (URL: 

http://www.hebs.scot.nhs.ukimenuslnoframet.htm, or URL: http://www.hebs.scot.nhs.ukl), ID 

September 1997. 

6 National Institute for Social Work. Home page. (URL: http://www.nisw.org.ukl), 16 July 1997. 

7 Watson, Mark. Why should you be on the Net? Library Association Record, 1996,98 (11), 578-9 & 

581. 

8 National Institute for Social Work. The Voluntary Sector and the Internet (URL: 

http://www.nisw.org.ukipolb/fulltextlniswb23.html), 12 September 1997. 

'National Institute for Social Work. Options for Long Term Care.(URL: 

http://www.nisw.org.ukipubsloptions.html), 12 September 1997. 

10 National Institute for Social Work. Getting voluntary organisations on-line. (URL: 

http://www.nisw.org.ukifwalfwa.html). 16 July 1997. 

11 UK Primary Care. Home page. (URL: http://www.ukpc.orgi), 2 September 1997. 

12 GP-UK. List details. (URL: http://www.mailbase.ac.ukllists-f-jlgp-ukl). 2 September 1997. 

13 National Association of Commissioning GPs. Home page. (URL: 

http://www.ncl.ac.uki-nphcarelGPUKlcomisslnacgp.htm). 2 September 1997. 

14 Nursing and Healthcare Resources on the Net. (URL: http://www.shef.ac.uki-nhconl). 2 September 

1997. 

IS National Council for Voluntary Organisations. Home page. (URL: http://www.vois.org.ukincvo/), 

10 September 1997. 

16 VOIS: Voluntary Organisations Internet Server. Home page. (URL: http://www.vois.org.ukl), 2 

September 1997. 

17 Help for Health Trust. Home page. (URL: http://www.hfht.demon.co.ukiindex.httnl), 2 September 

1997. 

18 Cambridge Online City. Community information database. (URL: 

http://www.carncnty.gov.ukiinfosearch.httnl), 2 September 1997. 
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I Chapter 10: Evaluative Case Studies of WWW Sites - North America 

10.1. The Self Help Network of Kansas' 

The Self Help Network of Kansas provides an object lesson in how to present clear, 

comprehensive information on self-help support and development issues to an international 

audience. Regularly updated (its most recent addition being the pull-down index menu), the 

overall impression is of a well-targeted, logically organised and highly navigable site whose 

emphasis is placed on content and the provision of referenced information. Its authority and 

validity are reinforced by the centre's academic status as a program of the Department of 

Psychology at Wichita State University (on whose website it is located). This psychological 

remit, however, does not skew the content of the site, which is predominantly health and 

social care-based. 

.~ 
Self-Help Network 

~. OF KANSAS 

Department 01 Psychology 
Wlchlta State University 

The Salt·Help Network orKansas Is a statewide c1earinghouse (or self·help r;oup •. Recognizing self·help groups as cost-ftee, etreetive components ofa 
comprehensive physica1and mental heaUh care system, the Network's mission is to promoteawarenell and use, enhance the etrectiveneu, and improve 
understanding of the nature of aD Kansas seif-hrJp group •. 

Infonnatlon Index 

• 
• • 
• 
• 

Figure 10.1. Self Help Network of Kansas: Index 

A nonprofit, statewide clearinghouse organization, SHNOK has nevertheless developed a 

resource that looks well beyond the state it serves through its Connections directory of 2,140 

Kansas self-help groups and 860 national self-help organizations (not available onIine) and 

presents important parallels with the organisational objectives of Self Help Nottingham. Note 

the resonance in its mission statement: 

Recognizing self-help groups as cost-free, effective components of a comprehensive physical 

and mental health care system, the Network's mission is to promote awareness and use, 

enhance the effectiveness, and improve understanding of the nature of self-help groups. 
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As a model, this holds more potential that the American Self-Help Clearinghouse, to which it 

provides a link. Its resources are focused on self helpers and medical professionals, but its 

depth of coverage make the site valuable for wider support agencies and researchers. 

SoH' He" Network at Kansas 

PUBLIClZING YOUR SELF-HELP GROUP 

I Publicizing Your Sdr-H!:IF! Group Inde:r: I Share Lt1nmy Main. Page I Sdr-HeIp N'etwort Main Page I 

[ TOP OF PAGEl{ Press Release]! Public Service AnnOllDCemmtsl{ Bibliol!@!!hYl(SamplePublicServiceAnnounccmmtl[ Sample N'~ RdeueJ{ Ltttm to 1he Edjtqr] 

llw Press Re1eu. 

WriliDga pres. rdeue is I'airty simple if you keep a few basic guidelines: intnind: 

Figure 10.2. Self Help Network of Kansas: Resources for Groups 

The SHARE (Self Help Answer and Exchange Resource) Library contains excellent 

downloadable articles on a wide range of self help issues, and mirrors the type of resource 

that the Self Help Nottingham site aims to be. Specific areas covered include group start-up, 

professional involvement, promotion, self-help group leadership and internal dynamics. For 

researchers there are brief sections on definitions and a bibliography on group effectiveness, 

as well as a list of condition-specific research topics covered by the Department of 

Psychology . 
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",ls"."c:H",.",'p.:.:N::.two=,k:.:o:c' :::KB::":::",::S.::"':::,":c" ~PB:!!g.:...-__ I~l It GO! I 

Are Self-Help Groups Effective? 

About Self Help Groups 

Who Attends Sett-Help Groups? 

Self-help VOUP' are comprileo1 ofpeopte who share the.me pr<lblern. ure Iituation or crisiI. Member. proviclo 
em.oUonaIlUPPort to om: ..,olhtr. team new wayt: to cope, discover I~ tor imFOlIini their cODdillDD. &:Dd beIp 
others wbile heIpiD& Ihan:u:lvet. People IInd iI!Ildf_bdp groupl iDdMduab: mucb. like tbomselves who .... ba to share 
practical, experienc e-tesI.ed inright.l piDeo1 ft'om tint-hand expericDce wilh the I8Dle lituation. 

Figure 10.3. Self Help Network of Kansas: Effectiveness of Groups 

The site displays the correct balance of content, ease of use and interactivity, backed by the 

relevancy of its materials to a wide range of potential users. 

10.2. American Self-Help Clearinghouse1 

As outlined in Chapter 8, the Self-Help Sourcebook Online represents the logical electronic 

evolution of Madara's model of the New Jersey Clearinghouse and the searchable database of 

groups contained on the site uses information provided by the American Self-Help 

Clearinghouse (as the NJ Clearinghouse is now known.) Details about the site authors are not 

as clear as they might be (hidden under a FAQ listing when a Contact section would be more 

appropriate). The parent Mental HealthNet site, founded by Dr. John Grohol (another 

prominent Internet self-helper) is more psychology- and psychiatry-based, consistent with the 

US ernphasis on these forms of self help. 

A clear disclaimer is made concerning content and inclusion: 

Self-Help Clearinghouse's listing of a self-help group does not constitute an endorsement 

of that group. We include groups in the database based upon the report of their organizations 

being focused upon no-fee mutual aid, i.e., members helping one another. 
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Functionally the site works well: a W AIS search engine enables precise searching, the results 

listing national and state groups with brief scope notes, purpose and contact details, 

affiliations, and e-mail contacts were relevant. "Model groups", an American term which 

denotes groups which are not official national organisations but which can be contacted for 

advice on starting a similar group, are also listed and clearly indicated as "model groups" 

with appropriate disclaimer and advisory notes. The search engine also allows browsing of an 

alphabetical keyword list. One drawback is the bottom screen menu bar, which is for the 

parent site and so requires a return to the Sourcebook index page (which requires scrolling 

down the page each time). A feedback form is included to register new groups, ask questions 

etc, adding to the site's interactivity. 

As well as a brief definition within a list of FAQs, an overview of research and quotes 

praising self help, the site links to a Mental HealthNet review of research articles' which 

provides brief synopses and bibliographic details from medical literature, subdivided by 

condition area. Although some details on review inclusion criteria are included (longitudinal 

and control studies are preferred, as are self-run groups over professional-led) this only goes 

so far. There is no indication of sources (Medline? Hand-searched journals?) which would be 

expected by systematic review methodology (c.f. Cochrane Collaboration'.) Nevertheless, a 

useful introduction for general practioners and clinicians. 

An'Iericln SeII·1WIp ClMrh'llIloUM 
Self-Help SourcebookOnllne 

SPONSOREO BI( MENTAL HEALTH NET 

IfI1rD dum ea $I) 8tJftlylbulul tlutwoun4 
tJl_tluJrtu M .... ho Irtufolt tJu M1fI4 _"1I4IdmuV-

:f?) 
- Thomas Jcffen:on 

TN. guide he. bllll. denloped to ~ "your Itutingpoinl. for exploMcnaJ.1HI rupport group. e.n4nltwClb !bit IIfI .... til.allle 
~ tbI W'OJld md in ylM' c~. (for 0DIiM n,01.Inl" for ruppDfl. topiI: .. plo". eotlfllll the S.!f..b.'P Bllm,"" room) The 

1 OI8~.limdiD thiI dirt~OfY CUlhtlp you find mdlex ""'I rupporl group iD your eOlllllllUllily. 

m 

To Ibul.,If.help ~ and PUP" IIlIler b,...... for I pll'liclllv type ofprab1em. For inmne .. ify01iJe iDttrllted in 1Indint!; Il>pport org~ for' depn • .ton" or 
"lleaho1 ncO'l'!!Z-' ~!l.m.et Iholllrofdto: 

I I 
Or dIoo ... problem ... &0= thUI ~ oftople • .. ai1ab~: 

• 
18q- Chromosome Deficiency 

- 49XXXXV Syndrome 
BP Duplication 
Aarskog Syndrome 
AccidentVictims 

Figure 10.4. Self Help Soureebook Online: Home Page 

Resources targeted at potential self-helpers are briefer in scope than the Kansas material (see 

above) but focus on similar areas: setting up and running a group, publicity, leadership issues 
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etc. More importantly, the site includes a guide to setting up an online self-help group, the only 

such guide discovered during the survey. Unfortunately, the emphasis is on "real-time" 

meetings on commercial services (Compuserve, America Online, Prodigy) which follows from 

Madara's earlier articles. E-mail discussion lists and BB Ss (another US bias) are briefly dealt 

with and praised for the time they allow for browsing message threads. How relevant this 

advice is for a UK audience must be judged alongside the US users' familiarity with these 

commercial services, timing of meetings, difficulties in organisation and publicity, and control. 

AM.tle,1\ S~.1p C_lnglu)~ 

Self-HeIr! Sourcebook OnUne 

STARTING AN ON-LINE SELF-HELP GROUP 

We're glad that yw ate Ihinkina about lhe possibili1y ofrtartma. °reallimc° on·1ine self·help &«>up. To usist your parlicularncccll, here arc a tew idea. that will 
help you set Jtartcd 

Table of Content, 

o Eximng Service. 
D Don't Romantlc:u:e 
o Look aDd Learn 
o Taking the Big Step: Planning Ifu: 0nIine Confmncl'l 
C Final Thoughts 

Exhtlnl S ervieel 

While on·1in.r: °reallime" mee!:ingl OCClX' on commercial set'i'ice. bke CO~1"'I'W,.hwrlca 01tliIM. andProdig. mOI'C oftel\ m meetings are developing at 
Intemet forum slteS, e.&-. the Trmsf'ormation! Forum(ht1p:lIwww.transf'om'ultionl.comf) or Parent!lPw:e (http://www.parentsplace.coml). Meetings usually take 
pte.ce at a preset time on a we~ or weekend You miabt Ward: to begin your dl'ort by poslillg • mellage iD forums on one or more of the national commercial 
systems. Ask if there an any othetindMduals interested iDlearnins more abo!Jttbe problem andfor are iatereJtediD starting U online 8fOUP· 

Figure 10.5. Self Help Soureebook Online: Starting an on-line self help group 

National and International c1earinghouse contact details are listed. It is striking that of 67 state 

and national clearinghouses listed, only 9 have e-mail (13.4%) and 4 maintain websites (6.0%), 

surprising, perhaps, given the rate at which the Internet has developed in the US. This places 

Self Help Nottingham's efforts in some perspesctive. Helpline and toll-free information are 

listed (by topic) and international clearinghouses (although Self Help Nottingham's listing is 

out of date). 

The Alphabetical index of Internet resources on particular health topicss is housed at the 

Mental HealthNet parent site and covers a broad range of health and psychology matters. Once 

it is entered, however, there are no links back to the Online Sourcebook. Hypertext links and 

brief descriptious of Web resources are rated by MHN stars and readers' votes (a dubious 
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review system6
), and other hypertext-linked headings include newsgroups, e-mail lists (with 

direct subscription), articles and associations, research and FAQs. As if to prove the 

Internet's inability to comprehensively index itself, the online support group studied for this 

dissertation was not listed. All evaluative safeguards must apply when using an unreviewed 

list of links such as this, and an evaluation service such as OMNI is preferable for an initial 

search. 

10.3. lllinois Self-Help Coalition: Support Group Directory OnIine7 

,;,s,Ij·,,,,,,r~,,llli"" M @, /; 
Support Group Direc .)f~ -

'- 71..,{,11/:; 

OVerview 
Dlscla1mer Notke 

About the Coalition 

The Leodenhfp of the ISHe 

Frequently Asked 
uestfons 

Coalition Products 

Communication 

Sea,(:h the Self-help 
Organizations Database 

IMPORTANt': The dalabue which this is based upon was entered 
in an capitalletlers, an41bis search Is eue-serui1ive. Therefore. be 
IUl"C to etItct your search in an·caps (ie. "ALCOHOLISM" and mt 
"alcoholism" or "Alcoholism"). 

To ftnda self-help or support group, you can search the directory' 
index. This will help you locate &ce-to-t'ace groups and networlcs 
loca1td in Illinois and some national programs. To bcgio your search 
fot a support group, typc keywords for your search such as 
"ALCOHOL", "ASTHMA", "DEPRESSION", "lDJKEMIA", or the 
name ofthc group below: 

Figure 10.6. Illinois Self-Help Coalition: Home Page 

Maintained by Illinois' statewide clearinghouse, the site is notable as the second US example 

of a searchable directory of support groups. Authoritative and clearly laid out, the site has a 

clear disclaimer, background on the Coalition and contact details. There are no research or 

full-text training materials, and the W AIS search engine is far from ideal: it is case-sensitive 

and requires all capitals, and parsing problems prevent a search with apostrophe, which can 

be problematic (e.g Turner's Syndrome, Crohn's Disease). This is not explained, nor is there 

an alternative browsable index. The database is provided free by a Chicago Internet Service 

Provider, highlighting the possible difficulties when such work is outsourced to 

consultancies. 
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Keyword searches can be qualified by CitylZip Code, a useful local feature. Results are 

displayed in boxes with contact details, scope and purpose, meeting times etc. Personal 

names appear to be suppressed, but contact telephone numbers are given. 

10.4. Other US and Canadian Clearinghouses 

More basic, entry· level sites include those for Champaign County8, Nova Scotia 9 and El 

Paso lO
• These contain contact details, definitions, lists of services local addresses and lists of 

publications and training materials, but for the most part do not include full-text materials. 

They represent a similar level of information content and site interactivity as the existing Self 

Help Nottingham site. 

10.5. Support-Group.com" 

A collection of resources geared around health, personal and relationship issues, Support

Group.com is a private venture which owned and operated by Annette and Archie Hensley of 

Melbourne, Florida. No further information on the authors is provided. Commercial banner 

advertising is prominent, mixed with public service organisations. Clear disclaimers are 

included relating to content, the need to consult a clinical professional etc. 

DISCLAIMRR 
This web site provides generalicfonnation: DD not use the infannation on these PllIes as a substitute Cor evaIoation and treatment by a 
l'roCesrionalKealth Care Pnmder. You arc expected to read the run disdairner and further access to this site is under the condition that you agree to 
abide by its terms and condmonJ. 

S"rr rtGm",. 

... BuJ!atin Boards, Oriliat Support Group., IDtemetRtloun:e., and More! 

-A-

• Aarskog Syndrome 
• Adoption 
• Ad1'ocacy Issues --• AIDSIlUV 

• AlleM 
• Alopecia {Hair LOI. 
• Alpha 1· AntitrypsiD. Defidency (AIAD) 
• Ahheimer'. Di.elfe 
• Amputation 
• Amyotropie Lateral Sderoris (ALS) 
.~ 

o Aplastic Anemia 
[J Fanconi's hernia 

• Anger ManagemeDt 
• Anxiety I Panic DisOTdm 
• Aplaltic Anemia 
• 

Figure 10.7. Support·group.com: Index 

·B-

• Batten Di!eall 
• Bell'. Palsy 
• Ben81'ement 
• Binge Eating (Eating Disorders) 
• Bipolar DisOTder 
• Bipolar Chat 
• Bipolar Signifinnt Othen IBPSOl 
• Bipolar Teens 
• Birth Control (Family Planning) 
• Blindnell (V1sual Impairment) 
• ~e Penonality Disorder mPD) 
• Breast Canter 

• Bronchitis 
• Bulimia (EaIina: Disorders) 
.~ 
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The site serves as a valuable collection of 175 bulletin boards on specific conditions or 

topics, links to Internet Relay Chat rooms or "channels" (the latest phase of American self

help discussion revolves increasingly around the promotion of these real-time services) as 

well as providing guidelines for Online Chat Group Facilitators. These utilise the bulletin 

boards to set meeting times, and attendance is recorded and send to Support-Group.com. 

Internet resources are indexed in alphabetical tables by subject area, and then subdivided into 

local & state support groups (incomprehensive, being based on voluntary submission of 

details), national & international organisations, general information and pamphlet material, 

professional resources, USENET groups and discussion lists, medications etc. Not every 

topic is so fully subdivided, with the result that coverage is inconsistent and all-too-brief in 

many areas. 

View Epilepsy Bunetin Board 

• Bu!!tSin Board FAO 

Local SUpport Groups & Organlmtlons 

• To viewalislin& of Local Suppart GroupsJOrganimtiGm by statelcGUlllty. clic:k here. 
• To add your Local Suppart Group or 0tpni7ati0n to our Iistin& click m. 

National & International Organizations 

• Epilepsy Foundation. of Am!rica 
• TheEpi!epSYAssociatioootNewZcaland 

General Information 

• Comprehl'Mive EplIepSYManagm'lml Center· ft'am TheAlbcrt Einstein College ofMedicineandMonldior'eMedical Cenler 
• ~. from the Nationallnstitule ofNeuro1ogical Disorl!erl and Sltoke 
• Ep~epsyMenu· flUIllertIUS articlCI 00 epilepsy 
• Epilepsy Surgery. from NeuroJlJfgical Service. Massachu$dlI GcmralHospitaland Hilrvafd Medical School 
• Neuropsychology Central 
• Wbat is Epilepsy? Asked Questions About Epilepsy 

Usenet Groups 

Figure 10.8. Support-group.com: types o/resource 

10.6. Other Resources 

Following results from general searches or links through specific sites is a less effective way 

of obtaining specific materials, but it is possible to find relevant, authoritative and well-
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referenced report material. The Child & Family Canada report is a case in point12
, since it is 

"grey literature" and unlikely to be retrieved through Internet or traditional Medline searches. 

Self-Help and Support Groups for Parents of Children with Special 
Needs in Canada -

A Background Report 

by Jame. Mat'AW.ay 

ThiI projectwu funded by the Child MemaI Health Unit of Health Canada 8tld undertaken by the C8tladim Aslociation of Family Resource Programl in 1994 • 
1995. Maureen Kellerm8tl directed the projeet andJanice MacAuIay was the researcher and writer. 

PurpOIe: 

to obtain a preliminary idea of the extent of involvement in self-help and support groups by parents of children with specialnceds in Canada; 

to discover the kind. of supports that are currently proYided to such group.; 

to examine the role ofprofcssionals vis a vis self·help md support grOUps; 

to determine is:mes related to the func1ioning ofself'-helplsupportgroUPI; 8tld 

to identify mechanisms that would support the continued development ofparcnt mutual aid activities. 

Figure Example of full-text self help report material 

Such material requires the fullest of critical evaluation methods, as it is often "free-standing" 

or its connection to an author or publishing body is tenuous. The journalistic material 

covered in the literature review falls into this category: it may be the most accessible for 

Internet newcomers, for reasons of style and the contrivances of commercial search engines, 

but it is also the most susceptible to disappearing links and references are thin on the ground. 

1 Self Help Network of Kansas. Home page. (URL: http://wsup03.psy.twsu.edulshnok/), 2 September 

1997. 

2 American Self-Help Oearingbouse. Self-help sourcebook online. (URL: 

http://www.cmhc.corulselfhelpl), 161uly 1997. 

3 Kyrouz, Elaina M. & Keith Hnmphreys. A review of research on the effectiveness of self-help 

mutual aid groups. (URL: http://www.cmhc.corular!icleslselfres.htm). 11 September 1997. 

4 UK Cochrane Centre. About the Cochrane library. (URL: 

http://www.cochrane.co.uklaboutpag.htm). 10 September 1997. 

'Mental Health Net. Disorders and treatments. (URL: http://www.cmhc.corulselfhelp.htm).11 

September 1997. 

6 McNab, Alison et al. Never mind the quality, check the badge-width. Ariadne, 1997,9,6-7. 

7 Dlinois Self-Help Coalition. Support group directory online. (URL: http://www.selfhelp

illinois.org/),2 September 1997. 
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8 Champaign County Self Help Center. Home page. (URL: 

http://www.prairienet.orglcommunitylhealthlselfhelpl). 2 September 1997. 

9 Self.Help Connection [Nova Scotial. (URL: 

http://cfn.cs.dal.calCommunitySupportlSHC/index.html). 16 July 1997. 

10 El Paso Area Self·help Support Groups. Home page. (URL: http://rgfn.epcc.edulusersias7961). 2 

September 1997. 

11 Support Group.com. Index pages. (URL: http://www.support.group.comlindex.htm). 2 September 

1997. 

12 MacAulay, Janice. Self-Help and Support Groups for Parents of Children with Special Needs in 

Canada: A Background Report. (URL: http://www.cfc·efc.caldocsiOOOOO444.htm). 2 September 1997. 
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I Chapter 11: World Wide Web Resource Site: Design & Implementation 

11.1. Overall Aims 

This WWW resource is viewed as an opportunity to develop a working model that brings 

together the various elements of organisational objectives, information-seeking behaviour, 

strategic marketing and the implementation of IT in the voluntary sector, synthesising the 

findings of my research within a framework of current best practice that can be further 

developed by Self Help Nottingham. 

A guiding principle was that the site should be relevant to the organisation's internal and 

external functions, utilising textual and intellectual content from the group where practicable, 

and building on their current knowledge base. The site should not represent the triumph of 

style over content, but a natural extension of Self Help Nottingham's support activity and its 

wider ambitions. In short, a realistic and concrete embodiment of the whole research project 

and its various themes. 

11.2. Background 

Self Help Nottingham's web presence pre-dates this project, but the existing provision is 

markedly limited in scope and maintained as part of the regional Emnet collaboration, which 

indexes it alongside local charitable organisations several stages from the parent site 

welcome page. From the outset there are difficulties in the location or profile of the site in 

terms of its visibility to health and social care professionals, public information specialists 

and other potential users. With this in mind, the group committed itself to registering its own 

domain name and obtaining an e-mail account with G1obalNet, affirming the need to maintain 

responsibility for the site "in-house". The information officer indicated the importance of 

"keeping it in our own hands", control being vital since Emnet's long-term funding was far 

from secure. This is reinforced by the experience at the National Institute for Social Work, as 

documented by Watson: 

our concern with [outsourcing] is that the Internet will not be seen as integral to the 

organisation's use ofinfonnation and as such will be poorly maintained and promoted!. 
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The Emnet-hosted site that contains the group's existing web pages2 represents a basic entry

level site which is minimally interactive and duplicates for the most part the printed 

introduction to the SHN annual directory of self help groups. The site comprised 

• Home page/Contact details 

• Brief definition of Self Help 

• Listing of subject areas/conditions covered 

by groups 

• Brief publications list 

• New home appeal 

• UK contact details 

with a simple hypertext menu bar linking pages. The group recognised its limitations, but 

resources and lack of expertise prevented its further development. However static the site, it 

neverthless indicates that for the size of organisation the commitment and awareness of 

Internet issues was quite advanced, fuelled in no small part by the information officer's 

interest and access to the Internet at home. This IT familiarity will be integral to the group's 

long-term strategy and internal training programmes. 

11.3. Marketing Issues 

The site represents the opportunity to take advantage of the lower communication costs, 

international information distribution and increased visibility afforded by the Internet 3 4. 

"Value-added" elements are derived from the quality of material available (e.g full-text 

resources) and the functionality of the site: content and design must reinforce each other. 

Can an audience for the site be defined? The site identifies General Practioners and other 

primary care professionals, new and existing self help groups, and individuals searching for a 

group as key targets, with more general resources aimed at researchers, policy-makers and 

community development workers. 

11.4. Technical Aspects 

Simplicity and flexibility of site architecture would allow the group to build on the model and 

assert their ownership of its content. 

The use of Netscape Gold 3.01 's integrated WYSIWYG editor (utilising HTML 3.2) 

represents a compromise between the researcher's only recent HTML familiarity, ease of use, 

time available and browser compatibility. Any Netscape-specific features were minimised to 
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ensure the Web resource could be equally accessible by earlier browsers of any type, and the 

site was tested on earlier versions of Netscape and Internet Explorer. It is vital to remember 

the low-level capability of the systems of many potential users, and to target the site 

accordingl/. No assumptions are made regarding the currency of browsers. The site aims at 

inclusivity, otherwise the arguments outlined above on social exclusion and breadth of access 

will not be met. 

Each page is based on a standard template. A single two-column table was used to enable the 

use of a button menu bar on the left of each page to ensure consistent ease of navigation, with 

formatted content on the right. Each page carries a specific <TITLE> tag, and the Home Page 

contains <META> tags to include a range of subject keywords across the health and social 

care sector. Care is taken to include plurals and hyphen versions (self help, self-help, etc.) to 

widen the scope available to search engines for indexing purposes. 

Eventually, it may be possible to develop a frame to contain the button menu and to offer two 

sites (for frame-enabled and non-frame-enabled browsers) split from a central "welcome" 

page. 

11.5. Graphic content 

Graphics were used only as an aid to site navigation or for a specific purpose (e.g the 

provision of a map, sponsor logos etc.) A balance is struck between clarity of design, utility 

and visual impression. The site aims at looking professional (it is hoped it will be accessed by 

GPs, clinicians and policy-makers, among others) and reflecting the group's intention to raise 

their profile as a "centre of excellence." 

Original GIF graphics were composed for each button, using only grey, black and white 

colouring for clarity against a blue margin, to ensure access by those with limited colour 

monitor capabilities. The SHN logo was included at the head of each page to reinforce 

branding/identity. Since HTTP protocol needs to reestablish connection for each image, 

excessive use of images was avoided. <AL T> tags were included for all images to ensure 

text-only browsers such as Lynx were not excluded, nor those users whose browsers are set 

to ignore images on loading. In addition, a hypertext menu bar is included at the foot of each 

page (since, without frames, scrolling is required for some pages), and extensive use made of 

links between pages within the actual text to encourage interactivity. 
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11.6. File Structure 

Three directories were created to contain: 

• HTML files (the main pages) • Other GIPs (sponsors, maps etc.) 

• Button Menu GIFs 

As the site is initially small-scale, any changes will be suitably served by this file structure, 

but significant expansion or introduction of forms, a Iistserv forum or frames would 

necessitate significant restructuring. 

11.7. Site Architecture 

Figure 11.1. Web Resource Architecture [overview] 
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11.8. Site Content 

11.8.1. Home Page 

As a mission statement, this page clarifies the organisation's work and underlines their "re

launch" as Self Help Nottingham (many sites stilI list them under their previous name). It 

emphasises the aims both of the organisation and of the Web resource site, as well as stating 

ownership and responsibility, currency of updates, and links to the Copyright 

StatementlDisclaimer.1t aims to set the tone for the site as a whole: professional, high in 

content, focused and well structured. 

11.8.2. Overview 

The equivalent of a Table of Contents, the Overview gives a fuller indication of what each 

section contains and encourages users to explore the site, safe in the knowledge that they can 

return to this textual site map if the menu bar proves insufficient. 

11.8.3. Contact Us 

Address and telephone details, an e-mail "mail-to" link and "how to find us" map are 

included. The map is scaled down and links to a full-page map which can be printed out. The 

image was scanned from an existing publicity leaflet and minimised as a GIP, without 

compromising clarity of image. The Contact Us page is linked to throughout the site, to 

reinforce the centrality of the group as a real, contactable resource with resources "on the 

ground". 

11.8.4. Directory 

An undeveloped part of the site, but one which might in future contain a searchable database 

of the Directory of Self Help and Carers' Groups, open or password-protected as part of an 

intranet. See evaluation of the NAGD online directory and other case studies in Chapter 9. 
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11.S.S. Groups 

Emphasises the local context, with a link to the potential directory, but also establishes Self 

Help Nottingham as a source for UK information through their Connect Self Help UK 

directory (see below). This national aspect will be strengthened as their profile develops and 

is reinforced by the content of the site, the discussion forum etc. The group regularly fields 

calls from outside the county, with the telephone number obtained in many cases from the 

Emnet site. 

This page also contains excerpts from one of the team's pUblications for new groups, 

reformatted for the site, to serve as an example of the sort of full-text materials that could be 

offered to groups and individuals. This may be restricted in some way or made part of a 

subscription /"Friends of Self Help Nottingham" service to provide updates to training 

materials, or to pilot new publications to specific groups. 

11.S.6. Posters 

Following on from the Groups page, the virtual noticeboard utilises existing poster material 

to broadcast the work of individual groups. This could be done as part of an intranet based 

around locailregional NHS networks, or more openly, with the personal contact details/venue 

information removed so that calls were dealt by Self Help Nottingham centrally (so 

protecting group leaders). Although basic in design, this aspect of the site could be greatly 

developed with a view to becoming a key source in public libraries, community centres, GP 

surgeries and outpatients clinics. Posters can be printed as single sheets of A4 for display in 

these locations, reinforcing the publicity work already carried out by SHN. 

If linked with an online Directory, this offers the potential for widespread dissemination of 

information about groups to the local community: the directory could be searched by 

condition and location, scope notes, contact details and meeting times obtained, and a poster 

printed out for display. 

11.S.7. Professionals 

Primary care professionals are targeted (for the reasons outlined in earlier defining chapters 

on self help) because they play a key role in referral to groups and in many cases as a group-
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sanctioned infonnation resource. This full-text source, based on a pamphlet developed by 

SHN and the FHSA, addresses issues of concern to GPs and promotes self help approaches. It 

contains hypertext links to specific sections from a top menu bar, and can be downloaded by 

Gps. This is the type of material that could encourage GP websites to include the SHN site in 

resource directories, lists of links etc. and establish a reputation for focused full-text sources. 

11.S.S. Publications 

Both the Starting Off and GP full-text resources link to the central Publications list, which 

gives full bibilographic, price details and reviews where possible, as well as linking to an 

order fonn which can be printed. In the future, an online order fonn could be developed. 

Orders for publications have already been received from Australia, underlining the 

international nature of such transactions. Care must be taken when stating prices, postage & 

packing etc., since currency conversion is now an issue. 

11.S.9. Training 

Lists training courses run by the team and provides details of venue, dates, guide to content 

etc. 

11.S.10. Forum 

The opportunity exists to develop a discussion list linked to the site, so reinforcing the 

identity of Self help Nottingham as a key national resource in self help research and forging 

international links. The change of name and the team's previous history make such a re

launch doubly important (several sites visited were found to contain contact details under the 

fonner title). The NISW site evaluated earlier runs two social work-related listservs, hosted 

by their Internet Service provider: such work reinforces NISW's association with practice 

and policy matters, provides overseas contacts etc. [see recommendation below] 

11.S.11. Organisations 

Reciprocal links to organisations already in partnership with Self Help Nottingham. These 

should be evaluated internally and monitored. Limited at present. Reciprocal links should be 

confinned bye-mail to cover copyright issues. 
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11.8.12. Resources 

This section addresses a wide range of issues: training and familiarity with Internet sources, 

research and evaluation tools, models and examples of best practice, site maintenance and 

legal issues. It represents that two levels ofInternet use: SHN utilising the lnternet both to 

obtain information and to disseminate information and establish a national profile. It is 

included on the site model, but is intended for internal use: initially the site must not make 

the mistake made by many organisations in simply providing lists of links which take users 

away from the site, so compromising the profile-building and branding opportunities. It is not 

SHN's purpose to provide a gateway to voluntary sector resources: specialist academic and 

research sites will do that. Eventually, using the research tools included, bookmarks might be 

developed for self help resources which might warrant a Links section. 

The Resources section is the filtered, structured assembly of the evaluative and site design 

work of this dissertation, a long-term practical information resource that addresses the needs 

to develop expertise and encourage training. It aims at providing a desktop portfolio of tools, 

set out in such a way as to demonstrate the types of research resources available and to 

provide a "starter-kit" for the sort of issues in early implementation of the site (hence the 

links to the Data Protection Registrar6, collections on legal issues7 
8, HTML validation 

software9 
10, NETSKlLLS training materialsll

, style gnidesl2 etc.) 

SI • .. - WIndow J:ielp 

liED PI/hl/"t 1'"b\I~,IOI fR\ ~Il 

other Fonn.ts: MUlUNE 

UnkI: .. 1_ Art1el_ 

Epilepsla 1993 Sep;34(S):841-84.5 

Self-help epilepsy groups: an evaluation of erreet on depression and 
schizophrenia. 

BeruM, Bem N, MiJnmr G, Kodlen S 

Epilepsy CentCl', Ramos Mcjia Hospital. Buenos Aires, Argertina. 

•• 

11lc general prevalence of deprusion and schizoptrenia W8I determined in • nndom outpaticm population (n = (7) of 
rcfi'actory epileptic patients by Mirmesota Multiphasic Personality inventmy (MMPI) and Beck Depression Inventor)' 
(SDI). Ofthoscpaticnts 2.5% showed .cores ofmodcntc or scverc depression Self-help group intervention modifies 
significartly (p < 0.001) general mean deprmionrates. especially dystimiL Malc and femalc diffc:rcnccs emerged in 
our study for previous prevalence and pattern ofrecoVCl}', 

MeSH Terms: 

• M.llt 
• Ambul CBI'C 
:>Ill h .nil i nlm.n'h. ,n' 0 m. . ' • 

Figure 11.2. Sample NLM PubMed Search: Results Display 
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Research on specific health issues is not strictly a priority for SHN, since such enquiries are 

forwarded to Trent Healthline. However, the information function of a potential UK centre of 

excellence/c1earinghouse could profit from medical research databases such as the US 

National Library of Medicine's PubMed system. Although complex MESH searching is 

inappropriate initially, the currency and authority of the materials provides the foundation for 

developing current awareness services to specific groups, or extending SHN's research into 

the professional interface with groups. Such efforts are likely to be restricted by limited time 

and expertise, but would contribute to the researchers network envisaged by S HN as well as 

providing subject-focused bibliographies/abstracts which could be mounted on the site. 

OMNI13 and SOSIG14 offer authoritative, well-resourced evaluative subject gateways to 

resources, with simple or advanced W AIS search engines and training documentation. OMNI 

provides more results on self-help groups in health and psychology, but SOSIG may 

eventually develop more social work/social welfare links. Compared with the unevaluated 

links provided by PsychWeb1s, with its US mental health emphasis, the value of evaluated 

gateways is immediately apparent. The NHS Confederation gatewayl6 offers links to health

related sites by topic area, and could provide contact points for Primary Care and NHS Trust 

sites as the NHS network is expanded. 

Location: I http://WWN.nahatnet/goteway.htm 

••••• • • THE NHS CONFEDERATI~N : 

••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Choose from the ronowine he.dinp (listed alphahltlean,.) to 11. lists orrl18Y1J1t intlmlt rllOurell: 

Figure 11.3. NHS Confederation Gateway 
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In addition to those sites already covered in the case studies chapter, UK voluntary sector 

sites provide useful comparisons and give an overall impression of the current state of play. 

The Mental Health Foundation17 provides downloadable pamphlets, briefings and press 

releases, as well as a basic contacts directory. The Community Care/8 site gives no 

information on the authors (despite their claim to uphold the Health on the Net Code), and 

hosts charity pages, provides an index of Internet health links, the UK ME Web, and links to 

UK charity sites. The Charities Aid Foundation CharityNe(9 site requires "free" registration 

before accessing services, but given Self Help Nottingham's new independent charitable 

status will prove a valuable central information source, as will the National Lottery Charities 

Board site20
• The UK Fundraising21 site groups together reviews and examples of using the 

Internet to raise funds, which is beyond SHN's scope at present but may develop as part of 

the "new home" appeal. The site should be utilised with caution, however, since it 

prominently advertises its author's publication and covers larger, more "corporate" charities 

(Greenpeace, Comic Relief etc.), limiting its relevancy and validity in this context. 

mform>li ...... fl""'" ~ 
for • b&tllw ....,nJ 

e'lfer-

To those who kno'Wus, a welcome to the new expended CbarltyNet, as or 
August 1st 1997 

CharityNet is a free service provided by a registered charity. So that we can 
deploy resources in the most. productive way. the site asks visitors to 1iin..in. 
YOtr contribution end feedback will help us to make this community all it can 

be. together. 

This site is optimised for Netsc!!le 1.0 and Explorer 1 0 both. available free to non-profits 
CharityNet Is bosted by tha CharttIBI AId FoW\datIDQ 

(Redstared CharIty Number 2dS36.9) 

Figure 11.4. Charities Aid Foundation's "CharityNet" 

Additional sections include search tools for USENET groups and discussion lists22 
23 24, 

Online Communities resource sites2S
, the Government Information Service26 (for links to 

local authorities, Departments of Health, Social Security etc.) and publishers specialising in 

self help materials27
• 
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11.8.13. Site Sponsors 

The annual directory of groups is already sponsored by health and commercial organisations, 

so the inclusion of site sponsors is a logical next step, and may provide valuable resources to 

cover the cost of running a listserv or maintaining the site generally. The logos are greyscaled 

and coverted to GIFs, with optional hypertext links to the sponsors' sites. 

11.8.14. News 

As the NISW site has shown, it is increasingly content that defines site quality in the 

voluntary sector, and the News section contains the re-formatted text of the group's 

newsletter and a link to the "new home" appeal. The newsletter can now to disseminated 

beyond the traditional internal health and community links, and so serves the target audiences 

of group members, supporters and professionals. 

11.8.15. National Directory 

Self Help Nottingham have produced Connect Self Help UK, a national directory of voluntary 

sector development agencies offering support to people setting up or working with self help 

groups. This is given a separate web page, since it is a unique publication and serves as a 

focal point for the team's national information role. This aspect of the site reinforces the 

wider issues of forging a national profile for self help, avoiding duplication of effort, and 

branding Self Help Nottingham publications as de facto standards in the field. 

11.9. Full-text sources: costs and benefits 

Some concern has been raised by the organisation over the free availability of material 

previously sold in printed form (and thus a significant source of revenue). It may be that 

some new publications are made available in an "electronic only" format or that updates are 

handled in this format. There is, however, some strength in Watson's argument that "loss of 

income through lost sales of the printed version appears to be more than offset by the positive 

feedback,28" particulary for low-cost pamphlets with negligible profit margins. To be seen as 

an innovator at a time of low activity in the sector may yield long-term benefits (workshops, 

training opportunities, a raised profile, specific funding applications) that are difficult to 

quantify at this stage. Consider the time taken to answer routine enquiries: a Frequently 
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Asked Questions list may answer these points and ease the pressure on telephone enquiry 

services. Or the administrative effort in calculating currency conversion for foreign orders, 

postage etc., all for a £1.50 pamphlet. 

11.10. Legal and Ethical Issues 

Since at this initial stage only Self Help Nottingham core staff are likely to add to the 

resource, lengthy acceptable use policies can be postponed. However, if individual groups are 

later encouraged to develop their own pages, channelled through SRN, legal responsibility 

for content might still rest with Self Help Nottingham unless strong acceptable use guidelines 

are in place. The legal context is still far from clear, but certain fundamental issues must be 

considered. 

A copyright disclaimer is included as a link from the Home Page to satisfy the requirement 

that 

Organisations which make information available on the Internet for which they 

have copyright should explicitly state their copyright ownership by including an 

appropriate notice within the body of information29
• 

Accuracy of information is vital, in legal and quality terms. Without a suitably prominent and 

unequivocal disclaimer, the group could be liable for damages where information is read and 

relied upon and loss is suffered30
• 

Links to other sites are similarly limited initially, but if expanded must involve a routine 

check to ensure no libellous or other offensive material is included on a linked site, since this 

could result in SRN being liable31
• It is difficult, if not impossible, to avoid other 

organisations linking to the site, but this will for the most part be advantageous, and a routine 

search engine sweep for links should enable such sites to be monitored and corrective action 

taken against individual site administrators. 

11.10.1. Specific Legislation 

The site may not contain, or be used to distribute, or have direct links to, material which 

breaches, or is likely to likely to breach: 
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• The Obscene Publications Act 1959 • The Telecommunications Act 1984 

• The Sex Discrimination Act 1975 • The Public Order Act 1986 

• The Race Relations Act 1976 • The Copyright, Desigos and Patents Act 1988 

• The Protection of Children Act 1978 • The Computer Misuse Act 1990 

• The Contempt of Court Act 1981 • The Trademarks Act 1994 

• The Data Protection Act 1984 

Of particular relevance to SHN at this stage are the copyright permission required to use site 

sponsor logos (this has been granted for the printed directory but will need additional. 

permission for the site) and the Data Protection implications of an online directory of groups 

or other information published about individuals. Since SHN already complies with the Act 

for its database activity this will involve minor changes. 

11.11. Evaluation 

In addition to preparatory meetings, a formal presentation/discussion and an ongoing 

dialogue regarding site content, a final evaluation of the site was conducted with the 

information officer. Using a semi-structured interview technique based around the user 

negociating each aspect of the web resource, it was possible to draw general conclusions 

about the way the site might fit with the other information services. Many of these have been • 
incorporated in the above discussion of specific pages since the actual site represents close 

collaboration with the group throughout the desigu process. 

Overall, the fully functional site model was viewed as an "added bonus" in light of the 

arrival of the group's Internet connection ahead of schedule, one that has siguificantly 

advanced their agenda and raised many issues which will have to be addressed if the site is to 

be developed further. Staffing and resourcing issues cannot be avoided: a web site cannot 

make up for a lack of human resources at ground level, no matter how content-driven its 

desigu. The organisation still views the Internet as "another networking resource" and an 

opportunity to "keep up with developments32 
... This fits with the view that voluntary 

organisations will somehow be left behind ifthey refuse to tackle IT head-on and also 

demonstrates that strategic use remains ill-defined at this stage. 
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11.12. Recommendations 

An Internet presence is not sufficient; presence implies a certain passivity, when what is 

required is a dynamic and interactive engagement with this new medium. The long-tenn 

integrity of the site rests with the organisation. As with all fonns of change, this is both an 

opportunity and a challenge to existing resources and practices. 

The site itself represents an overall recommendation, so closely are its findings enmeshed 

with the practical application of site design to project requirements. The site was originally 

conceived as a working model, but extended beyond that to a concrete resource, open to 

adaptation but constructed in response to a set of organisational and research-based issues 

Site promotion: the Submit-ie3 site enables URL's to be sent to leading search engines such 

as Alta Vista and Infoseek, thus speeding up the process by which the site is indexed. Full 

details on the subject coverage of the site should be given, in addition to those <MET A> 

tagges keywords detailed earlier. 

Discussion Lists (e.g. SLFHLP, CUSSNET, GP-UK) can be utilised (after free subscription) 

to publicise the launch of the site, as can individual press releases/uRL submission to 

gateways such as SOSIG, Nahat, OMNI, and the individual sites evaluated earlier. 

Traditional in-house networks for pUblicity and media (community development and NHS

based) as well as infonnal contacts, research links, affiliations etc. should be incorporated. 

Examine the use of the PubMed Medline database to generate bibliographic materials and 

research profiles on self help for specific conditions, which can then be mounted as a 

resource on the site and/or used locally by groups. 

Develop familiarity with the internal Resources page and incorporate it in training 

programmes for SHN staff, using it as a means of monitoring IT activity in the voluntary 

sector. 

Develop Frequently Asked Questions-style resources around definitions of self help activity 

or other material that is regnlarly requested by other means. 

Fonnulate a clear policy on who decides on content. 
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Utilise PubMed to update the bibliography on professional involvement with groups, and run 

Explore the possibility of GlobalNet hosting a Iistserv-based discussion list with Self Help 

Nottingham as list moderators. Given that the few self help-specific discussion lists are 

dominated by American practitioners, with all that implies for the UK-specific welfare 

context, such a forum for UK policy matters is vital. Self Help Nottingham have already 

indicated an intention to develop their resources and serve as a "central deposit" for self help 

research materials, as well as establishing a network of self help researchers. The Iistserv is a 

logical means of giving such ambitions a practical communications framework. 

Explore further the potential of an interactive publications order form or more defined 

feedback form, and the practicalities of the GlobalNet server providing subscription-based 

password-protected Membership areas. 

Pursue links with the NAGD and Tagish to examine the practicalities of mounting the 

directory of groups online. 
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I Chapter 12: Guidelines for the Evaluation of Internet Resources 

There is more and more infonnation. and less and less meaning 

Baudrillard 

12.1. Internet Problematics 

Internet problematics have been touched upon in the earlier methodology section and survey 

of electronic self help activities. These problems focus on issues of precision and recal!. 

source and authority. accuracy and currency. and the more subjective relevance and quality. 

The Internet suffers from a crucial lack of quality control by traditional methods of 

refereeing. peer review or editing. compounded by the ephemeral nature of much material or 

the vanity of its publishers. Users are required to perform a series ofjiltering procedures in , 
order to more efficiently satisfy their information needs. As such. Intemet searches fit into 

the more general model of information-seeking behaviour outlined by Wilson. Of pivotal 

importance is the need to counter the prevailing notion that electronic information resources 

are too successful and too convenient: users will be tempted to view them as defining the 

totality of available information I. 

General surfing and unfiltered techniques become less valid as the Internet continues to grow 

exponentially. and such research methods sit uneasily with a more strategic use oftime and 

resources. This is not to invalidate serendipitous discoveries. which will continue to play a 

part in locating material. but a strategy based on a more critical thought process offers the 

time-constrained organisation greater benefits and provides a structure for training staff 

members to conduct research independently. This quality assessment places greater 

importance on intellectual endeavour than the speed of retrieval software. 

12.2. Universal Directories and Search Engines 

Coverage tends to be indiscriminate and unfocused. since they are compiled through self

submission. unfiltered recommendation and a robotic trawling process. Lack of pre-selection 

makes such tools blunt and unwieldl. Display output lacks context. and brief descriptions 

(selecting lines from anywhere within a document) often give no indication of the actual 

quality or relevance of a resource. 

12.3. Reviewing the Reviewers 
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Services such as OMNI and SOSIG provide evaluative descriptions of the content and quality 

of resources and represent a vital filtering mechanism, with inclusion itself being an 

indication of quality. Subject-based guides should have clear resource selection criteria, a 

statement of aims and intended audience (academic? clinical? educational?), a degree of 

formality and information professional involvement, an overriding emphasis on content and 

sensitivity towards access issues. Informative descriptions should be reinforced by subject 

descriptors or keywords. 

12.4. Guidelines 

Difficulties arise in defining a target audience for self help information. As earlier chapters 

have demonstrated, condition- or issue-specific groups regularly exchange forms of medical 

information and advice, in varying degrees of detail, whether it be on side-effects of 

medication, alternative treatments, or how a disease functions. Self helpers are, by definition, 

outside the clinical canon, and yet access to clinical information is central to the notion that 

self help is more than tea and sympathy, revolving as it does around aspects of advocacy, 

campaiguing and the empowerment of individuals in relation to traditional sources of clinical 

power. If Self Help Nottingham is to serve as a focus or channel for this type of information

seeking, rather than referring to other health information networks in each case, then it must 

address these issues of the quality of medical information on the Internet. The topic is too 

vast to provide anything other than a brief overview here, but the central issues are those of 

accountability ("that an identifiable person or group stands behind what it is publishing on 

the Web and in Internet discussion forums3
,,), accuracy and verifiability. 

12.4.1. Core standards [derived in part from several review sources' S 6] 

• Authorship and Authority: Authors, publishers and contributors, along with their credentials and 
affiliations, clearly and unarnbigously stated. Emphasis on recognised organisations, refereed 
electronic journals etc. 

• Attribution: References and sources for content clearly listed, with relevant copyright information. 

• Scope and purpose: Clear policies, mission statements and indication of intended audience. Does the 
actual content match the scope? To what level of detail? 

• Disclosure and credibility: Site ownership, including sponsorship and commercial interests, clearly 
stated. 

• Currency: Clear indication of date content was posted and last updated. Is there a stated policy on 
updating? How frequent? 
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• Access and design issues: consistent screen layout, sound use of hypertext links and navigational 
tools, indexing, site maps, search engines, etc. are strong supportive evidence of a resource's 
quality. Is a text-only version accessible? Is special software required to view full-text resources (e.g 
Adobe Acrobat viewer) or multimedia content? 

• Content: does the site emphasise substantive content? Is it accurate? Can objectivity be assessed? Is 
it available in another form or from another source? Is the information factual, or based on opinion? 

• Stability: a print equivalent indicates likely stability of electronic sources. Has the source been 
reviewed elsewhere? (print sources or evaluated electronic sources) 

• User support documentation: outlining policy and scope, providing disclaimers, contact details for 
feedback, interactice forms etc. 

• Links from the site: Are links annotated or simply presented as a list? Are they regularly checked 
and updated? How relevant are they to the scope of the site? 

• Charging: Is access to the resource free, or restricted in some way? Is registration required? To what 
degree of detail? 

• Discussion lists: is there a designated moderator? Information on the purpose of the list, access to 
archives, introduction procedures etc. contribute to assessing the quality of a list (but do ot 
substitute for participation and monitoring). 

In practice, so thorough an evaluation is likely to prove difficult to undertake, but guidelines 

are reinforced by critical thinking in practice, and as self-training builds expertise many of 

the criteria will become part of the research process. Not all sites will meet all criteria, but 

the general approach is vital if, at the very least, time and resources are to be more efficiently 

deployed, or, at worst, cyberquackery is to be avoided. 

I Anagnostelis, Detsy et al. Thinking critically about information on the Web. Vine, 1997,104,21-28. 

2 Anagnostelis, Detsy & John Cox. Data on the Internet: evaluating quality, or "Less is More." In: 

Armstrong, C.J. & RJ. Hartley, eds. ukolug96@warwic/c.ac.uk:UKOLUGState-ol-the-ArtConference 

[Warwick 17-19 July 1996). London: UKOLUG, 1996, pp. 59-69. 

3 JAMA [Journal of the American Medical Association)_ Assessing, controlling and assuring the 

quality of medical information on the Internet [editorial April 16 I997J. (URL: http://www.ama

assn.org/publicJjournalsljamaled7016x.htm), 19 July 1997. 

4 Smith, Alistair_ Criteria for evaluation of Internet information resources. (URL: 

http://www.vuw.ac.nzJ-agsmithlevalnlindex.htm). 2 September 1997. 

, Anagnostelis, Detsy & John Cox. Ref. 2. 

6 OMNI. OMNI guidelines for resource evaluation. (URL: http://ornnLac.uklagec/evalguid.html), 2 

September 1997. 
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Chapter 13: Conclusion and Recommendations 

13.1. Overall 

This chapter is presented as a combination of conclusions and recommendations, since the two 

have been so closely meshed throughout the general evaluative approach of this project: 

conclusions about the way the Internet can best be utilised in support of a particular aspect of 

self help activity inevitably contain within them recommendations for the individual case study 

in question and the voluntary sector in general. Specific recommendations for the development 

of the site have been covered in Chapter 11 and will only be briefly added to here. 

If an overall hypothesis states that the Internet is potentially beneficial to self help groups and 

their development partners, then the overall conclusion is that the hypothesis is true. Such a 

conclusion is, however, made guardedly. Some aspects of the Internet are already being 

successfully used in the self help support activity, primarily the electronic clearinghouses and 

online directories covered in Chapters 9 and 10. Other aspects, namely online support groups, 

present special difficulties in attempting to make clear conclusions: as such, this project has 

been a process of opening up issues of access, quality and the structures that influence the 

types of exchanges that take place within such groups. Not all of these issues can be addressed 

by a single piece of research, so recommendations for further resear~h and local pilot projects 

are incorporated within the following sections. 

13.2. Strategic issues 

The central argument of this project has focused on the potential for developing the 

clearinghouse model in the UK, adapting it to the local and national context and extending its 

application to include networks of health and social care professionals. A primary vehicle for 

such a development is, potentially at least, the Self Help Nottingham WWW Resource Site, a 

working model of which has been developed, building on the services offered by the team and 

providing a framework for their ongoing development in collaboration with local and national 

partners. If such work proceeds in isolation, it is likely to fail through lack of resourcing and 

commitment, or will lead to unnecessary duplication. The context of IT implementation in the 

voluntary sector presented in this project is characterised by the need for realistic aspirations in 

small-scale, non-commercial organisations: low levels of expertise, lack of clarity in defming 

the concrete ways in which IT can further more general aims, and lack of ongoing technical 
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support and training produce a sizeable "knowledge gap" which will not simply be bridged by 

good intentions. 

Specific resourcing issues have largely fallen outside the scope of this project. Cost-benefit 

analyses are always problematic for more generic information services such as those envisaged 

by the WWW Resource Site (the provision of full-text resources, national and local directories, 

discussion forum) and firm conclusions about their long-term value difficult to enumerate. The 

costs of being left outside wider community information initiatives, of missing the opportunity 

to shape developments from within and ensure a self help perspective is promoted at local and 

national, are as vital as they are intangible. In raising Self Help Nottingham's profile as a key 

player in the provision of self help support, research and development and policy formation, at 

the same time serving as a central focus for networking by researchers and healthcare 

professionals, the site is both an electronic entity (a collection of pages, an information 

resource) and a reflection of the team's intention to extend its services following its relaunch. 

The team were committed to developing some form of Internet strategy, however loosely this 

was envisaged, and this research feeds into an ongoing review of information policy within the 

organisation. That the involvement of Internet Service Providers and agencies involved in the 

development of voluntary/community information networks in Nottinghamshire will be pivotal 

to the practical ways this model is developed cannot be understated. But to have provided a 

clearer demarcation of the issues involved, and to have encapsulated them in a "hands-on" and 

fully-functional site model which can be used to develop information dissemination, research 

and profile-raising, while at the same time serving as a resource for internal staff training, will 

hopefully extend the team's knowledge base and give a realistic framework for its future 

exploitation. 

13.3. OnIine self help groups 

Lack of research into the long-term effectiveness of online groups raises questions over the best 

policy to enable local groups to participate. Although the numerous anecdotal accounts of the 

benefits of online support are beginning to filter through to more critical studies, there remains 

a need to provide more in-depth research, perhaps based on comparative analysis of different 

types of group (USENET and e-mail discussion list, open and moderated) across different 

conditions. Issues such as optimum group size, the degree of moderation, steering or 

monitoring by a group leader, the quality and frequency of interaction, levels of participation, 
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and the way online support relates to self help participation in face-to-face groups, need to be 

addressed by qualitative and quantitative studies if anything other than an anecdotal picture is 

to be presented. 

An overall conclusion is that moderated discussion lists offer greater security, a sense of group 

cohesion and identity, an equality in terms of participation, and the ability to respond to 

difficulties in list administration, in comparison with the immense, unmoderated and unwieldy 

USENET groups along the alt.support spectrum. The case study, however limited, shows that 

in a very personal sense many of the key features of face-to-face self pelp (mutuality, serial 

reciprocity, self-determination, equality, the exchange of experiential knowledge) are 

transferred intact to the larger electronic group format. Such a claim is tempered by the equally 

personal impact of spiralling list disagreements which often result from an electronic 

"separation effect", the US bias of group membership, the volume of off-topic discussion and 

important issues surrounding the validity of medical information exchanged between 

participants. Such risks point to a central role for Self Help Nottingham in developing a value

added structure that can protect groups from these potentially negative impacts of online 

activity. This can take several forms: if individuals with Internet access from home wish to be 

put in touch with online support groups (e.g sufferers of rare syndromes or those for whom 

participation in face-to-face groups is problematic) Self Help Nottingham can search for 

groups and perform a form of "vetting" (based on a review of list archives or scope/purpose 

notes, a period of monitoring). The degree to which this is practicable depends as much on the 

potential constituency ofInternet-enabled self helpers in Nottingham as it does the time and 

resources available by information section staff. 

A more realistic model might include the development of local intranet-based groups linked to 

discussion lists or bulletin boards, with Self Help Nottingham serving as the central resource 

"hub" (similar to Support-group.com's bulletin board system in Chapter 10). Such groups 

offer potential benefits for healthcare professionals to participate and increase their awareness 

of self help dynamics, and for group leaders to gain practical experience of self help issues in a 

less intrusive setting. Self Help Nottingham could exploit its role as the enabling interface 

between professionals and groups by establishing pilot groups, selected from local groups 

showing an interest in participating in an electronic format as a supplement to face-to-face 

meetings, and continuing their support and development role from far closer quarters than 

would be possible with international discussion lists. 
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An additional area of research could involve networked self help activity in Europe. Those 

valuable perspectives from Germany and Scandanavia, to the fore in the mid-'! 980s research, 

are masked by the anglo-centric nature of the Internet, and their contribution to the 1990s 

electronic landscape would be an illuminating addition. 

Such pilot groups, operating under the Self Help Nottingham umbrella, could form the subjects 

for the sort of research into effectiveness and optimum structure indicated above. This would 

capitalise on the c1earinghouse role which can coordinate research and professional 

involvement without undermining the groups' self-determining status and the unique ways of 

coping they offer. Professional involvement must remain group-sanctioned, serving as a 

resource when required and not in a leadership capacity. 

13.4. Site development issues 

In addition to the conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 11, it is important to stress the 

need to actively engage in promoting the site through traditional and electronic media. The site 

has developed a number of information tools that will enable the team to target health and 

social care practitioners, researchers, and international self help contacts. Such strategies need 

to be reinforced by submitting the site to search engines, publicising its relaunch through 

subject-oriented discussion lists, and contacting evaluative gateways such as OMNI, SOSIG, 

Nahat, c1earinghouse sites in North America, collections of resources for nurses and General 

Practitioners, community information resource sites and local public information providers. 

However great the potential for providing a new focus for the team's traditional print media 

(the directory, full-text training materials etc.) and significantly reducing international 

communication costs, the team's commitment to the integrity of the site must be based on 

fundamental issues of content and qUality. The resources grouped together on the site for the 

team's internal information use, reinforced by the guidelines in Chapter 12, give an overview of 

the salient issues in resource evaluation and the use of the Internet to monitor developments in 

voluntary sector IT initiatives, incorporating aspects of best practice (in terms of design, 

content and approach) into the site's future structure. 

The proposed Forum offers the opportunity to provide the first UK-specific self help discussion 

list and could serve as a catalyst for national-level policy formation, research and the 

dissemination of "good practice". Enthusiasm must be set against the realities of such ventures, 
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which often reach a plateau then fail through lack of input. The forum represents the 

opportunity to reinforce networks on the ground, to galvanise research and policy activity by 

offering an additional outlet for publication or highlighting areas of mutual concern. 

13.5. Final word 

While reinforcing the view that the Internet needs to cross a "quality threshold" before it 

becomes an essential tool for the voluntary sector, the implementation of Internet-based 

information and support services is already moving beyond those limitations recently 

documented in the social care sector' . 

Constrained by the realities of funding and staff resources, a view nevertheless emerges of a 

very practical role for the Internet, in its range of forms and structures, to further the claims of 

self help to be recognised as a primary vehicle for social and economic change. This research 

represents an attempt to lay the foundations for Self Help Nottingham to make an ongoing 

contribution to the development of new services for individuals, groups and professionals in a 

constantly evolving information landscape. The precise shape that contribution will take is 

difficult to predict, but a locally-adapted WWW-basedcIearinghouse model provides a shared 

framework that remains sensitive to self help's distinctive contribution and the needs of its 

participants. 

1 Pierson, John. Hitch a ride. Community Care, 1996, 11-17 April, 25. 
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Appendix: Selection of printed screens from the Self Help Nottingham WWW site 
model 

Please note: these pages have been resized for this appendix in order to meet binding requirements. In 
addition, they appear with a blue background margin when viewed through a WWW browser [as the 
screen capture below shows I 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAM 
SeICbelp groups • information I support. development 

Over !he past fifteen years Self Help Nottingham has developed and supported over 300 selfhelp 
group. in Nottingham City. Gedling, Ru.hcliffe. Broxlowe and HucknalL 

There are groups in Nottingham. based around a wide range of health. 
social and personal issues. There are groups for people living with a 
particular disease and condition and also groups for carets and family 
members. Where a local group doesn't exist. SELF HELP 
NOTI'INGHAM can put people in touch with national organisations 
or help individuals to- start up a new group. Contact usdirect for 
national iPf'onnation. Check our local directory to search for a group in 
Nottingham and district. 
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Self Help Nottingham: Active Alliances for Self Help Support and Development 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAlvl 
Self help groups. infonnation • support • development 

Active Alliances for Self Help Support and Development 

A new name, a new set of challenges and opportunities. April 1997 marks the 
beginning of a new phase in Self Help Nottingham's development as we seek to 
build on our fifteen years of promoting self help activity, this time as an 
independent registered charity and a company limited by guarantee. 

New challenges, as self help activity continues to establish itself in the evolving 
landscape of health and social services. New opportunities, as we extend our range 
of support and development services to new and established groups and develop 
active alliances with healthcare professionals, the voluntary sector, and 

.•.•.• ' ..• "" international self help organisations. 

Our core activities remain focused on supporting self-help in Nottinghamshire and 
include 

• helping groups in all stages of their development, from set -up to 
fully-functional self help group 

• providing ongoing support and training to enable groups to attain their goals 
• to provide coordination and links between groups and potential members 
• to publish and maintain the Directory of Self Help and Carers' Groups 
• providing HelpBox database information on local groups to Trent Healthline 
• forging links between self help groups and professionals to encourage 

cooperation 
• publications, training and consultancy on self help issues 
• information enquiry services 
• fundraising and funding application support and advice 
• poster design and pUblicity materials for groups 
• free meeting place for new and established groups 
• local advertising liaison 

As the use of Internet technology in voluntary organisations and community 
I networks grows, we aim to develop national and international links and provide a 

forum for discussion on self help policy and related issues. This site will serve as a 
local, national and international resource for self help groups and their support 
agencies. 

CQPyright StatementlDisclaimer. Please Read! 

This site was originally designed by Matt Clements, Loughborough University 
[1997] 

© Self Help Nottingham 1997 

Last Updated: 15 September 1997 

E-mail: selthelp@globalnet.co.uk 

[Overvjew I Contact JTs I Directory I ~ I ~ I Professionals I Publications I Trainin~ I 
fimun I Organisations I Resources I Sponsors I ~ I National Directory I HomePage] 
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Self Help Nottingham. 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAM 
Self help groups. infonnation • support. del'elopment 

Copyright and Disclaimer Notice 

Self Help Nottingham makes no representations or warranties, either express or implied, as to the 
accuracy of the information in these pages or its fitness for any purpose whatsoever. Whilst every 
effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information in these pages, their content is 
naturally subject to change. In no event will Self Help Nottingham be held liable for any direct, 
indirect, special incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use of the information held 
on this server. 

, Unless otherwise explicitly stated, all information is copyright Self Help Nottingham, irrespective 
" of whether a copyright symbol and statement is present. All trademarks are acknowledged. Self 

Help Nottingham asserts its moral rights to the information held on its systems. 

Always consult a qualified health professional [your GP or consultant] before making any 
·,ft decision about your treatment. Online resources cannot replace the specialized training and 

professional judgement of a health care professional. 

Opinions expressed in discussion forums are those of the sender of the message and do not 
represent an endorsement of those opinions by Self Help Nottingham. 

No material may be altered to any degree without Self Help Nottingham's written consent. 

You are authorised to: 

• View and display the material using a generally recognised World Wide Web browser. 
• Download the material to store in your local computer (for example in your browser's cache), 

provided that you also download this copyright notice. 
• Print out the material, provided that you also print an appropriate acknowledgement [e.g 

"This material is the copyright of Self Help Nottingham and is reproduced with permission"] 
and attach it to each copy of the printout. 

You are NOT authorised to: 

• Alter the material in any way. 
• Copy or cut from any page or its HIML source code to the Windows™ clipboard (or 

equivalent on other platforms). 

This information does not apply to material on other servers linked to this one. 

[OyeMew I Contact 1 Js I ~ I ~ I ~ I Professjonals I Publications 1lrniniD.i I fu:mn I Organisations I 
Resources I ~ I ~ I National DirectDO'l HowePage] 
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Self help groups. information. support. development 

Web Resource Overview: How to Navigate around the site 

Use the grey button bar to the left of the screen, the hypertext link menu at the foot 
of the page, or follow links within individual pages. The site will continue to 
expand on its existing sections, but the navigational architecture will remain 
consistent throughout its future development. 

Contact Us Contact details, a "how to find us" map, e-mail feedback form etc . 

Directory Search the online Directory of Self Help Groups in Nottingham and 
District 

Groups Information on starting and running a self-help group, with full-text 
resources 

Posters The virtual display board! Publicise your group's activities, or download 
posters for your surgery or community centre! 

Professionals Information for professionals with an interest in supporting self help 
groups 

Publications Full list of Self Help Nottingham publications [and order form!] 

Training Details of our training courses for self help groups and their allies 

Forum Join our discussion list on self help support and development issues 

Organisations Links to evaluated sites produced by self help development partners 

Resources [internall Internet links to evaluated sites for Self Help Nottingham'S 
information function 

Site Sponsors Acknowledgements for site funding support 

~ Hot off the presses! Access our latest newsletter, activity updates etc. And 
visit our New Home Appeal too. 

National Directory Read about our latest publication, Connect Self Help UK and 
access information on self help groups in your area. 

Home Page What site would be complete without it? Read Self Help Nottingham'S 
mission statement. 

[Oyerview I Contact Us I Directory 1.Qrmm.s l.&!.s..tw I Professjonals I Publications I Training I 
fQmm I Organisations I ReSOUrces I Sponsors I ~ I Natjonal Directory I HomePage] 
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Self Help Nottingham - Contact Information 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAJ\'l 
Self help groups. information., support' development 

Contact Us 

Write to us at: 

SELF HELP NOITINGHAM 
20 Pelham Road 
Sherwood Rise 
Nottingham NGS lAP 

Telephone: 

Information Line 0115 9691212 (Mon-Fri, 09.00 - 13.30) 

General Enquiries 0115 969 1514 (Mon-Fri, 0900 - 17.00) 

Or Fax us on 0115 960 2049 

Alternatively, send us an e-mail! 

We welcome comments about our site, so send any suggestions to: 
selfhelp@globalnet.co.uk 

, The office is on the ground floor with full access 
from Pelham Road for people using wheelchairs. 
Parking available outside this entrance. Further 
unrestricted parking on the north side of Pelham 
Road and on nearby Hamilton Road and 
Alexandra Street. [Click on the map to print a 
larger scale copy.] 

Frequent buses to and from the city centre, just 
over a mile away. 

• From Trinity Square, via Mansfield Road and Hucknall Road 
• Bus Numbers 16, 17, 18, 19, 88, 99 
• From Market Square, via Mansfield Road 
• Bus Numbers 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 90 

[Overview I Contact Us I Directrny I ~ 1 ~ I Professionals I Publications I Training I 
fQmm I Organisations I Resources I Sponsors I ~ I National Directory I HomePage] 



Self Help Nottingham - How to Find Us 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAL\ll 
Self help groups. information I support. development 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAM 
20 NG5 1Al~ 

N 

T 

Gregory Boulevard C) 

• Bus Stop 

~e City Centre • No 20 Pelham Road 

The office is on the ground floor with fuIl access from Pelham Road for people using wheelchairs. Parking 
available outside this entrance. Further unrestricted parking on the north side of Pelham Road and on 

nearby Hamilton Road and Alexandra Street. Frequent buses to and from the city centre, just over a mile 
away. 

o From Trinity Square, via Mansfield Road and HucknaIl Road 
o Bus Numbers 16, 17, 18, 19,88,99 

o From Market Square, via Mansfield Road 
o Bus Numbers 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 90 

[Overview I Contact Us I Directory 1 ~ I ~ I Professionals I Publications I Trainine- I 
Bmun I Organisations I ResQurces I Sponsors I ~ I National Directory I HomePage1 
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Self help groups" information", support. development 

Self Help Nottingham: self help group support and development 

, Over the past fifteen years Self Help Nottingham has developed and supported over 
300 self help groups in Nottingham City, Gedling, Rushcliffe, Broxtowe and 
Hucknall. 

There are groups in Nottingham based around a wide 
range of health, social and personal issues. There are 
groups for people living with a particular disease and 
condition and also groups for carers and family 
members. Where a local group doesn't exist, SELF 
HELP NOTTINGHAM can put people in touch with 
national organisations or help individuals to start up a 
new group. Check our local directory and search for a group or contact us direct. 

Resources/or New Groups 

[this is an excerpt from Startin~ Qff: information and ideas for new self help 
~roupsl 

Section 1: The First Steps 

What do you do first? 

Most people have found it best to spend some time taking a few cautious steps 
before they start, rather than rushing to begin. Here are the first few steps you could 
take:-

Step 1: Stop and Think 

Take some time to think if you really want to start a group. 

If you need one mostly to help with your own problems, you could ask yourself:
Why do you want one? How badly do you need it? Could you get by with other 
forms of help? 

On the other hand, you may be thinking more of starting a group so that people 
who are newly experiencing a problem can get help. You remember what it was like 
for you and you don't want other people to have to flounder in the same way. 
You'll probably also get a lot out ofit yourself, but the emphasis of the group may 
be different. You could ask yourself:-

• Why do you want to help other people? 
• How important is it to you to do so? 
• Are you far enough on in coping with your own situation? 
• Could starting a group make you feel worse, not better? 
• What benefits might you get out of it? 

Don't worry whether you can start a group or not. First consider seriously how 
much you want to and why. 

Think about possible obstacles. 

• Starting a group will mean demands on your time, your energy and your 



Self Help Nottingham - Resources for Self Help Groups 

money. 
• It may mean intrusion into your home - by telephone calls if not by people 

themselves. 
• It could well affect your family. 
• Starting a group can mean having to cope emotionally with other people's 

problems as well as your own. 

Think about the advantages too. 

• Your life could be changed completely - for the better. 
• You may get surprising amounts of help yourself. 
• You may make a new set of supportive friends. 
• You could become fulfilled through being able to help someone else. 
• You could find yourself doing all sorts of things you never dreamed you 

could do. 

Weigh up the possible demands on you on the one hand and the likely benefits on 
the other. 

lbink of the next six months ahead of you. Could you put some time, energy and 
commitment into a new group for about that length of time ?If you are doubtful, 
then it might be better to shelve the idea for a bit or to approach the problem in a 
different way. 

You still want to do it? Then take the next step. 

Step 2: Find Some People who Think Like You 

You will need to put some effort into starting a group, but you need not take it on 
alone. In fact, it's better not to. 

Find a few other people who are interested in starting, not simply belonging, to a 
new group. Two or three is enough, even one other person will do. Try to make it 
clear at this stage that the group is not yet active and that you're looking for people 
willing to help in getting it started. 

How might you find your first few people? Ask yourself some questions again. 

• How common is the situation you're in? 
• Do you want a group based on one neighbourhood or one village? 
• Would it be better to cover a whole town, city or an even wider area? 
• Are you likely to want to work closely with professionals in the health and 

social services? If so, they could be helpful in finding like-minded people. 

You could produce a simple poster asking if people would be interested in helping 
to start a group. Use the Checklist to see ideas you might employ to find other 
people. 

Step 3: Get Together 

When you have found the first few people, get together for a chat. Meet several 
times if you feel the need. There's no need to rush. 

lfit's convenient, meet in someone's home to start with, or find a free, quiet place 
that is accessible for all members. (There's more about meeting places in Section 
4.) 

One thing you'll need to talk about is how much you'll expect people to contribute 
to the group, not necessarily money, but in commitment and time. This is 
important: self help groups are not groups where you do things for people all the 
time. They work best if members share responsibilities and jobs, make decisions 
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Self Help Nottingam· Virtual NoticeBoard 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAl\'l 
Self help groups. information + support t de\'e1opment 

Self Help Nottingham Poster Gallery: a Virtual Display Board/or Self Help 
Groups 

Self Help Nottingham offer assistance in poster design and printing for new 
groups, as part of their support, development and promotion activity. 

This Web Poster Gallery serves as an opportunity for groups to publicise their 
activity within the Nottingham NHS Intranet, and can be used by G.Ps and other 
healthcare professionals to promote the work of groups in their practice or hospital 
setting. 

The following pages can be printed as single A4 posters: Remember to use the 
BACK arrow on your browser to return to this page! 

Local Groups 

SPYCAT: for young autistic children, their families and carers 

Mental Health Self Help Group 

Step Mum 

(SAMl Sexually Abused Men 

This resource will continue to expand as more groups add their posters to the 
noticeboard. 

Contact Self Help Nottingham if you want your group's poster to be included in 
future updates. 

[Overview I Contact Us I Directory , ~ I ~ I Professionals I Publications I Training I 
fuIwn I Organisations I Resources I Sponsors I ~ I National Directory I HomePage1 
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Self Help Nottingham - Infonnation for Professionals 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAl\:l 
Self help groups. information- support. de\'el()pment 

Resources for Primary Care professionals 

A self help group for your patient? Guidelines for G.P. Practices 

Produced jointly by the Family Health Services Authority and Self Help 
Nottingham © 1993 

Contents 

Foreword IntroductioD What is a self help e-roup? Common doubts 

Making the link Promoting better relations Summary 

"' Foreword 

Primary Care encompasses a diverse range of professionals and sources of help 
with patient care. With the ever increasing demands placed on our limited 
resources, it is important that we utilise the appropriate sources to their maximum 
potential. 

An often underused resource of expertise is people who have themselves suffered 
from a disease and have acquired information and knowledge which has helped 
them deal with their illness. 

Self Help Groups can, therefore, act as an invaluable source of help to patients and 
doctors in an educational and supportive capacity. They also encourage patients to 
play a more active role in their own illness. 

We need to appreciate that there may be limitations of such groups and perhaps 
areas of conflict even, but to some extent G.Ps can reduce this problem by sharing 
their concerns and ideas. 

It is our role as G.Ps to be aware that Self Help Groups can offer additional help to 
our patients and to ensure that our patients are aware of the group's existence and 
roles. 

Dr. Kam Kaur General Practitioner 

Introduction 

As Care in the Community increasingly emphasises the needs not only of patients 
but also of carers, it is important that GPs and practice staff are aware of what is 
available in the community. 

Self help groups form a large informal network for people coping with chronic 
illness, disability, those caring for friends and relatives, for the bereaved and for 
people who may be isolated. 

This resource has been updated to help promote links between GPs and self help 
groups and to provide information on how to contact groups in your area. 

mack to Contents] 

What is a Self Help Group? 
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Self help groups. information. support. development 

Publications 

Self Help Nottingham publications 

Directory of Self Help Groups in Nottingham and District 

• Updated annually. 16th edition [1996/97] 
• Price: £3.50 

Includes details of over 200 local groups. Provides useful, up to date information 
for individual members of the public, library and information workers, the media, 
voluntary organisations and health and social services professionals. Additional 

.i sections in the directory list professionally-run support groups and other useful 
organisations . 

Free copies available to Nottingham Health District NHS professionals [includes 
staff of the Nottingham Health Commission, NHS Trusts, GPs, opticians and 
pharmacists.] Orders may be sent to Self Help Nottingham through the NHS 
internal mail system. Contact Self Help Nottingham for details of discounts for 
multiple copies. 

[Order Form] 

Starting Off; infonnation and ideas for new self help groups 

• 2nd edition. 1994 
• Price:£7.50 [+£1.00 p&p] 
• Format: A4, card cover, wire bound [48pp] 

Self Help Nottingham's starter pack for new groups has proved a valuable resource 
for many groups over the years. This new edition builds on those experiences . 
Included are ideas and information about: initial stages - setting aims and 
objectives - group activities - meetings - money matters - publicity - other sources 
of help - how to make groups work - national contacts section 

Essentially it is a useful tool for people thinking about setting up a group, but also 
for community development, social work or health practitioners supporting groups 
in this process. Information is applicable to groups in any part of the country . 

[Order Form] 

Giving Talks to Professionals 

• 2nd edition. 1994 
• Price: £1.60 [+£0.50 p&p] 

A Self help group for your patient? 

• 2nd edition. 1993 
• Price: £1.00 +[£0.40 p&p] 

Guidelines for General Practitioners 

Connect Self Help UK 
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Self Help Nottingham - Training Resources 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAl\1 
Self help groups. information. support. del'e]opment 

Training 

SELF HELP NOTI'INGHAM provides 

• high quality national training events 
• conferences 
• consultancy 
• individually tailored workshops 

designed to meet the specific training needs of staff teams and agencies 

Training aims to: 

• Identify good practice in the field of self help 
• Provide opportunities for skill sharing and development 
• Provide models of support and ways of working creatively with self help groups 

Self Help Works A seties of training initiatives for professionals in health, social services and 
the voluntary sector. 

Self Help Groups: Ethics and Good Practice 

• 7th October 1997 
• Venue: Central Nottingham 
• Cost £65.00 

Self Help Groups: Handling Difficult Situations 

• 20th January 1998 
• Venue: Nottingham 
• Cost: £65.00 

Self Help Groups: Moving from Professionally-led to User-led Groups 

• 24th March 1998 
• Venue: Nottingham 
• Cost:£65.00 

For further details and an application form for these courses, contact us I 

In the pipeline. •• 

A series of Saturday monting workshops on Committee Skills, including: 

The Role of the Committee Secretary 

• 20th September 1997 [10.30-12.30] 

Help! I've just been elected onto the Committee! 

• October 11th 1997 [10.30-12.30] 

Coulidence Building for Chairs of Self Help Groups 

• November 15th 1997 [10.30-12.30) 

Cost: £5.00 per workshop per person. Contact us to hook your place! 

Basic Listening Skills 



Self Help Nottingham· Web Resources&ltemal Use 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAM 
Self help groups. lnfonnarion • support. development 

Internet Research Tools: 

• Gateways and Subject Guides 

Rather than rely on the eccentricities of a11-encompassing search engines, the following sites serve 
1>::: ",,',,',',',",',' as organised gateways to information resources connected with self-help support activity. 

< ,""'''w, ' QMNl OMNI is a gateway to Internet resources in medicine, biomedicine, allied health, health 
"", management and related topics. Comprehensive coverage ofUK resources in this area and access 
V, to the best resources worldwide. By a process of selection, evaluation and description the collection 

is continuously updated. 

!'iI';' 
V" 

tf 
1>",. 

NHS Cenfederation Gatewav NAHAT-supported site with alphabetical subject list of links, from 
Alternative Medicine to UK Medical Schools. 

PubMed The US National Library of Medicine online version of Medline, a leading source of 
clinical research across many health subjects. Advanced search enables accurate, targeted 
enquiries. A key source of information on research into the effectiveness of self help groups, given 
the need to inform clinicians of the benefits of self help activity. 

SQSKl Social Sciences Information Gateway. UK-based acadeutic site. Sporadic self help coverage 

" ......•••. ' .•. ' ..... ".:.: •• ::,,: •••. ,,: PsychWeb Self-Help Psychology Resources Collection of mainly US non-commercial sites V. subdivided by topic. Strong psychology/mental health emphasis. 

[5 

I> 
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• UK Self Help Directory Initiatives 

Northern Advisory Group on Disability Directory of Self Help and Support Groups 1997. 
Pioneering site that offers non-searchable database of groups in the North East, subdivided by 
broad topic, region and alphabetical listing. Site set to expand on pilot project to publish local 
group web pages. 

INFOCAM Web-searchable Community Information Database from Cambridgeshire County 
Council. Contains details of over 5000 local community, voluntary and self-help groups, clubs and 
societies, and other local resources and facilities. 

• International Self Help Support Organisations & Clearinghouses 

These serve as useful models for the introduction ofIntemet resources in support of self-help 
activity in the United States. 

Self Help Network of Kansas Excellent example of high-content web resource, with definitions, 
bibliographies and downloadable full-text training materials in the SHARE library. 

Self-Help Sourcebook Online The American Self-Help Clearinghouse site. A pioneering resource 
developed by Edward Madara. Directory covers US groups only. Despite the US emphasis, 
contains valuable collections on "Research on Self-Help Groups" and starting online groups. 

TIlinois Coalition Includes online directory of local groups. 

Champai~n County Some full-text resources. 

Self-Help Connection [Nova Scotial Basic site. Minimal content. 

El Paso area groups Contact details only. 

• International Self Help Research 

Partnerships for Networked Consumer Health Infoonation Conferences Collection of transcripts of 
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conferences and workshops, some with self help emphasis. US bias throughout. 

SU!1llOrt Group-com, Alphabetical list of condition-specific links to bulletin boards, ooline support 
groups and web resources [subdivided into national, international and local groups; professional 
resources; general information; alternative therapies etc.] 

Storm King's articles and links Research on the psychology of virtual communities 

• UK Community Development/Voluntary Sector Organisations 

UK Prim"IY Care Requires registration for full access. As well as grouping together resources for 
primary care practitioners, offers a brief [flawed?llist of self help agencies. Room for improvement. 

National Institute for Social Work Well orgartised small-scale site with full-text resources. Note the 
Getting Voluntary Organisations On1ine project. 

Help for Health Trust Market intelligence? Helpbox contact? Poorly orchestrated site but vital to 
monitor their movements in the community development sphere. 

UK Fundraising Collection of resources, links and case studies on Internet fundraising 

National Lottery Charities Board Vital, direct source for funding initiatives information. 

Mental Health Foundation UK charity with brief mental health service directory, downloadable 
leaflets 

Community Care Hosts condition-specific charity pages, among them the UK-ME Web, as well as 
an alphabetical index of links to Web health resources. 

CharjtyNet Charities Aid Foundation-run service for charities, donors and companies 

YQIS Voluntary Orgartinations Internet Server. Hosts charity sites, provide resources on site set-up 
and promotion etc. Volunteers Noticeboard. 

I'K:YQ National Council for Voluntary Organisations. UK umbrella organisation with over 840 
voluntary orgartisations as members, the NCVO promotes and supports the voluntary sector. Site 
contains press releases, details of services, publications etc. 

Disability Nottine-hamshire 

• Examples of Condition-Specific Materia1s 

Self-Help and Support Groups for Parents of Children with Special Needs in Canada Report from 
Child & Family Canada 

Give Hope Brain Tumour resources Volunteer-authored list of contact details of organisations for 
brain tumour patients and carers. 

• Locating Newsgroups & Discussion Lists 

Lim Type "self help" in search engine to obtain the following discussion list: SLFHLP-L. You can 
join this group by sending the message "sub SLFHLP-L your name" to listserv@listserv.utoronto.ca 

DejaNews Search for USENET groups 

~ Search for USENET groups and discussion lists 

Mailbase Locate academic discussion lists 

Emotional SU!1llOrt on the Internet List of links to USENET newsgroups, discussion lists. 

• Legal Issues and Site Maintenance 

Data Protection Registrar 

CoPYri2ht Licensing Aeency 
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Edward Barrow's Unofficial Internet Copyright Paus 

Metronet links 

llllllllx lITML validation for all browsers 

Yale ClAIM Style guide 

Submit-It Post site to major search engines 

Hensa HTML validation 

• Communities, Telematics and Virtual Villages 

Government Infonnation Service Links to government departments, local government, health 
authorities etc. 

Communities On1ine Major site for community networks and telematics, with full-text articles, 
research, links 

HT Labs Community networks resources 

Ta&ish Ltd. Key players in European Information Society projects. Involved in the NAGD pilot 
project [see abovel 

PERIPHERA Eurooean project [and ~!l European-funded project aims to provide "access to 
technologies for exploitation of 'new opportunities for working' through 'new ways of working' via 
self-help." 

• Self Help Publishers OnIine 

SAGE publishers 

lOyelYiew I Contact lIs I ~ 1.Qmup.i I fQstru:s.1 Professjonals I Publications I ~ I fu::wn I Oq:anjsatioos I 
Resources 1,SnQnsQrs I ~ I National pjrectory I HomePage] 



Self Help Nottingham - New Home Appeal 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHMl 
Self help groups. information. support. development 

A new home for SELF HELP NOTTINGHAM ... 

'''',''!''':'':::''''<''''::'1'':'''1,,,,'':':! We are planning to re-locate to a city centre site later in 1997. A move will enable 
us to reach a greater number of people, link us more closely with other helping 
agencies, and help us to extend and improve our quality of service. We need local 

"~pp:' "C': support from Nottingham people, self help groups, local authorities, the business 
community and local charitable trusts to help us reach our goal. .t>:" . 
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We plan to provide an accessible meeting space for new self help groups, with 
kitchen facilities, plus an open plan office and information and resource area. As 
well as seeking funds to refurbish the premises we are also approaching individual 

,.. and corporate donors to contribute both cash donations and gifts in kind. In 
particular, we are planning to provide a ground floor fully accessible meeting room 
and kitchen for groups. We need to build (i.e. partition a currently open plan 
space), furnish and equip these rooms. 

For example, a fully equipped kitchen would include table, chairs, crockery and 
utensils, kitchen equipment such as a dishwasher, microwave, fridge, storage space 
and floor covering at a minimum cost of £3000. 

A donation to our appeal would contribute greatly to achieving our aim .. Any 
donations will receive due acknowledgment and publicity (unless otherwise 
requested) through a special edition newsletter and in our annual report. 

Contact Self Help Nottingham for further details on how you might contribute. 

[Overview I Contact Us I Directory I ~ I fQs.ren I Professionals I Publications I Training I 
.Em:.um I Organisations I Resources I Sponsors I ~ I National Directory I HomePage] 
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Self Help Nottingham - Connect Self Help UK 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAlVl 
Self help groups. information. support. development 

Connect Self Help UK 

A directory of locally based voluntary organisations offering support to self help 
groups 

• Published by Self Help Nottingham [April 1997] 
• ISBN: 09521031 17 
• Price: £9.95 
• Paperback: matt laminate cover, 3l6pp perfect bound 

Connect Self Help UK is an easy-to-use reference of voluntary sector development 
agencies offering support to people setting up or working with self help groups. 
Produced in a user-friendly format, the A-Z listing gives a quick guide to services 
on offer from organisations in the UK. 

Compiled from postal questionnaires and follow-up research, this directory is the 
most complete listing to date. There are very few specialist self help workers or 
organisations, making it all the more important to identify other sources of support, 
particularly in rural areas and for specific communities. Where possible, agencies 
working with black and minority ethnic groups and mental health service users 
have been identified. 

Connect Self Help UK will prove a valuable information resource for community 
development workers, councils for voluntary services, volunteer bureaux, national 
organisations and public libraries. It will help practitioners to put people in touch 
with support agencies local to them. Also included in the directory are other useful 
contacts and names of international self help support agencies and clearinghouses. 

This publication has been made possible with the support of grant-aid from the 
Department of National Heritage. 

. 'ii Order your copy now! 

[Overview I Contact Us I Djrectory I ~ I ~ I Professiona1s I Publications I Training I 
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Self Help Nottingham - Site Sponsors 

SELF HELP NOTTINGHAlVl 
Self help groups,. information it support. development 

Site Sponsors 

Self Help Nottingham wishes to acknowledge the following organisations who have 
supported the production of this web resource 

. T! t4EALT ~ 
~ 5 \,p 

• Broxtowe Borough Council 
• Halifax Building Society 

!OTTINGHAIVI 
EF.LTHCARE 
NE5 'l'"l'IT 

• Nottinghamshire County Council Partnership Fund 
• Nottingham Healthcare NHS Trust 
• Nottingham Community Health NHS Trust 
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